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TO THE 
READER 
Having just celebrated its 15th anniversary, 
Tricontinental 
enters a new period, projecting 
changes in structure and content in order 
to fulfill its mission of providing 
information on the problems 
of the underdeveloped countries of Africa, 
Asia and Latin America. 
As we introduce these changes in this 
and future issues of our magazine, 
we invite our readers to comment on topics 
they'd like to see discussed 
and to express general opinions about 
Tricontinental 
and how it can be improved. We 
believe that the views of our readers and 
contributors will help us to reach 
the goals we've set for the coming year. 
In an effort to concentrate 
all our efforts on improving the magazine, 
we are discontinuing the publication 

,__ ________ ___, of the bulletin. 
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Our opening article in this first issue of the 
magazine for 1981 is an excerpt 
from Cuban journalist 
Alberto Fernandez Vera's forthcoming book, 

"Camilo Torres: Letters before the Battle," 
which provides an insight into the ideas 
of that Colombian priest who supported the 
exploited and oppressed people 
and, by his example, showed them 
the way to real freed om. 
"Oman: the People's Liberation Front 
Speaks" describes the colonialists' 
and imperialists' maneuvers in connivance with 
the domestic reaction, 
that have led the Omani people to opt 
for struggle until the last foreign 
soldier is expelled from their land. 
The old theories that doomed Latin America 
to eternal US domination 
have been washed down the drain of 
reality. This is what Cuban 
journalist Arsenio Rodriguez, a specialist in 
Latin-American politics, discusses in 
"From Myths to Reatities 
in Latin. America and the Caribbean." 
"The Military, Political and 
Diplomatic Talent of Nguyen Trai" 
is the title of OSPAAAL's position paper 
presented at the UNESCO 
scientific forum on this Vietnamese hero, a 
legendary fighter of a heroic people, 
which we publish in this issue. 
Colonialism, neocolonialism and imperialism 
- three phenomena historically 
linked to our peoples' exploitation -
are probed in Cuban economist and resea.rcher 
Fernando Martinez Heredia's 
study on "Colonialism and Neocolonialism, 
Historic Forms of Imperialist Domination," the 
first part of which we present 
in this issue, and in 
"The US Military Apparatus in Puerto Rico," 
by Puerto Rican 
writers M. Meyn and ]. Rodriguez. 
MAN AND HIS WORD 

&....-~~~~~~~~~ 

brings you the second part of Ethiopian 
President Mengistu Haile Mariam's 
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report to the 1st Congress 
of the Commission for Organizing the Party 
of th e Working People of Ethiopia, 
entitled "A Chapter in Ethiopian History (II)." 
Our concluding section, 
NOTES FOR HISTORY, presents 
"World Parliament of tlze Peoples for Peace," 
along with some of the basic documents 
approved at that world conference. 
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Greater love hatli 110 ma11 tllan ,·11is, that 
a man lay down his /if e for 11is friends 

John 15:13 

T 7 p.m. on October 18, 
1965, Camilo Torres left 
the office of the Frente 
Unido (United Front) news
paper for the last time. 

He and two of his friends grabbed 
a taxi and were driven to a parked 
car in which two fighters from the 
National Liberation Army (ELN) 
were waiting. Camilo embraced his 
two friends and bade them fare
well, saying, "We can always expect 
to be screwed."1 All through the 
early morning hours, under the cold 
mountain rain, Camilo drove away 
from Santander, taking the road 
indicated by the guerrilla com
mando. All too soon - 120 days 
later, just before 10 a.m. on Feb
ruary 15, 1966 - he was shot 
down by the reaction, when two 
bullets fired by an unknown soldier 
of the 5th Army Brigade of the 
Colombian oligarchy penetrated his 
chest. The most reactionary sectors 
of the Colombian bourgeoisie had 
been determined to kill Camilo and 
bury him in some forsaken spot. 
Alive, he had been a mortal threat 
to their class. 

Why did this man die? What 
ideas prompted him to give up his 
young life, his brilliant intellect, 
his great love? 

Camilo Torres Restrepo was a 
priest , a sociologist, an astute poli
tician who was aware of his respon
sibility and devoted himself to his 
work with genuine revolutionary 
love. All his energy and ingenuity 
were expended to change his peo
ple' s sad past and present to a fu. 
ture of peace, justice and securi ty. 

The Republic of Colombia has had 
a system of representative democ
racy since December 17, 1819, but 
the fact is that the people have 
never had a voice in their own fu. 
ture. A few big names from a hand
ful of families have always con
troll the material and human wealth 
of this rich country. 

Camilo Torres overcame his class 
background of petit bourgeois 
intellectualism, for, as he said, "Giv
ing up all those bourgeois imped
iments will make us much hap
pier, freer and more honest with 
ourselves."2 

He was a devoted Christian and 
became a priest because he thought 
that was the best way he could 
serve others. Many people have 
tried, without success, to present 
him as a dreamer or adventurer in
volved in a series of unconnected 
episodes, but the essence of bis life 
indicates that he followed a 
straight course, never detouring or 
faltering. 

Camilo entered the Bogota Coun
cil Seminary in 1947 and, for the 
next seven years, made a rigorous 
study of philosophy and theology. 
On August 29, 1954, he was or
dained - "forever," as he said. The 
next day, he gave his first Mass in 

1 German Guzman Campos, El padre 
Camilo (Fa ther Camilo), Mexico, 
1968, p. 254. 

2 Camilo Torres, Cristianismo y revolu
ci6n (Christianity and Revolution), 
compiled by Maldonado, et al., Mexi
co, 1979, p. 455. 
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the Chapel of the Cervantes Ly
ceum, in Bogota. His last Mass was 
given on June 26, 1956, in the San 
Diego Temple. 

Because of his academic achieve
ments, Cardinal Luque, who was 
then head of the Colombian Catho
lic Church, chose him to go on to 
higher studies in sociology at Cath
olic University in Louvain, Bel
gium, which he entered in Septem
ber 1954. 

As soon as he reached that uni
versity city, he began talking to 
other Latin-American students 
about forming a study group that 
would concentrate on contemporary 
Colombian studies; in June 1956, 
the Colombian Team of Socioeco
nomic Research (ECISE) was 
created. 

In July of that year he returned 
to Colombia to collect data for his 
thesis. He also organized an ECISE 
section in Bogota and, when he re
turned to Louvain in September, 
he organized similar sections among 
young Colombian students in Ber
lin, Paris, Washington and Caracas. 

After presenting his thesis on 
"The Standard of Living in Bogo
ta," he returned to Colombia in 
January 1959. In March he was 
appointed professor of sociology 
and assistant chaplain at National 
University. 

He immediately set out to 
acquaint students and teachers with 
the national situation by organizing 
the University Movement for Com
munity Improvement (MUNIPROC) 
to determine community resources 
and needs and promote programs 
of collective action that would help 
to develop membership. 
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This period bad a decisive influ· 
ence on the evolution of Camilo's 
political thinking and public life. 
He delved into an analysis of social 
phenomena and became a positive 
revolutionary example for the stu
dents - who, a few years later, 
became the backbone of the great 
mass movement that led to the 
astablishment of the United Front 
of the Colombian People in 1965. 

More and more, Camilo's teaching 
became a thorn in the side of the 
Jligarchy. On June 19, 1962, Cardi
nal Luis Concha Cordova ordered 
him fired from his post for support
ing the students against the Uni
versity administration. Camilo stat
ed at the time that. 

An interest in politics and politi
cal solutions to national prob
lems is perfectly understandable 
among the student body, just as 
it is among other national 
groups; therefore, we praise the 
students interest in conscien
tiously and constructively solv
ing national problems.~ 

Four days after Camilo was fired 
from National University, the Bo
gota newspaper El Tiempo (The 
Times) published an interview with 
him in which he was asked why he 
was considered a rev0lutionary in 
the university atmosphere. "If I am 
a true follower of Christ," he re-. 
plied, "it is impossible for me not 
to be a revolutionary, just as He 
was. . . . To be a revolutionary is 
to tcy to reform human and social 
structures .... " 

s Acea No. 9 (Documenl No. 9), June 
11, 1962, Archives of the Sociology 
Department, quoted in Cristianismo 
y revolucion, op. cit., pp. 197-198. 



Naturally, this attitude could lead 
only to an open confrontation be
tween Camilo, on the one hand, and 
the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the 
privileged, ruling class of Colombia, 
on the other. 

Camilo spent the next two years 
studying, synthesizing, reorganizing 
and denouncing the tragic socio
political and historical conditions 
in his country and the rest of the 
Americas. He also worked as a 
priest in the Veracruz parish of 
central Bogota. Gradually, he be
came a symbol oE opposition to 
the established social order. 

Camilo understood that it wasn't 
enough to recognize and denounce 
the system's injustice. It was also 
necessary to act; to organize and 
activate the people around a spe
cific political program; to bury the 
people's political frustration; and 

to guide them along clear lines 
to the seizure of power, mobilizing 
them and raising their conscious~ 
ness until it would explode in a 
great revolutionary torrent releas
ing their repressed energies. His 
efforts were guided by the words 
supposedly spoken to Moses: 

And the Lord said, I have surely 
seen the affliction of m y people 
... and have heard their cry by 
reason of their taskmasters; for 
I now their sorrows . . . . A1td I 
am come down to deliver them 
ouc of the hand of clze Egyptians. 

Exodus 3:7,8 

Colombia's republican history is 
characterized by frustration. Al-
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though the people have fought con
stantly, they have always been di
vided and betrayed. 

The Liberal and Conservative 
Parties first appeared in 1849 and 
nave held the oligarchy together 
and divided the peoples ever since. 

In 1930, the capitalist economic 
crisis hit Colombia, ending the 
Conservatives' political control and 
bringing the Liberals to power. 

The old Conservative order that 
had held uninterrupted sway for 45 
years was attacked by the new cap
italist trends that developed after 
World War II. Coffee production 
increased when its price went up, 
becoming the main export item and 
linking the country ever more close
ly to imperialist interests and 
the world capitalist economy. 

Factories and shops mushroomed 
as income and investment in
creased, leading LO anarchistic 
migration from countryside to city 
and the emergence of a weak 
proletariat. 

The working class began to play 
an influential role in the country's 
political and social life, making its 
demands felt in struggles waged on 
the banana plantations and in the 
mines, oil fields, industries and 
ports. 

Colombia's 1925-29 economic up
surge - a 5.7-percent growth rate 
for the Gross National Product and 
$200 million4 in foreign invest
ments, basically from the United 
States - came to an end with the 
1929 crash. 

Having laid the socioeconomic 
bases for power in that five-year 
period (1925-29), the industrial 
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bourgeoisje, which had been devel· 
oping for 30 years, seemed on the 
point of realizing its dream of or
ganizing the country along lines of 
the US neocolonial model. Politi
cally, this Liberal bourgeoisie was 
in a much better economic position 
than the Conservative feudal land
owners to take advantage of what 
happened to the domestic market 
and the standard of living when the 
price of coffee plummeted in 1930. 

The Liberal leaders took up the 
people's demands and turned the 
great rural and urban social up
heaval to their own advantage by 
having their party politicians make 
public promises of future reforms 
and benefits that would wipe out 
poverty. 
· In 1930, Liberal candidate Enri
que Olaya Herrera was elected Pres
ident of the republic with the 
backing of a vast mass movement, 
but his government failed to meet 
the people's needs or the national 
bourgeoisie's reformist aspirations. 

He was succeeded by Alfonso 
L6pez Pumarejo, the bourgeois 
reformer.,' greatest hope and leader 
of the progressive wing of the Lib
eral Party, whose slogan, "the ad
vancing revolution," was based on a 
program of reforms that swept him 
into the Presidency on a wave of 
popular jubilation in 1934. 

An intelligent populist and a 
magnificent orator, be knew how to 
lead the crowds and make himself 
the idol of Colombia's middle-class 
liberals. 

• Antonio Zapata, Diez afios de insu
rreccion en America Latina (Ten 
Years of Insurrection in Latin Amer
ica), Santiago, Chile, 1971, pp. 171 ff. 
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The national bourgeoisie, repre
sented by the state administration, 
unsuccessfully sought to shore up 
the bases of its power and consoli
date a modem bourgeois state 
through simple bourgeois democrat
ic reforms. Its class conditions, its 
dependency on US imperialism and 
the historic limhations of its devel
opment were all against this effort, 
however. 

What was needed was a real break 
with the mechanisms that subor
dinated - and still subordinate -
Colombia's socioeconomic structure 
to the imperialist system: a genuine 
agrarian reform that would give 
the land to the peasants and revi
talize agricultural production, the 
dynamization of industry by open
ing new branches in the domestic 
and foreign markets and a more 
even income redistribution - all in 
a political atmosphere of real demo
cratic freedom. 

Of course, L6pez' reforms never 
reached the point of threatening 
imperialist and latifundist interests, 
but they did lead to widespread 
mass agitation, though this was 
divided and lacked class goals. 

Many justifications have been 
given for the failure of "the ad
vancing revolution," but the fact is 
that the Colombian national bour
geoisie was not prepared to run 
the ,risk of a people's revolution. It 
could not be revolutionary or truly 
nationalist, even if it wanted to. 

When Alfonso Lopez finished his 
term in 1938, tlie Liberal Party was 
divided into two factions. The more 
"radical" one was composed of the 
intellectuals and petite bourgeoisie, 
and the other, of tradesmen, land
owners and the rising industrialists. 

The latter faction had the most 
economic clout and placed Eduardo 

Santos in power, with the political 
support of the Conservatives head
ed by the famed and ill-fated Lau
reano G6mez. 

The moderate Liberal Santos pro
moted bipartisanship and aligned 
himself with the most reactionary 
economic groups in the country. 

Meanwhile, Alfonso Lopez contin
ued to be a symbol of hope for 
the Colombian people, in spite of 
his reformist failure. As a clever 
politician, he used the people's dis
content and launched a great cru
sade that won him the Presidency 
again in 1942 - but without the 
"revolutionary" spirit of his first 
Presidential period. 

The Conservative Party split up 
into five tendencies and broke away 
from the masses completely and 
definitively,, Faced with economic 
difficulties, demands from the peo
ple and pressure from the Conser
vative opposition headed by Lau
reano G6mez, the President re
signed in June 1945, and Alberto Lle
ras Camargo, representative of the 
moderate faction of Liberalism, 
filled out the rest of his term. 

Lleras formed a Cabinet made up 
of both Conservative and Liberal 
ministers, along the traditional di
viding lines of class bipartisanship. 

Afte r three Liberal governments, 
the national bourgeoisie couldn't 
keep up its party unity and its 
dishonest, two-faced political game 
with the people any longer, playing 
at social revolution by making 
ineffectual reforms while, at the 
same time, preserving the old 
olig(U'Chic order and promoting the 
concentration of national wealth in 
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the hands of the big landowners and 
the dependent, bureaucratic bour
geoisie. 

The naLional bourgeoisie's be· 
lrayal and weakness made it pos
sible for the minority Conservative 
Pany to win in 1946. 

In the name of national unity, 
the Conservatives placed Mariano 
Ospina Perez in the Presidency, and 
be launched a conterrevolutionary 
program based on poli tical terror
ism combined with broad socio
economic guarantees for the land
owners. 

The Conservative triumph was 
precarious, however, since the Lib
eral opposition forces controlled 
Congress and Jorge Eliecer Gaitan, 
leader of the most advanced sector 
of Liberalism, capitalized on the 
national political situation to con
trol the internal working of bis 
party and draw the masses closer 
together in the embryonic stages of 
a people's movement that was to 
reach unprecedented dimensions. 

In 1928, Gaitan had distinguished 
himself in the House of Represen
tatives as a ferven t defender of the 
workers and their demands, against 
the United Fruit Company. In 1933, 
he founded a socialist-oriented po
li tical organization called the Left
ist Revolutionary Union (UNIR). 
which caused deep d ivisions within 
lhe Liberal Party. In 1942, he op
posed Alfonso Lopez' reelection, 
and, in 1945, the masses in the 
Liberal Party proclaimed him their 
candidate for the Presidency - but 
"He was rejected by the Liberal 
leadership: Lhe en tire machinery 
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was turned against him; and he 
got fewer votes than Gabriel Tur
bay , the repressentative of the 
oligarchy."G 

In March 1943, Gaitan won a large 
majority in the departmental 
assemblies; in October of that year, 
he was undisputed victor in 800 
Municipal Council elections, fully 
supported by the people of both 
parties.6 

Threatened by the revolutionary 
characteristics of Gaitan's move
ment, Ospina Perez' counterrevolu
tionary government engaged in 
systematic terrorist action to de
s troy the opposition cadres and de
mobilize the masses in an effort to 
consolidate its power. Between 
August 7. 1946, when the govern
ment changed hands, and April 9, 
1948, when Gaitan was killed, more 
than 15 000 people were assassi
nated - and that was just the 
b eginning of the Bloodbath that 
began with the murder of the 
leader. 

Gaitan's charismatic personality 
drew the crowds, but his great 
error, according to Professor Diego 
Montana Cuellar, was that he failed 
to permit the organic s tructuring of 
the liuge people's movement that 
could have led to the rise of a real 
mass revolutionary party. 

On April 8, the Dlario del Paci
fico (Pacific Daily) in Cali referred 
to Ga itan as a " leader on the verge 

$ Cristianismo y revolr,ci6n, op. cit., 
p. 483. 

o Ibid., pp. 470-471. 



of death." Indeed, he had only a 
few hours left as his people's lea
der: the next morning, he was as· 
sassinated on one of Bogota's 
main streets as the 9th Pan-Amer
ican Conference, chaired by the 
infamous George Marshall, met in 
that city and gave birth to the 
Organization of American States. 

Enraged at the news of their 
leader's death, the people rose up 
in all their might against the state 
power and institutions controlled 
by the Conservative bourgeoisie. It 
could have been the beginning of a 
genuine, radical social revolution, 
but there was no political force to 
guide that people's earthquake or 
lead those anarchistic forces; it 
therefore degenerated, as Camilo 
Torres, said, " ... into one of the 
Colombian people's great frustra
tions."7 

What happened then was terrible. 
BogoLa burned for three days with 
the people's accumulated hatred. It 
was an act of vengeance. Only be
trayal by the Liberal leadership, 
combined with Army troops, man
aged to put down the people's 
uprising. 

The oligarchy was energetic, how
ever, and it knew how to defend 
its class interests. In that situation, 
the heads of the Liberal Party not 
only supported the government's 
decision to crush the people's move
ment but once again betrayed the 
principles they had pledged to 
defend. The only immediate polit
ical consequences of this tremen
dous social ferment, known as the 
bogotazo (Bogota lashing) were the 
formation of a new coalition Cabi
net composed of Liberals and Con
servatives and the launching of a 
rabid anticommunist campaign. 

US Secretary of State George 
Marshall insisted that the Confer
ence continue during the bogotazo 
and joined President Ospina Perez 
in accusing international commu
nism of fostering the April 9 upris
ing, describing it as the first major 
communist move in the Western 
hemisphere since the end of World 
War II and, therefore, a matter of 
concern not only to Colombia and 
Latin America but to the entire 
world.8 

Gaitan's murder gave the Colom
bian counterrevolution a pretext 
for banning social struggles, demo
bilizing and breaking up the move
ment, strengthening the state oli
garchy and unleashing a violent 
anticommunist campaign th a t 
served its aim.s and interests well. 

The Communist Party was violent
ly persecuted and had to go under
ground to continue its struggle. 
Founded in 1930, the CPC had 
succeeded in raising the workers' 
and peasants' social consciousness 
to a decisive degree through its 
direct participation in their strug
gles. 

After the bogotazo, Colombia de
generated into violence and anar
chy. Official repression reached new 
levels of. infamy to ensure the 
governing party's 1949 electoral vic
tory so it could guide the national 
economy in a way that suited its 
interests. 

1 I bid., p. 426. 

8 Richard Goot, Las guerrillas en Ame
rica Latina (The Guerrillas in Latin 
America), Santiago, Chile, 1971, 
p . 217. 
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The traditional parties encouraged 
an artificially created party fanati
cism among the masses, opening 
the floodgates to civil war and 
fratricide. 

On November 27, 1949, unopposed 
candidate Laureano Gomez, won the 
Presidential election, and the na-
tional Liberal Party leadership 
tacitly called for war. The people's 
tension erupted in armed struggle, 
in which the peasants served as 
cannon fodder while urban leaders 
who never fought managed them by 
remote control. "To fight. . . that 
is the function of the peasant, the 
peasant glebe, flesh for demagogy, 
victim, for whose obscure death 
the homeland bleeds."9 

The blow first dealt by the 
official government forces, plus the 
Liberal oligarchy's call to war, im
mediately snowballed into a life-or
death struggle, with the people di-

vided into two political groups that 
hated each other as a result of the 
methods used by the Colombian 
pluriclass parties. 

The oligarchy played astutely on 
party affiliation, which had deep 
roots in the peasantry, to start the 
civil war. 

What this period (1948-58), which 
the people called the time of vio
lence, left in its wake was horren
dous. Estimates on the number of 
deaths range upward from 200 000, 
but the real figure of crimes com
mitted is locked in the collective 
memory of a divided people, with 
no emotional or social option but 
to fight. 

The m en and women in the Co
lombian countryside are Liberal or 
Conservative not because of their 
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economic status or ideological be
liefs but simply because of the ar
tificial division handed down from 
generation to generation. 

It is a traumatizing experience 
to read the testimonies and reports 
that Father German Guzman Cam
pos has collected in his book La 
violencLa en Colombia (Violence in 
Colombia): thousands of individuals 
were shot. tortured, burned to 
death. Women were raped and mas
sacred. Thousands of families were 
forced to emigrate to the cities, 
where they lived in abject poverty. 
Not even children escaped the col
lective madness into which the 
"responsible classes" led the people. 

This irrational situation, how
ever, quickly erupted in a class 
struggle with an economic base. 
Thousands of small and middle
sized farmers were either murdered 
or thrown off their land. The oli
garchy then organized these land
less, impoverished peasants into 
armed bands along party lines. 

The peasant didn't really know 
why he was persecuted and assas
sinated, why his wife was raped 
and his children killed. All he knew 
was that he had to match violence 
with violence. 

Nevertheless, two guerrilla group~ 
- led by men who had nothing to 
do with the traditional parties -
began to move away from th e po
litical sectarianism that lay at the 
bottom of the violence and to con
c,eotra te their s truggle in the peo
ple's interests. 

e Genn:in Guzm:in Campos, La viole11-
cia e11 Colombia (Violence in Colom
bia); Bogota, 1968, p. 134. 
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I am a soldier; I fight in the 
fields 

of my homeland, that I must 
free -

where event the poorest 
Colombian 

will have land, rights and 
peace1 0 

sang the guerrillas of Tolima De
partment in 1953. 

"The social revolution follows 
the guerrillas,"11 Alfonso Lopez ad
mitted, and it was true that a pro
cess of politization was occurring 
within the guerrilla organizations. 
To avoid the danger posed by this 
phenomenon, the most diversionis
tic individuals in the leaderships of 
both partie~ were selected to carry 
out the only action that could tip 
the scales in favor or their inter
ests: on June 13, 1942, General Gus
tavo Rojas Pinillas seized power in 
a military coup d'etat. 

With Rojas Pinilla came first 
peace and then war. 

Right from the start, the new 
government waged a strong cam
paign for peace, based on the slo
gan "No more bloodshed; peace, 
justice and freedom for all." Filled 
with hope, thousands of exhausted 
guerrillas gave up their arms and 
promised to forget the bloody war 
in which they had fought. Unfortu
nately, they were prevented from 
doing so by poverty, hunger, abuses 
by the latifundists and the violence 
of the soldiers - which was a ll the 
guerrillas got for abandoning their 
commandos. The peasant's only 
option then was to retw·n to guer
rilla warfare. 

In this second stage of the vio
lence (1953-57), the Army and the 
people were engaged in a life-or
death struggle. For the first time, 
the peasants bad to face tanks and 
planes. There were 48 000 political 
assassinations during General Gus
tavo Rojas Pinilla's term; 800 000 
peasants had to emigrate to the ci
ties, and another 150 000 crossed 
the border into Venezuela.12 

The Colombian oligarchy, which 
had promoted Rojas Pinilla's dic
tatorship, had always considered it 
to be a transitional government 
whose function was to create the 
social conditions needed for once 
again reorganizing the country's 
political life within the "normal 
democratic mechanisms" of bour
geois bipartisanship, in an atmos
phere of detente and mutual under
standing between the two powerful 
traditional political groups. Rojas 
Pinilla, however, was unable to 
respond to those bourgeois inter
ests. 

The dictator reorganized the na
tion's economy and politics in line 
with his own view of things and 
showed a special interest in remain
ing in power beyond the period 
set for his government. Once again, 

10 Ibid., p. 219. 

11 Francisco Posada, Colombia: violen
cia y subdesarrollo (Colombia: Vio. 
lcnce and Underdevelopment), Bogo
ta, 1969, p. 154. 

1z Jaime Sierra Garcia, Colontbia: reali
dad y destino (Colombia: Reality and 
Destiny), McdeLHn, 1968, p. 134. 
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the voice of the parties rang out 
through cities and towns calling 
for unity, peace and harmony. 

Between 1946 and 1956, the upper 
bourgeoisie too1c over economic 
and political power from the small 
producers and the reformist nation
al bourgeoisie. In spite of the 
violence, the upper bourgeoisie 
continued its industrial growth and 
monopolistic concentration and 
centralization, multiplying the capi
tal of its private companies. 

The country's financia l and in
dustrial circles, which held much 
greater economic power than the 
ruling military clique, rose up in 
fury when Rojas Pinilla's dictator
ship announced, at the beginning of 
1957, that it intended to continue 
running the government in the Pres
idential period that was to begin 
in August of that year. 

Seriously threatened by the dic
tator and by the loss of the"guerrU
la leadership, the oligarchy quickly 
united and identified ilseif as a 
class in order to guarantee its own 
existence and the booty ensured by 
bureaucratic and political power. 
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On March 17, 1957, Alberto Lle
ras Camargo and Laureano G6mez 
signed the Platform of the National 
Front. The main points were: 

1. The two parties would par
ticipate equally in the government 
during the 16 years that the Na
tional Front would exist. 

2. The President of the Republic 
would be selected from the Conser
vatives and the Liberals in alter
nating four year periods. 

3. Tfie legislative bodies would 
be elected from lists giving equal 
participation to both parties. 

4. No legal recognition would be 
given to any other parties. 

Thus, the ideological and meth
odological content of a reactionary 
dictatorship was given form in a 
bipartisan "peace" agreement. As 
a result of the Liberal-Conservative 
honeymoon, the famous "days of 
May" occurred with the corporate 
sector decreeing a general shut
down lhat ended on May 10 with 
the overthrow of the ruling mili
tary clique. 

Violence was the direct result of 
the failure of the attempts at bour
geois democratic revolution, but 
the National Front, according to 
Camilo Torres. was "the natioaali-



zation of a conflict, of the violenre 
and administrative inefficiency of 
a miHtary government, which led 
leaders of the traditional parties to 
put their feelings aside and agree 
on the bone of contention - name
ly, the budget and the bureau
cracy. "13 

On December 1, a national plebi
scite was held in which the deceived 
Colombian people approved re
forms that eliminated all ideologi
cal differences between the tradi
tional parties and, for the first time, 
conslitutionalized what had here
tofore been a de facto arrangement 
whenever bourgeois interests were 
threatened: the creation of a single 
party of the privileged, oligarchic 
class, monolithically united against 
any opposition by the people. 

The leaders of the National Front 
played their most valuable, useful 
and hypocritical card during their 
populist campaign: opposition to 
violence. The same men, the same 
families and the same politica l fig
ures that had incited, fed and fi
nanced the madness of the violence 
now became its most fervent oppo
nents. 

The tactic of uniting the Liberal 
and Conservative leaderships not 
only reorganized the division of 
economic power through the mech
anism of transitional political 
control but also guaranteed a con
tinuity of sectarianism - which 
kept the people from effecting the 
transformations that were needed 
in Colombia's socioeconomic struc
tures. The priest in the parish of 
Veracruz understood all this thor
oughly .. 

His letters bear witness to this: 
letters from a hero going into bat
tle, ready to die; love letters, in 
which we glimpse the Camilo that 

all America has come to know. 
The letters are addressed to Isa

bel Restrepo, the person who, 
without a doubt, loved Camilo the 
most. Isabel brought hi.qi into the 
world, educated him, trained him. 
She was his friend and comrade. 

Written in his small, firm hand
writing, from the Bogota Council 
Seminary Catholic University in 
Louvain and various cities in Eur
ope, these letters testify to his 
vision of the world, the brilliance 
of his political thinking and his 
love. 

As soon as he returned to Co
lom bia, Camilo started trying to 
find solutions for his country's so
cial problems; he described his 
work in this regard before mid-
1965: 

My concern for some time has 
been to unify the opposition 
groups and try to organize that 
great mass of Colombians, most 
of whom are included in. the 70 
percent who didn't vote in the 
last election. I haven't yet found 
the means for uniting them. First 
I tried to bring together the 
heads of the political groups, but 
they seem to be more interested 
in their own groups than in peo
ple's unity. Then I tried to work 
with a group of intellectuals and 
scientists, coordinating the com
pilation of a book on structural 
reforms. 
That, too, was a failure. Then, 
after having struggled for six 
years teaching various subje.cts 
at all levels, to anyone from 
university students to poor peas
ants, I decided to begin at the 
other end.H 
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The other end was to lead the 
people, using all his strength and 
rights to oppose the ruling, exploit
ing minority. 

Camilo realized that a real change 
would have to be effected in the 
power structure before there could 
be any objective answer to the 
pressing needs of the people; that 
such a change would require the 
people's active participation; and 
that action on their part, which 
could change the bourgeois order of 
ownership, production, the services, 
culture, international relations and 
the country's political and adminis
trative organization, was impossible 
within the existing framework. 

How, then, could the revolution 
be made? How could this tremen
dous people's energy be channeled 
into a constructive movement? 
With clear political vision, Camilo 
understood - perhaps before many 
other Latin-American revolution
aries - the method that had to be 
followed. He recognized that the 
cause of a determined, armed van
guard wasn't enough without the 
masses behind it; that the guerrilla 
unit had to be the armed branch 
of the organized people - not their 
isolated defender. Thus, this identi
fication had to be achieved in order 
to unif-y the people and show them 
the need for struggle and the prob
ability of victory. 

The Platform of the United Front 
of the Colombian People was the 
mechanism that Camilo created for 
starting up the machinery of the 
people's revolution. 

In Medellin, on May 22, 1965, 
while he was still serving as a 
priest, Camilo Torres publicly 
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announced the content of his polit
ical platform, which prt>posed via
ble objective solutions for existing 
national problems. The Platform of 
the United Front was the outcome 
of a careful, scientific analysis.15 

Then he showed the masses that 
this program for change could only 
be attained if there were genuine 
changes in the power structure. Of 
course, those who held political and 
economic control would abandon 
it only if they were forced to do so. 
Thus, it became clear that the al
ternative to the status quo was 
revolution, that the wrathful gale 
of people's struggle would be re
quired to topple the structures of 
exploitation. 

Within a few months, Camilo 
succeeded in capitalizing on the na· 
tional situation. In the field of po
litical action, the oligarchy's Na
tional Front was impotent. Camilo 
roused more than 300 000 Colom· 
bians to :he cause in the first two 
months of people's agitation and 
mobilization. 

The stated final aim of the Plat
form was to structure a pluralistic 
political movement that could seize 
power - one that, from the grass 
roots to the top leadership, was so 
constituted as to guarantee the or
ganized action of the masses. Co
lombia hadn't seen anything like 
the identification between a leader 
and his people since Gaitan. While 

u Tercer Mundo, Bogota, Colombia, 
May 13, 1965. 

u Camilo Torres, Interview in La Na
cion, Santiago, Chile, September 14, 
1965. 

in See Appendix I. 



Gaitan bad been a great orator, 
Camilo surpassed this populist 
approach with a method of com
munication that was clear and real, 
aimed at raising mass conscious
ness. He used bis tremendous popu
larity to organize and unite the rev
olutionary movement rather than 
push any personal interests, "so 
that, if I should disappear, the rev
olution won't. ... " 16 

His plan was to develop a peo
ple' s movement linked to the guer
rilla groups that were - and still 
are - fight ing in the mountains 
against the punitive Anny forces. 

However, his absurd, unpredict
able, yet very real death kept him 
from carrying out his plans. His 
political tactic bad not yet had time 
to mature completely. 

Perhaps Camilo had not planned 
to join the guerrilla struggle so 
soon, but shortly before he left for 
the mountains he said, "Right now, 
I believe that every moment I waste 
iq the legal struggle is time lost 
from the revolution." 17 

On January 7, 1966, the Colom
bian press published a picture of 
Camilo in guerrilla uniform, with a 
gun. ll was accompanied by a proc
lamation to the "people, in which 
he explained the reasons for bis 
action clearly and convincingly. A 
few days later, he was killed in a 
clash of minor military importance. 

No one can ignore or doubt the 
fact that the liberation force and 
its objective political express ion in 
our time meets the aspirations and 
needs of our peoples. 

Underdeveloped capitalism in the 
Third World countries cannot pro
vide a real and viable solution for 
the anguish of the masses. The cold 
statistics list hundreds of millions 
of men and women in the underde-

veloped world who live and die in 
abject p.overty. 

Capitalism is a system based on 
egotism, the antithesis of love; on 
the principle of self-benefit, in 
wruch man is valued only because 
of what be has, not because of what 
he is. It offers no solutions for the 
majorities that are subjugated to 
the decisions of the minorities that 
wield economic power. 

Camilo recognized and absorbed 
this truth and looked for the solu
tion - that of changing the power 
structures and freeing the country 
from US imperialist neocolonialism, 
using the only means that had any 
real possibility of winning: people's 
armed revolution. 

Fifteen years have passed since 
Camilo's death for his ideas and his 
people. The struggle has not ended; 
many others have also died. Colom
bia's socioeconomic power struc
ture continues lo be based on the 
concentration of economic power, 
privilege, conformity and depend
ency on foreign capital and inter
ests. 

The political situation is apparent
ly chaotic. The state has a repre
sentative democratic system, but, 
at the same time, it is basically led 
by lbe military, who seek to con
trol the present critical situation, 
in which a deep economic abyss 
separates the ruling class from the 

10 Cristianismo y revoluci6n, op. cit., 
p. 508. 

1: Camilo Torres, letter to ELN leader 
Fabio Vazquez Castano, June 6, 1965. 
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exploited majority, foreigners con
trol the economy and national re
sources and a rural- and urban
based oligarchy is in constant con
frontation with many guerrilla 
groups and fronts that are waging 
a revolutionary struggle - in spite 
of the repression and the state of 
siege to which the country has been 
subjected for more than 20 years. 

The Colombian bourgeoisie lives 
in terror of a radicalization of the 
people's forces. 

Canillo's goal was for the masses 
to become aware of themselves and 
to seek their only real freedom. 

Colombia is an example of the 
dependency and exploitation that 
exi~t in the Third World countries 
as a whole. As long as this situation 
continues, neither peace nor devel
opment is possible. 

As a direct consequence of the 
existing socioeconomic structure, 
Colombian political life is charac
terized by state militarization, col
lective insecurity, violence and guer
rilla actions. 
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The flexible political tactics of 
the Program of the United Front 
of the Colombian People are still 
valid. Its interpretation of reality 
is still a symbol of hope and free
dom. 

The masses are much more polit
icized now, and the leftist forces, 
aware of their responsibilities, are 
seeking the necessary unity in via
ble ways that go beyond local and 
sectarian limitations. The constant
ly growing people's movement 
against unemployment and inflation 
and for civil and democratic rights 
is a specific expression of their con
cern, and the political organizations 
are using the most varied forms of 
struggle against the regime that 
is steadily handing over the coun
try's wealth to foreign capital. 

The Colombian people are en
gaged in a struggle for a more just 
society. Camilo Torres' dream that 
the masses would become aware of 
themselves and seek freedom is 
now a reality and a guarantee that 
the Colombian people will one day 
attain liberty, democracy and prog
ress. 
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Bogota, June 20, 1953 

My Beloved Darling, 

1 imagine that, by the time this reaches you, Fernando will be there 
and you will already have received. the package I sent with the film, 
some books and two letters. I know how happy you two will be to
gether, and, as I told you, I'm very envious (the good kind of envy). 
I'll tell you more about the farm later, because I hope to talk to Lau
rita. Reports have been going out since Tuesday. I don't think there'll 
be any money wasted on patching things up, but the overall cost will 
be $700, which was the price Dr. Mosquera arranged. I'm very curious 
to know what plans you have; it seems just fantastic that you may be 
here soon. You must already have full information about everything 
that's happened here, but, just in case you don't, I'm going to give you 
a detailed account. 

You will recall that there was a division between the followers of 
Ospina and Laureano and that the Army was with Ospina. We also 
commented that whichever side had t11.e Army would have power. There 
was always one chief, and, since the government knew that, it got rid 
of the Lieutenant Generals when they began to stand out (Ocampo, San
chez Amaya, etc.). Lieutenant General Rojas Pinilla apparently annoyed 
the government and Laureano because of his Ospi11ist tendencies. Fol
lowing the tradition started by its predecessors, the government "grant
ed" him the favor of a tourist trip to Germany wizen he became too 
popular in the Army. Two Ministers went to the airport and very cour
teously bade him farewell, but, when it was time to board tlte plane, 
he decided not to - probably because of warnings he had received -
and returned. This made the government very wary, and, against all 
normal procedures, it named Regulo Gaitan, a firm Laureano follower, 
Lieutenant General (though there can only be one) and began transfer
ring the pro-Ospina officers to the ,sticks. Because of Rojas Pinilla's 
popularity, tension mounted to the point where Laureano decided to 
urge Urdameta to sign his dismissal from office. Urdameta thought that 
was a dangerous move and refused, so Laureano took command and 
held it for about seven hours. Then he went to get Pabon N ttfiez, as 
Minister of War, to sign the dismissal decree; when he refused, Lau
reano fired him, jailed him and replaced him with Leiva. Then he tried 
to get Albornoz, another Ministe.-, to sign the decree - and he, too, 
refused. Meanwhile, Rojas Pini/la's friends flew to Girardot and brought 
him back from his estate in Melgar around 4 p.m. While this was going 
on, Leiva went to the Caldas battalion for recognition, accompanied by 
three officers: Regula Gaitan, Ospina Rodriguez and Willy Hollmann. 
There, as you know, the four of them were arrested. Rojas Pinilla ar
rived and offered Urdameta power, but l1e declined. Then Rojas Pinilla 
telephoned Laureano at the Palace and told him he was taking over 
the Presidency of the Republic. Laureano said that was fine and fled. 
Rojas took over with the backing of Urdaneta, Ospina; Perez, the Con-
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servative leadership and the Army. At midnight he went on national 
radio and said he had made his decisfon in order to save the country 
and guarantee a fair and peaceful election. He repeated this to the legis
lature. 

Laureano remained "under guard" in his house until he left the coun
try. Those arrested at the Caldas battalion were released, and the of
ficers were demoted. Naturally, I called-Will.y lo see how he was. I've 
been told that they've been al him again, but I haven't been able to 
check it out, and I don't like to call him because, if it isn't true, I will 
have stuck my foot in it. 

In general, the change caused great rejoicing all over the country and 
in all political circles. 

The legislature met and declared (in a very arbitrary manner, in my 
opinion) that the Presidency of the Republic had been vacant on the 
13th and that the current President was Lieutenant General Rojas Pini
lla, by virtue of the powers of the Senate of the Republic, as provided 
by the Constitution. 

The Church's attitude has been perfect. Except fo1· one case (there's 
always one) of a priest who spoke from the Palace in support of the 
new government, everything has gone well. 

You can understand how critical the situation is for the Cardinal, who 
has to weigh the morality of the matter. You know that a government 
can be overthrown if certain conditions are met: if it is considered to 
be a despotic government and all peaceful means for dislodging it have 
been exhausted; if public opinion, truly represented by a select group, 
testifies to the need for its overthrow; and if the evils that follolv are 
not greater than. those that came before. The exact fulfillment of these 
conditions can't really be adequately judged until all the data 11ave been 
recorded and a weighty opinion has been handed down some time after 
t_he turmoil of the moment has passed. Thus, the Church never judges 
political events excepl historically. But there is another prillciple in all 
this: that a de facto government rather than a legal government should 
be recognized if the evils arising from nonrecognition. are worse than 
those from recognition. 

Specifically, the evil that has to be faced noiv is tt1e scan.dalom viola
tion of tl1e Constitution and the laws. At least, before, the appearances 
of legality ivere observed (with very poor results). Now it is clear that 
whoever has the backing of the Armed Forces can seize power. Thus, 
if Rojas Pinilla fails to r·eestablish legality, the day 11e becomes un
popular (as always happens with rulers), another officer can overthrow 
him without right or justice, if he lzas t1te Army behind lzim. W e're ill 
the same state as all the other South American cou11tries tltat ltave 
more revolutions tlwn. a plane has propellers. At the same time, the 
coup -took place without a single shot being fired; with great equa
nimity regarding the conquered; and with the promise of guarantees 
that the Constitution, laws, peace and impartiality will prevail. To op
pose this government would mean to lose what little remains of our 
homeland. 
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Considering all this, the Cardinal called togetlwr ten well-known 
jurists, five Conservatives and five Liberals, and this group decided 
that, in view of all the circumstances (in addition to the implicit unan
imous approval of 1he people), while the present govemment had 
violated constitutional law, as a de fucto government, after the fact, it 
should be considered legitimate. This decision was published yesterday 
by Dr. Acosta in the editorial in Catolicismo. the Archbishopric's official 
publication. 

For the rest, aside from random opposition outbursts, such as the 
case of the detectives - in which 40 detectives went to jail for having 
rebelled against the new chief - all is quiet. I for got to add that 
Catolicismo says the legitimacy of the present government depends, to 
a great extent, on its future attitude (if the change is for the worse, it 
won't be legitimate). Now comes the comedy: 

In a single day, Pabon Nili1ez served as Minister of W ar; was sent off 
to jail; was released to make room for Leiva, his successor (in jail and 
in the Ministry); and became a Minister in the new Cabinet. 

When Laureano reached home after fleeing from the Palace, some
one asked him why he was in such a slate, and he said, "The fact is, 
they had me pressed flat, and I had to escape like steam from an iron." 
There are lots of other good stories, but, if I were to include them all, 
I wouldn't be able to pay the postage on this letter. 

I talked with Laurita, and size told m e the bank had given her a note 
saying the farm couldn't be leased unless a number of changes were 
made to meet health standards. I made out a budget which was around 
$700 and told her to go ahead because we had no alternative but 
would have to figure some way to get the money. You'll see whether 
or not we make it, as planned, with what is still due from Rosita. I'm 
telling you this because Laurita says you're raising money. I ask you, 
as a favor, to send the rntes of that great hotel in Miami, the Hispano
American Residency, with discounts for groups of 15 and maybe a few 
more things I don't know about. ft would be a good idea to talk to the 
taxi drivers and the tourist agencies and offer them a percentage. Think 
about your trip very carefully, and don't spend too much for a project 
that isn't off the ground yet. 

W ell, my darling, you can't complain. about this letter. 
A thousand kisses and much love from your son, who adores you and 

asks for your benediction. 
My best to Torres and greetings to everyone, 

Camilo 
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Louvain, February 21, 1956 

My Beloved Darling, 

I received your news of tlte tragic events in Colombia the day after 
I had read about them (without any details) in Time magazine. As I said 
to Dad, it's incredible that decent people, no matter what political party 
they belong to, don't unite in a common effort for a genuine "moral 
restoration" of the country. I believe what they say is true, that the 
people get the government they deserve. The rulers do as they please 
there, everyone screams, but nobody makes up his mind to do anything 
about it. The best people think only of resorting to violence, a solution 
as utopian as it is ineffectual (at this time). Violence only breeds vio
lence. No one is thinking about educating the people, the futu re sub
jects and rulers, for a rational political struggle. No one is thinking 
about creating cells that will serve as a source of moral ferment. Every 
day I become more convinced of the essential need to form selective 
nuclei, from both the technical and ethical points of view. Honest older 
people should be directing their honesty toward something more ef
fective than complaining, scolding and talking but never acti ng in a 
basic, positive way. 

That is why the project for our lay team, so filled with mysticism 
and technology, is increasingly important to me. 

Your willingness to lzelp us is very important, since I've already 
written the Cardinal about it - at the same time that I asked his per
mission to retum to Colombia. during the summer. Now, however, the 
project for the institute I mentioned depends on the bishops, and 
there's nothing definite. I t is, therefore, very dilf icult to request autho
rization to collect money. While this is being set up and I'm trying to 
get you a letter, perhaps you might be able to talk to some industrial
ists. 

I don't know whether or not E l Mercurio is a government paper. If 
it is, we can't accept anything from it. In Latin America, everything 
that is economically dependent on the government is ideologically de
pendent, too, and, when a government's ideology is expressed in the 
kind of barbarity our government has sho\Vn, we certainly can't accept 
a.ny dependency on it. In any case, we should take advantage of this 
situation, for I imagine all honorable people want to react and do 
something positive. 

Please keep me informed about the appointment of new priests and 
ask Monsignor Diaz to forgive me for not having written Tiim and ask 
where the $20 he sent me came from. 

Greetings to all. Everyone here always sends you greetings. All my 
love, from your son who adores you and asks for your benediction. 

Camilo 
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APPENDIX 

Platfonn of tfle United Front of the Colombian People 

To all Colombians: the masses, community action organizations, trade 
unions, cooperatives, mutual aid societies, peasant leagues, Indian com
munities and workers' organizations; to all nonconformists; and to all 
those who are not aligned with the traditional political parties, we pre
sent the following Platform in order to unify the Colombian people around 
specific goals. 

Motives: 

1. The decisions required for Colombian policy to be oriented to benefit 
the majority rather 1J1an tbe minority must emanate from those who 
hold power. 

2. Those who presently hold real power constitute an economic minor
ity that makes all U1e basic decisions regarding national policy. 

3. This minority wil1 never make decisions that may adversely affect 
its own interests and the foreign interests to which it is linked. 

4. The decisions required for socioeconomic development to benefit the 
majority through national independence will necessarily hurt the inter. 
ests of the economic minority. 

5. These circumstances make it essential to change the structure of 
political power so that decision-making rests with the majority. 

6. The majority currently rejects the political parties and the existing 
system but has no mechanism for taking power. 

7. The political apparatus that is organized should seek maximum mass 
support, be technically planned and be set up a.round principles or action 
rather than a leader, so as to avoid the danger or cliques, demagogy and 
personal influence. 

Objectives: I. Agrarian Reform 

The land will belong to those who work it. 
The government will assign agricultural inspectors to hand over title 

to the land to the peasants who work it, and a system of cooperatives 
and communities will be set up LO exploit the land, in fine with a nation
al agricuJtural plan that will include credit and technical assistance. 

Nobody may purchase land. Whatever is considered necessary for the 
common good will be expropriated without indemnity. 

The Indian councils will take real possession of the land that belongs 
to them. Development and improvement of the Indian communities will 
be promoted. 

II. Urban reform 

A. Ownership of houses in towns and cities will pass to their iohabi· 
tants. Those whose only income comes from a rental unit may retain 
that unit whether or not they live in it, i( they prove that situation. 

B. If U1e government determines that a dwelling is underutilized, it 
wiJI fine the owner and incorporate the dwelling in its housing plans. 

III. Planning 

An obligatory plan ·will be drawn up to replace imports, increase ex
ports and industrialize the country. 

All public or private invesrments will be subject to the national invest
ment plan. Op~ations involving foreign money will be handled exclu
sively by the state. 

IV. Tax policy 

A graduated tax will be imposed on those who receive incomes above 
what is required for an average Columbian famiJy to live decently (for 
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example, 5000 pesos in 1965). Any income above thal limit thal is not 
invested in the sectors indicated in lhe omcial investment plan will be 
turned over Lo the s tate. No institution will be lax exempt. Wages up 
to a given limit (such as 5000 pesos a month in 1965) will not be taxed. 

V. Nationalization 

Banks, insurance companies, hospitals, clinics, pharmaceutical houses, 
public l'"ansportation, radio and teFevision and the exploitation of natw·al 
resources will be in the hands of the state. 

The state will gradually provide education for all Colombians, respect
ing th~ ideology of the bead of the family through junior high school 
and the ideology of the student tbereaCter. 

Education will be compulsory through junior high school or technical 
school. Parents who fail to meet the obligation or seeing to it that their 
children are educated will be sent to prison. Education will be financed 
through public investments, by raising taxes. 

The subsoil will belong to the state; oil will be exploited for the 
purpose of serving the national economy. 

Foreign oil concessions will be granted only if 

1. state participation is a t least 70 percent; 
2. oil refining, distribution and production are public services under 

state control; 
3. all enterprises, equipment and installations arc returned to the state 

without charge within a period of 25 years; and 
4. the wages paid Colombian blue- and white-collar workers arc at 

least equal to those paid foreigners in lhe same category. 

VI. International relations 

Colombia will have relations with all countries in the world and will 
establish trade and cultural relations on a basis of equality and mutual 
benefit. 

VII. Social security and public l1ealtl1 

The state will implement a progressive integral social security plan 
that will guarantee the people free access LO health care and medicine 
(without prejudicing the right to privale practice) and will deal with all 
aspects related lo unemployment, illness, old age and death. All health 
personnel will be government en:ployees and will be paid according to 
the number of families who requesL their care (up to a limit fixed by 
law). 

VIII. Family policy 

Parents who abandon their childre:'l will be punished. Protection for 
mothers and children will be guaranteed by law, through cfCective penal
ties. 

IX. Armed f orce.s 

The budget for the armed forces will be adequate for its mission with· 
out infringing on Colombians' health and education needs. Defense of 
national sovereignly will be a responsibility of all the Colombian people. 
Women will be required to do civic service when they reach the age of 18. 

X. Women's rigllts 

Women will participate in economic, political and social activities on 
an equal footing with men. e 'lf 



OMAN, THE PEOPLE'S 
LIBERATION 

FRONT SPEAKS 

Speech given by a leader ot I.his revolutionary orgaruation on the 
15th anniversary of the beginning of the struggle. 

The strategic importanu of the Arab Gulf 

EFORE analyzing the present situation of Oman, we 
should first refer to the strategic importance that the 
Arab Gulf region - especially Oman - has had in the 
history of colonialism in the area. 
Ever since the early 16th century, the Arab Gulf region 

has been the scene of colonial rivalries and ambitions. 
AH the important colonialist powers had their eye on it during 

the various stages of international conflicts. As for Oman itself, 
its strategic importance is based on its geographic position, at 
the entrance to the Gulf, controlling the Strait of Ormuz and 
hundreds of miles of coastline along the Gulf and the Arabian 
Sea, and its possession of good seaports. 

Several colonialist powers were interested in the area - espe
cially Great Britain and Portugal, which quickly became aware 
of its strategic importance. The Portuguese invaded the region 
early in the 16th century and subjected its inhabitants to the 
most horrible kinds of violence and cruelty. Following a bitter, 
bloody struggle that lasted for decades, the Omani people managed 
to expel the Portuguese from their territory, the Gulf area and 
the coasts of the Indian Ocean and to unite the Omani territories 
under the 1-ule of Nassir b Murshid (1624-1741). 

English colonialists came fast on the heels of the Portuguese, 
28 seeking to exploit and plunder the peoples of the Levant and 



to establish their military and political rule. The English pushed 
their claims against the Portuguese, Dutch, Ottoman Turks, 
Iranians, French, Germans and Czarist Russians. 

Great Britain emerged victorious from this struggle at the 
end of the 18th century, when it cemented its occupation of 
the area with the Treaty of 1798, signed with Ben Ahmed, Sultan 
of Oman. British influence spread to the. Sultanate of Muscat 
and then, through a series of pacts and treaties, to the area 
controlled by the sheiks of the Omani coast. Great Britain divided 
them into seven emirates - the so·called emirates of the coast 
of Oman or of the coast of reconciliation (now the United 
Arab Emirates). 

After the Allies' victory in World War II, oil was discovered -
and extracted in enormous quantities - in Oman, dramatically 
altering the political and economic life of the region. A new 
era of competition and rivalry was ushered in - rivalry among 
many of the capitalist countries, that sought to grab control 
of this new resource so vital to modern industrial life. This was 
aside from the strategic military importance of the area as an 
inseparable pftrt of the main issue: oil. 

After World War II, the principal rivalry was between the 
British colonialists and the US interlopers, who considered them
selves the legitimate heirs to the British colonies. US interests 
wasted no time in consolidating their power in the Omani region 
and the Arab Gulf as soon as it became apparent that the British 
Empire was on the wane, rocked by political and economic crises, 
especially after the Suez wars, which dealt the coup de grace to 
British influence in the area. These conflicts between the two 
powers continued for many years. 

The coordination of the policy for the area was carried out 
within the framework of a new period of detente between the 
two powers, in spite of their conflicts. The main guidelines of 
this policy were 

1. the proclamation of formal political independence for some 
of the area's regimes; 

2. partial British military withdrawal from some regions, 
except for the Sultanate of Oman; 

3. the opening of the area to monopoly companies and capi
talist products; and . 

4. the creation of a nationa l repressive force and its military 
preparation for protecting imperialist interests in the area, as 
seen clearly in the case of the Shah. 

The imperialists are always ready to gloss over their secondary 
differences, as Jong as their common interests are not endangered. 
Moreover, they know how important the region's oil and its 29 
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strategic position are. They are always ready to experiment v • .;th 
the most terrible invasion methods and repress the peoples to 
protect their own interests. 

A part of this strategy consisted of a flood of statements from 
Washington concerning the security of the region as an inseparable 
part of the security of the Unjted States, its inclusion within 
the strategy of US security and Washington's avowed aim of 
occupying the oil wells whenever it deemed this necessary. In 
addition, it began training special forces for this mission and 
has been increasing its military presence in the region on an 
unpreced~nted scale. The lackey regime of Muscat has already 
made plans to open up Oman and its strategic possibilities. 

As we have already said, all this clearly shows the aggressive 
plans that US imperialism has been concocting against the people 
of the reg ion - plans that take the shape of the US-Israeli
Egyptian and other aggressive military pacts or overtly aggressive 
campaigns, as happened in April last year, when a US commando 
unit invaded Iran. 

The chain of imperialist acts of intervention to control the 
Arab Gulf region since the beginning of the 16th century has 
weighed hea\•ily on the peoples of the region, who have been 
subjected to great suffering and have fought against their invaders 
and for freedom and national dignity. 

Throughout their history, the Omani people have made great 
sacrifices and played an outstanding role in the process of con
frontation, first opposing the Portuguese aggressors, in the early 
decades of the 16th century, and then throwing back an Iranian 
invasion. 

Before going into the struggle our people waged against the 
English colonialisls, we would like to list some of the crimes 
the colonizers committed against our people. 

The Treaty of 1798 spread English influence and perpetuated 
their rule in our country - which was not limited to the political
military sphere and the theft of our country's goods and resources 
but also included a policy of destroying our national economy 
and isolating our people, cutting off all communication with 
other countries. It also imposed restrictions even on the relations 
between different regions within Oman, thus limiting our citizens' 
freedom to engage in trade and move from one part of the country 
Lo another. 

ln. collaboration with the chiefs of the traitorous Abu-Said 
family, the British opposed progress and imposed repression 
and terror, depriving the people of even the most basic human 
rights for more than 170 years and subjecting them to the most 
extreme forms of ignorance, poverty and unsanitary conditions. 

,..... 



The British used the Abu-Said family to oppose the Omani 
people's legitimate aspirations and imposed a reign of terror, 
with an extensive network of jails, turning Oman itself into one 
big prison. 

The English also took great pains to apply a policy of divide 
and conquer. They broke the region up into small tribal entities, 
each of which was chained by a number of bilateral agreements. 
This facilitated their policy of subjugating our people to their 
rule, seizing our goods and resources and imposing a policy of 
isolation and the most horrible underdevelopment. 

When oil was discovered rn Oman, Arabia and the Arab Gulf, 
the British increased their greedy colonialist schemes to plunder 
our region's resources; tightened their restrictions and control 
over the area; enlarged their military bases in various parts 
of Arabia and the Gulf - especially in Oman, Bahrain and Aden 
- and engaged in all kinds of terror and repression against the 
masses, trying to gain complete control over the oil resources, 
which ha,·e played such an important role in the development 
of capitalist civilization and industcy. Colonialist competition was 
also stepped up in the area, especially between the United States 
and England, in a struggle that clearly brought out all their 
aggressive aspects. 

The people of Oman stood up bravely against the British colo
nialists, malting all kinds of sacrifices. The history of Oman 
includes severaJ rebellions and revolutions against the foreign 
invaders, the most outstanding of which were : 

the resistance of Kawasem, in northern Oman, to the British 
invaders at the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries; 

the rebellions of Ra'as Al Khaima, in 1809-20; 
the rebellion of Yoalan, in 1820; 
the second rebellion of Yoalan, in 1830; 
the Omani revolution of 1913-20, the longest and most impor

tant of the Arab revolutions against the British at that ti.me; 
and 

the revolution of 1957-59, led by the emirate of Oman. 
In all these revolutions and rebellions, many of our people 

were martyred, and various aspects of their life were destroyed 
by the brutal policy of aggression of the British and their reac
tionary lackeys. 

These .::ircumstances gave our people valuable practical expe
rience in various aspects of struggle and a clearer view of 
how to expel the invaders and obtain freedom, independence 
and national sovereignty. 

At the same time, the imperialists realized that, if the Omani 
people managed to wage a prolonged people's armed war, this 31 
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could constitute a r eal danger to their political, military and 
economic interests. Therefore, they set about intensifying their 
control over our country, creating military bases, jails and prisons 
in many regions and sowing death and destruction. This increased 
the misery of the people and led to wholesale emigration to 
neighboring countries. 

Thus, the objective conditions were created for the revolution 
tha t was begun on the morning of June 9, 1965 - the most 
important event in the Omani people's history. With it , our 
people entered a new stage in their bitter struggle against their 
colonialist enemies and the reactionary, traitorous, lackey Abu
Said family. 

J une 9 symbolized the bright future which our people sought 
- an independent, free Oman with no aggressive military bases, 
colonia l rule or reacLionary lackeys. The lS years that have passed 
since the revolution of June 9 have shown the great heroism 
of our people, who have overcome tremendous difficulties in 
their deccrmination to protect the revolution and achieve their 
main aims. 

The revolution's military, political and social victories and its 
progressive nationalis t influence throughout the Arab Gulf area 
have created an anti-imperialist, revolutionary spirit opposed 
to the dynasties there. This bas b een especially true since the 
Front's 2nd Congress (the Congress of Hamra in) . held in 1968. 

The imperialists have recognized that the revolution of June 9 
constitutes a real lhreat to their vilal interests in the region and 
have d rawn up several plans for wiping it out, smoothing over 
their intcrimperialist discrepancies as of secondary importance 
when faced with this threat . Thus, the British and US forces 
d rew up joint plans for opposing the new events and the armed 
revolution. These plans had tlu·ee main guidelines: 

first, the British communique set forlh the British withdrawal 
from rhe ten iLories and the granting of formal polilical indepen
dence to the local p:ovcrnments - which, naturally, were expect~d 
to hew to tl1e policy laid down by the colonialists. Moreover, 
political figures were changed when necessary. as in Kabus' 
simulated coup in 1970; 

second, the military forces that opposed the Omani r evolution 
were incrc-ascd in an attempt to destroy our people's determina
tion lo resis t and to wipe the revolution out militarily. In addition 
to the British forces and brigades of mercenaries, grea l impor
tance was given Lo the forces of the Jordanian regime, and then 
came the Iranian invasion of Oman on December 20, 1973 - all 
part of the imperialists' plans to wipe out the revolution; and 



third, several plans were made for granting concessions and 
making political and economic reforms that would wipe out some 
of the fo•ms of underdevelopment, in order to calm the indigna
tion of the masses and draw t hem away from armed revolution 
and the national movemen t. In addition, attempts are constantly 
made to sabotage the revol ution and the national movement. 
The action carri; d out on September 12, 1970, by the divisionist 
movement in the eastern area of the Dafar (Iklim Al-Dafar) dis
trict, wh ich was put down by the masses of our people and their 
heroic revolu tionaries, was an example of this. 

Our people ha\'e fought the enemy on these three fronts 
throughout 15 years of bitter struggle. In spit.e of the great dif
ference in our resources and the difficulties that beset the revolu
tionary process, the revolution managed to destabilize the enemy 

-
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front and deal a telling blow to its policy of killing our people's 
fighting spirit. Moreover, the revolution led the masses to join 
in the struggle and increased their hatred of the colonialists 
and the traitorous lackey Abu-Said family. It also instilled a 
deep love of freedom and independence in the hearts of our 
people and won important victories in the bloody struggle, which 
is a source of great pride. Our most important victories include; 

1. instilling the Omani people with progressive concepts and 
values on the various liberating patriotic and nationalist causes; 

2. ending the relations of servitude, especially in the areas 
occupied by the revolution; 

3. establishing the rights and duties of women on an equal 
basis with men; 

4. abolishing some of the bad tribal relations and customs, 
replacing them with new; progressive concepts and relations; 

5. creating a national People's Liberation Army; 
6. arming the masses and creating people's militias; 
7. founding revolutionary schools; 
8. establishing people's councils in the liberated areas; and 
9. setting up mass organizations of workers, young people, 

women and students. 

In addition to these achievements - which, though modest 
in size, are very important - our people reaffirmed their heroism 
and courage in confrontations with their powerful enemy, beating 
back the October-November 1971 campaign of the British com
mandos and that of the Iranian aggressors and causing them ma11y 
losses - thus contributing to the overthrow of the Shah. 

Standing firm against the destructive scorched earth policy 
of the British colonialist army, the Jordanian regime, the Shah's 
army and the mercenaries, our people have shown that they are 
stronger than all their enemies' equipment and arms and have 
reaffirmed their willingness to resist and make as many sacrifices 
as may be needed. 

It is very difficult for a poor, underdeveloped people such as 
ours, led by a revolution that has nothing but a deep faith in 
its cause and the willingness to give its all, to oppose a powerful 
enemy on many fronts without incurring dangerous deviations 
and ups and downs and without making mistakes that may be 
quite dangerous. This is the general law that has governed all 
revolutions that have taken place in the world and that also 
applied in the case of the Omani revolution. As a result, we made 
a series of errors - mainly in political tactics, military planning 
and our choice of slogans. We have also been deficient in the 

34 practical application of our united front, in our creative coordina-



tion of the various forms of struggle and in understanding the 
relations among the members of the front. 

All these subjective errors, plus the broad imperialist-reac
tionary conspiracy, pushed the revolution back, especially on the 
military plane, forcing us to abandon the western part of the 
Dafar (Jklim Al-Dafar) d.islrict and permitt;ing the enemy to 
maincain several military bases and centers in areas where it 
had previously encountered great difficulties. The enemy also 
used its vast information apparatus to exploit the revolution's 
internal problems and influence a part of local, Arab and world 
public opinion by presenting a distorted image of the revolution 
in an attempt lo destroy iL and spread hopelessness and lack 
of confidence in victory among the fighters and patriots and the 
masses in general. It has also tried to sow doubt among the Arab 
and world allies of our revolution so they would withdraw their 
moral and material support. 

While we must admit that the enemy managed to win some 
important victories in this field, he himself admits that he failed to 
achieve bis main aim of exterminating the revolution or drawing 
it into Lhc field of political negotiations, so as to achieve on the 
political plane what he couldn't do militarily. Our imperialist 
enemy is aware that the political presence of the revolution and 
the existence of a strategy of armed struggle pose a serious threat 
to its possessions in this sensitive area of the world which is 
sitting on a sea of oil - in which it never stops trying to drown 
the revolution. 

These years of struggle in the People's Liberation Front of 
Oman have shown us that our great objective of freedom and 
national sovereignty can only be achieved through physical sacri-
fice and a long, hard, multifaceted war. We are determined to 
prepare for this and anything else we may have to face. We are not 
intimidated by our·enemy's strength, because we know we are 
right and that we are defending a just cause. This was the basis 
for the program of the central leadership of the People's Libera
tion Front of Oman, which was drawn up in 1976 in order to 
apply the knowledge obtained. The program sums up the tasks 
of this stage in a single watchword: "Let us struggle and prepare 
ourselves ideologically, politically and militarily to continue the 
revolutionary war." 

Strongly and with detem1ination, we will continue being 
revolutionary, in spite of the difficulties that still beset us. We 
will follow the path of subjective preparation with complete 
confidence and unwavering faith in our people's and our revolu
tion's ability to pull us out of the stagnation in which events 
beyond our control had bogged us down. We have taken some 35 
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important steps along this difficul t path and have acquired greater 
capacity for confronting our problems and a deeper, clearer view 
of the nature of the events thal have taken place in the area 
and of the methods for confronting them. By using our methods 
of struggle correctly and scientifically, we can overcome aU 
difficulties . 

Our years of struggle have shown us that the people's united 
front - which includes all the nationalist forces, groups and 
individuals (with various lines and ideological and class positions), 
supported by the masses - is one of the elements needed for 
victory. This is especially so in our country, where tyrannical 
forces of various nationalities and a great power are conspiring 
against us. 

We have also learned that armed confrontation, the most 
advanced form of struggle, should be carried out in close and 
intell igen t coordination with political and mass struggles and 
should be closely linked to them by the clear political under
standing and correct scientific planning of a strong vanguard 
political organization. We believe chat one of our most important 
duties for developing our revolulionary practice, achieving our 
strategic objective of obtaining our people's freedom and inde
pendence and establishing a national democratic system in Oman 
is to study both our own and other peoples' struggles. 

In view of the upsurge in the masses' struggle in the Arab Gull 
and peninsula and the backing given it by the Omani r evolution, 
the imperialists have been forced - to protect their vital inter
ests, as we have a lready pointed out - to adopt new policies 
that guarantee their economic privi leges and their political and 
military inf!uence. This policy was first seen in Oman when they 
removed Said Ben Taimur and replaced him with his son Kabus, 
in order to save the regime by decking it out in false nationalism 
and independe nce. At the same time, they engineered some 
political, economic and administrative amendments that opened 
Oman up to foreign monopolies, which obtained great conces
sions in the field of oil, olher minerals, agriculture, fishing, 
communications and construct ion. The foreign investors and 
banks mushroomed, as did th e intervention of foreign experts 
in the political, economic and military spheres - firs t British, 
then U,?. Other forces, such as the Jordanian regime and the 
deerepit Shah, were pushed into a confrontation wilh the Omani 
revolution, exposing the incapacity of Kabus' regime. 

Two different forms of colonialism survive cheek by jowl among 
our people: the old, represen Led by dozens of British and US 
m.ilJ~ary bases and centers ancl hundreds of military advi!>crs and 
e~~; aod. the new, represented by the puppet regime and the 



reactionaries tied to it. There is a program of reforms, and new 
fields have been opened to foreign monopolies, companies and 
banks, which plunder and steal our people's wealth for imperial
ism and ils reactionary agents. 

The growing concentration of the British and US military bases 
and forces nnd, more recently, of the forces of the lackey Sadat 
constitutes a real danger to our people's secur ity and political 
future and a direct threat to the security and stability of the 
peoples in the Gulf area and Arabia - especially their nationalist 
forces and the progressive regimes. 

All this has led us to demand that all these forces leave our 
country and that their aggressive bases be dismantled. Now 
more than ever before, this is a basic, necessary demand of our 
people that coincides wilh the desires and aspirations of the 
other peoples of the region to strengthen their political and eco
nomic independence and achieve p rosperity - which is a far 
cry from the imperialist policy of interven tion, threats and ag
gression. 

The present regime in our country considers itself to be the 
only Arab regime in all the area tl1at publicly proclaims the 
existence of US and British aggressive forces , since our waters 
and territories have been turned into bases where they live as 
they please and from which they carry out their campaigns of 
repression against our people - wl10 are resisting them in the 
cities, hamlets and countryside - and their attacks on neigh
boring peoples, as when a US commando unit invaded Iranian 
territory, using the facilities of the bases in Oman and B~rain. 
They also play a role in conspiracies and espionage against the 
territory of th~ People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. 

The lackey regime of Muscat, with its policy of support for 
Sadat's regime, Lhe Zionist state, the traitorous Camp David 
Agreements, the most savage types of repression and the imprison
ment of hundreds of citizens without bringing them to trial or 
even charging them, has been isolated politically both inside 
and outside the country. 

As for the level of the confrontation between the revolution 
and this traitorous regime that daily gives new proof of its scorn 
for national and patriotic causes, our country is witness to the 
desperation and anger of the masses, who are uniting around 
their vanguard: the People's Liberation Front of Oman. 

The period since early 1979 has seen a series of hard-fought 
battles between the revolutionary forces and the foreign and 
lackey regime's forces in the southern part of the country. These 
combats have reaffirmed the revolution's ability to rise up anew, 
especially now, when the imperialists and the Muscat r egime are 
trying to fool Arab and international public opinion and are 
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telling our masses that the revolution has been wiped out as an 
armed fighting force. 

The value of these battles may also be seen in the fact that 
they have been waged with the support of the masses, who have 
allied themselves with the revolution. The time and place were 
carefully chosen, and they were aimed mainly against the foreign 
leaders and military centers. 'fhey were effected in regions that 
are very important to the enemy, which sowed confusion in 
its ranks and led to broad, hysterical campaigns to imprison 
the people, including urban and rural raids in the southern 
zone. The popular discontent was expressed in protest marches 
and demonstrations against the arbitrary arrests and searches 
of homes and groups and in the plunder of their property -
which the henchmen and mercenaries of the lackey regime of 
Muscat simply grabbed. 

Two alternatives 

The present situation in our country is characterized by overt 
military occupation, political and economic control of our people!s 
wealth by the British and US occupiers and the existence of a 
reactionary lackey regime tied hand and foot to the foreign 
occupiers. This situation offers our people only nvo alternatives: 
either to sµrrender or to continue the struggle until definitive 
victory is won. 

Ow· people's choice is very clear, since we stopped surrendering 
a long time ago and refuse to be subjugated by the colonialists 
and their reactionary lackeys. Our people unhesitatingly made 
this historic decision on June 9, 1965, fully aware of all the suf
fering ~d sacrifices that would be required on the long road 
to liberation. 

Our people and our armed revolution have continued along 
this path, in spite of the quantitative and qualitative strength of 
the enemy and all the difficulties, pitfalls and temporary setbacks. 
This expt·esses their great conviction of the justice and correct
ness of our line, that is based on armed struggle, supported by 
aJl c.ther forms of struggle. We will continue to fight, led by 
revolutionary thinking, until 1he last foreign soldier has been 
expelled from our beloved land and all the traitorous fortresses 
that are used against our people are destroyed. 

The revolution of J une 9, which has continued during 15 years 
of fighting, has established relations of struggle with all the 
other national, democratic and revolutionary forces in the Arab 
region and also with all progressive democracy-, freedom- and 
peace-loving forces throughout the world . 



Our people and the People's Liberation Front of Oman, their 
vanguard, have relations with the People's Democratic Republic 
of Yemen at the party, government and people's levels. These 
relations have a special place in our struggle against the enemy 
and in our efforts to achieve the great objectives of both our 
revolutions - of October 24 and June 9. The relations between 
our peoples and revolutions have been cemented by the blood 
shed· on Omani and Yemeni soil and are the most sincere expres
sion of the alliance that has existed, still exists and will continue 
to guide our fighters and the masses toward achieving ever 
greater triumphs and successes. 

Just as we esteem the positions of the people and government 
of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, we fully support 
the Yemeni masses, led by their Socialist Party, in their struggle 
to defend the Yemeni revolution and its unity. We reaffirm our 
staunch stipport for the National Front and the Yemeni people 
in their struggle to achieve Yemeni unity on democratic, progres
sive bases. 

We also firmly support the Palestinian revolution and warmly 
salute the growing triumphs of the Palestinian people, led by 
the Palestine Liberation Organization, their sole legitimate rep
resentative, both inside and outside the occupied territories. 

We reaffirm the importance of the fighting alliance between 
the Lebanese National Movement, vanguard of the militant 
Lebanese people, and the Palestinian revolution, aimed at defeat
ing the imperialists, Zionists and Falangists who seek to wipe 
out the Palestinian resistance in Lebanese territory, hit the LNM 
hard and split the Lebanese homeland. 

Our revolution supports the Sahar:awi Arab people's struggle, 
led by the POLISARIO Front, against the l ackey Moroccan regime 
and for liberation and self-determination. 39 



We support the Egyptian national movement and the Egyptian 
people in their opposition to Sadat's plans, that are moving 
along the path of betrayal and complete surrender to the imperial
ists and Zionists, enemies of the peoples of our Arab nation. 

We are sure the day will come when Egypt will once again 
play an important role in the Arab nation's struggle for the great 
national objectives of freedom, democracy, unity and social 
progress. 

Our people's revolution supports the Steadfastness and Con
frontation Front. I believe that the main mission of this Front 
in today's conditions is to implement the resolutions of its con
ferences, which will constitute a decisive historic reply by the 
peoples of our Arab nation for defeating the sell-out plans that 
include the extension of US hegemony in the area. 

The history-making triumph of the Iranian people's revolution 
dealt a telling blow to imperialism's interests and influence in the 
region . Our people, who fought against and beat back the forces of 
the Shah, support the Iranian people's struggle. We are sure 
that the Iranian revolution will advance from one triumph to 
anocher and will achieve its people's great objectives of true 
freedom and independence as it is radicali7.ed and strengthened 
by the democratic, progressive forces. 

We support the people of Afghanistan in their struggle to 
defend their revolution and progressive government against the 
intervention and sabotage planned and carried out by US imperial
ism and its allies in the region. 

One of our main tasks in the sphere of international relations 
is to strengthen and develop our relations with the community 
of socialist countries, headed by the friendly Soviet Union, and 
with a ll the other democratic, peaceful forces of liberation in 
the world. We will work constantly to develop lasting ties 
between our struggle and those of other freedom-, peace- and 
progress-loving peoples and forces. • 
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HE explosive political sit
uation in Latin America 
and the Caribbean in the 
last 20 years has swept 
away the myths and con

cepts that sought to hold back the 
Latin-American peoples' revolu
tionary struggle. 

First the Cuban Revolution did 
away with geographic fat~l~s~, 
whicb tried to deny the possibility 
of any revolutionary process in the 
"backyard" of the most powerful 
imperialism of all time. . 

Then the Nicaraguan Revolution, 
two decades later and in the same 
area showed that the Cuban ex
peri~nce was no "exception that 
proves the rule," for victory was 
achieved as the result of a revolu
tionary war with broad backing by 
the people. 

The revolutionary triumph in 
Grenada brought that country a 

people's, progressive gove~ment 
for the first time in its history, 
shattering the supposed tranquility 
of that subregion. 

The appearance of these victo
rious processes even demolished a 
much older myth, dating from the 
'30s, which said that "A revolution 
can be eftected either with or 
·without the army but never against 
it .. " Suffice it to say that the armies 
of Cuba, Nicaragua and Grenada 
were created, armed and advised 
by tbe United States, just like the 
others that exist in nearly all the 
rest of the Latin-American coun
tries. 

The decisive aspect of the revo
lutionary movement during the 
decade that has just ended was its 
anti-imperialist character and the 
gradual recovery from the ebb 
caused by the repression and the 
political maneuvers of regional 
reactionary regimes and US impe
rialism. These maneuvers sought 



to block the progressive processes 
in the area by sabotaging the Ca
nal agreements in Panama, pressur
ing Mexico in its oil negotiations 
and carrying out destabilizing ac
tions against Jamaica. 

The rise in the political struggle 
in El Salvador and Guatemala 
shows that revolutionary action is 
still moving to qualitatively higher 
forms of struggle for achieving true 
and total independence in Central 
America. 

The Salvadoran people provide a 
heroic example of this, for they are 
ready to pay whatever price may be 
required for their independence, 
struggling daily against the repres
sive, genocidal regime imposed on 
them by the US government and 
its acolytes in the continent. 

In the face of this reality, the 
reaction has done everything it 
could to halt the rising political 
feeling that has swept the continent 
in the last few years. Neither fas
cist coups nor the reformist or 
pseudodemocratic projects hurried
ly thrown together by the US 
administration, however. have man
aged to halt the activity of the 
masses - much less now that they 
have become aware of their real 
strength in direct combat and are 
ready to demand their rights with 
arms in hand. 

All this has taken place within a 
historic framework of cause and 
effect in which the world capitalist 
crisis and its repercussions in the 
deformed, dependent Latin-Ameri
can economies have given rise to 
action by political vanguards that 
mobilize the vast masses of their 
countries. 

It is not strange, therefore, that 
the so-called policy of "viable de
mocracy" that created expectations 
and. even some confusion among 
some progressive sectors in 1977 
should turn out to be a resounding 
flop. An obvious recent example of 
this was the bloody coup pulled in 
Bolivia in spite of the desperate 
efforts that were made to protect 
the fle'dgling representative democ
racy in that country. 

Even before this, however, the 
policy had already been tom to 
pieces by its creators, the present 
US administration, when - in spite 
of its democratizing siren songs, it 
openly supported the most reac
tionary regimes in Latin America, 
including those in Uruguay, Argen
tina, Chile, Paraguay, Guatemala 
and El Salvador. 

It comes as no surprise, therefore, 
that US foreign policy toward Latin 
America should be characterized by 
aggressive, hostile positions of 
force - implemented, in the last 
few years, by the Carter adminis
tration's threats of open interven
tion; creation of operational com
mands of mixed forces in Florida; 
and other, no less bellicose mea
sures. 

Along with this, the theme song 
of human rights has been kept up, 
in spite of aid to Somoza, the Sal
vadoran Junta and other regimes 
that violate human rights with the 
weapons and technology provided 
them by US imperialism. 

These actions threaten peace in 
the Caribbean, for plans are being 
drawn up to intervene in Central 
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America against the progressive 
Salvadoran forces and a cold war 
policy is once more being espoused 
by the spokesmen of imperialism. 

There is nothing new about these 
positions. The pharisaical nature of 
US foreign policy is no secret, even 
to the US people. 

The earlier offensive unleashed 
against the peoples' movements 
only strengthened our vanguards' 
determination to free themselves 
and adopt various options of 
struggle in their confrontation with 
the ruling classes; now, these 
positions of force oblige the Latin
American patriots to radicalize 
their s truggle much more. 

The advance of the revolutionary 
struggles in their classical confron
tation reveals an undeniable truth 
which the reactionaries - or, in 
most cases, confused sectors -
have tried to hide: that armed 
struggle was, is and will be the 
guarantee of all political processes 
fo r achieving national liberation 
within the historic reality of Latin 
America and the Caribbean and 
attaining real power for the masses. 

The equation of masses, arms and 
unity is the distinguishing sign of 
the revolutionary triumphs that are 
the result of concrete historic prac
tice. 

The panorama of poverty, illit
eracy, squalor, denial of the most 
basic human rights, the arbitrary 
limitation of national decision
making power and economic depen
dency on the imperialist countries 
remain constants in the Latin Amer-
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ican countries - even in those 
with some economic advances. 

Paralleling the revolutionary 
struggle, the people's movement 
has increased its activities, calling 
for recognition of social, political 
and economic demands. S trikes are 
on the rise, as are work stoppages, 
protest demonstrations and other 
activities by the workers, farmers 
and students who oppose the im
posed status quo, for, even though 
it may seem paradoxical, nearly 
400 million Latin Americans are 
reduced to want in a continent rich 
in natural resources. 



Sh 
·~ l 

It is no coincidence that the sta
tistics of some specialized agencies 
list Latin America and the Carib
bean as the moststrike-torn area, 
measured in terms of the number 
of strikers compared to the total 
number of white- and blue-collar 
workers. Moreover, they state that 
nearly 18 million people in this part 
of the world go out on strike every 
year. 

Any observer of the Latin-Ameri
can scene should take into account 
the fact that most of these people's 
mobilizations coincided timewise 
with a so-called return to constitu-

tional regimes and that the call for 
elections, democratic promises and 
other electoral refrains mjght have 
neutralized the masses' demands. 

This isn't the only thing to keep 
in mind, however. The general ten
dency of these struggles was to 
present political elements in their 
programs - a determining factor, 
since the people's movement as a 
whole constitutes the key for sup
port for any revolutionary process 
that tries to seriously change the 
old structures inherited from the 
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metropolis and then deformed by 
capitalism. 

In this regard, our most recent 
history is nothing but the logical 
result of four centuries of exploi
tation, that are turning the Latin
American peoples into potential 
explosives, which only the correct 
instrumentation of subjective ele
ments can set off socially to give 
rise to deep radical changes. 

These changes must be imposed, 
since the Latin-American bourgeoi
sie and oligarchies will not gracious
ly cede their privileges, and US 
imperialism, that really controls 
the continent's riches, is even less 
willing to do so. 

This reality bas been borne out 
more and more for the vast masses, 
who have learned that, the more 
victims a reactionary dictatorship 
creates, the greater are the possi
bilities a war of liberation has for 
defeating it. 

The earthquake that struck Nica
ragua in 1972 killed 10 000 Nicara
guans, but the Somoza dynasty 
multiplied that figure fivefold and 
caused more mourning and grief 
among the population than any 
natural disaster. 
Wh~t can we say of the murders, 

the disappearances and the viola
tions of. a.ll kinds carried out by 
the Chnst1an Democratic Junta in 
El Salvador? 

How many victims were massa
cred by the Guatemalan, Chilean, 
Uruguayan, Paraguayan and other 
fascist regimes in the last five 
years? 

What can we say about Bolivia, 
where more than l 000 people had 
been killed by the repression in the 
first month after the military coup 
of July 1979? 

The people learn, however; they 
learn quickly. The example of 
triumphant revolutions shows what 
path must be taken to be rid of all 
these ills. 

Cuba and Nicaragua managed to 
end illiteracy only after the triumph 
of the revolution. It couldn't be 
done before then. 

One year after the Sandinista 
triumph, the epicenter of the social 
·turmoil that is shaking Central 
America is in El Salvador, where 
the struggle is acquiring dimensions 
that worry the United States. 

It is no coincidence, then, that 
there is more and more talk of 
coups, of possible intervention (it 
doesn't matter what form it may 
take) and more aid for the Junta 

1even though history shows that all 
these measures are useless against 
a people that has decided to pay 



whatever price may be necessary 
for its independence. 

An eloquent example of what a 
people can do is shown by the 
struggle in Nicaragua, where, 
almost without weapons, the people 
wiped out one of the best trained 
~d armed armies in Central Amer
ica. 

Moreover, the Nicaraguan expe· 
rience showed the tendency of the 
progressive, revolu tionary move
ment to coordinate efforts, making 
it possible to achieve unity among 
the forces in the region - that, at 
a given moment, managed to block 
the US attempts to intervene in 
Nicaragua and can now stop the 
plans directed against El Salvador. 

The recently initiated decade of 
the '80s marks a turning point in 
the situation in Latin America 
showing a rise in the peoples: 
struggles, since lhe struggle for 
national liberation and economic 
independence is Jin ked to an intense 
class struggle against capitalist ex
ploitation and mainly against the 
foreign monopolies. 

At the beginning of this century, 
the decisive factor in the growth 

of the proletariat's class awareness, 
the development of its struggles for 
liberation and the strengthening of 
its international ties was the great 
October Revolution; in the same 
way, since World War II, the rad
icalization and real class awaken
ing of the Latin-American masses 
has developed with the triumph 
and e,'(ample of the Cuban Revolu
tion, whose consolidation and devel
opment bas demonstrated in prac
tice the possibility of achieving 
revolutionary people's power in the 
western hemisphere. 

Concrete examples show what 
path must be taken to throw off 
the oligarchy, the reaction and im
perialism, and the peoples are learn
ing the lessons of Cuba, Nicaragua 
and Grenada. 

They are also learning from the 
experiences of Bolivia Guatemala 
El Salvador, Chile, Uru'guay and ati 
the other countries where the reac
tion is using assassination and re
pression to maintain itself in power. 

The struggle will not be an easy 
one, but victol)• is assured. e 
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Any understanding of the Vietnamese people's current struggles and victory must be 
based on their history, explaining the present In terms of the past, today's victories 
as reflections of their long tradition of struggle, for their resolute, triumphant resis· 
tance against the French colonialists and then against the Yankee Imperialists is the 
continuation of a tradition that began long ago. 

Soon after the founding of Au lac, that Important kingdom of ancient Vietnam had to 
confront the ambitions of the Chinese feudal lords and fell under the control of a "man 
of war" In 180 B.C. 

Resistance continued throughout the 1000 years of Chinese rule, expressed In Insurrec
tions such as the one led by the Trung sisters In A.O. 40. These rebellions culminated 
In a prolonged period of insurrection that led to the attainment of independence In 939. 

In 1407, however, the Ming dynasty of China once again seized Vietnam, which was 
then liberated mainly through the efforts of Nguyen Tral, hero and master strategist 
who managed to free all of Vietnamese territory between 1418 and 1427. 

Who was Nguyen Tral? What was his political and military thinking? The following pages 
present some data on the life and activities of this hero who laid the bases of Viet· 
namese military strategy in principles that proved so effective against French colo
nlallsm in 1954 and the most powerful Imperialist military machine of our time In 1975. 

For these reasons, UNESCO held a scientific forum In Hanoi last October to study the 
thoughts of Nguyen Tral - at which OSPAAAL presented the following paper. 



In 1407. 1he M1nq Invaded 1he couniry and tried to wl n over Nguyen Tral. but ho refused to collaborated with 
them, even when threatened 

The Vietnamese people were in a terri· 
ble situation after the Ming dynasty In· 
vaded their territory early In the 15th 
century Their national liberation struggle 
required able military, political and dlplo· 
matic leadership to prevent Vietnam from 
being turned Into a province of China 
and to keep alive the identity of the 
Great Viet. a land with an ancient cul· 
tu re. 

There were many great leadrs In that 
battle, but Vietnamese national hero Ngu
yen Tra1 was particularly outstanding be· 
cause of his multifaceted talents and 
readiness to serve the people on various 
fronts of the struggle. 

His knowledge ot military strategy and 
tactics brought his homeland victory. for 
he employed methods that were entirely 
new for his time and that enabled the 
Vietnamese to act more dynamically and 
effectively against the enemy. 

Nguyen Trai's military theories. which 
involved using few to defeat many, were 
implemented by General Le Loi. whom 
he advised. 

Several uprisings had already taken 
place against the Ming dynasty prior to 
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Le Loi 's appearance on the military scene. 
Rebelliousness - in both thought and 
deed - was an integral part of the 
Vietnamese people, but these actions did 
not achieve the desired results Many 
rebel chiefs were captured, and the Viet· 
namese princes failed to lead the re
sistance effectively Nguyen Trai"s ad· 
vice in the struggle waged by Le Loi re· 
suited in an increase in guerrilla actions 
in the mountains, actions which success· 
ful ly opposed a numerically superior 
enemy. Advancing and re treating, harass· 
ing and engaging in a counteroffensive. 
the guerr illas kept the Ming Imperial 
troops off balance. 

The inhabitants of the provinces where 
the guerri llas operated welcomed the 
fighters. When the southern provinces 
were liberated, they constituted a vast 
rearguard for Nguyen Trai and Le Loi. The 
people joined the struggle; it was a peo
ple"s war. All the troops the Chinese 
brought up as reinforcements - 50 000 
at one t1me. in addi t ion to the 50 000 
normally stationed in Vietnam - were 
ustlless. for they were immobilized in the 
capi tal. surrounded by the people's army. 

Victory was total. and Nguyen Trai"s 
idea ot defeating many with few was 
proved successful. 



That tactic and strategy were responsi· 
ble for incredible victories even hundreds 
of years ago. As was stated then, "We 
are the wind of the tempests that scat· 
ters the dry leaves . We are the ants 
that make the dikes crumble . "1 

Political aspects were combined wltn 
armed struggle in Nguyen Tral s thoughts 
and actions His strategy was based 
on the principle of "winning hearts'" and 
"ellminating violence" as the first role 
of the fighters. 

This may be seen In his " Writings to 
the Army," consisting of letters addressed 
to enemy generals, and orders and pro
clamations ot the fighters throughout the 
struggle against the Ming invaders In 
these writings Nguyen T rai described 
the art of war as part ot the great virtues 

of humanity and iustice - which. he 
said. provided strength for great deeds 
and guidance for good generals 

He denounced guile and deception and 
praised the fu lfillment of agreements and 
promises His letters to the enemy gen
erals show that he was ahead of his 
lime In brilliantly combining elements 

of persuasion with tactical military ob· 
iecuvity. 

In the letter addressed to enemy Gen· 
eral Vuong Truong. for example. he 
described the art of war as a question of 
time and circumstance. then went on to 
make a brilliant analysis of the Inevitable 
defeat of the enemy. 

Respect tor the vanquished, without 
taking reprisals or engaging In unneces· 
sary cruelty. were other Ideas he applied 
In the struggle. His Intrinsic humanity 
was always present 

He lived In a feudal era, yet he brought 
the peasants Into the struggle and was 
pained by their suffering. In this sense. 
h-:' anticipated the rnoi-t advanced polltl· 
cal Ideas of the 16th century. claiming 
that those who held sinecures should 
think of those who worked hard. 

Another of his advanced Ideas con· 
cerned t,e duty to strictly observe all 
rules for safeguarding the national pat rl· 
mony. which, In his t ime, rested with the 
feudal lords. 

All his works. of great aesthetic value 
and deeply humane content, contain an 

He defended humanity and 1ust1ce He believed that humane. fair treatmen: was more effective than harsh 
punl•hment for reforming a man 

I Huu Ngoc and Vu Kh1eu, Nguyen Trai, l'une de 
plus belles flgures de l'hl11oire do la lhoraturo 
vlelrwniennes INguyen lra1 One <>I thts Mosl 
Buu11lul Figures 1n 1he H1>1ury 111 V1et11am~oe 

L11er•lurel F0<e1gn lan9uage Ed111ons Ha11<J 
1980, p 29 51 



In Con Son. Ng·;yen Tral advised the people and u1ught the chlldren. 

aspect of enormous Importance: his role 
as a teacher. Nguyen Tral was a teacher 
of his people from the classroom to 
the government. fulfilling the greatest 
duty of any teacher by setting a good 
example. 

His llfe and work were dedicated to 
the Vietnamese people, nation and home
land. as is expressed in his literary work 
when he states that the most noble 
manifestation of humanity and justice 
consists of struggle to overcome aggres
sion and barbarism, in order to achieve 
Independence for one's homeland and 
happiness for its people. 

This explains his constant concern over 
how to serve the people, how to win their 
hearts. how to be generous to them and 
gain their consent, laying the bases for 
humanity and justice in the people's hap· 
plness and peace. 

All his political thinking reflects his 
dedication to his homeland. his nation and 
its struggles for independence - which 
was only achieved later on. 

His high ethics were expressed when, 
after retiring, he stated that he hadl 
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nothing to offer his homeland but his 
heart. 

Nguyen Tral, who dealt a crushing 
defeat to the Chinese aggressors and' 
demonstrated his tremendous military 
ability, was a champion of peace. The 
struggle for peace and friendship among 
the peoples is a constant theme In his 
work. Every victory was 1mmeo1ate1y fol
lowed by an appeal for peace, reflecting 
the deep aspirations of the Vietnamese 
people. This deep belief in peace infused 
his diplomatic activity and rounded out 
his brilliant military and politital victories. 
Nguyen Trai made an important contri· 
bution to the Vietnamese people's tradi
tion of diplomatic wisdom. 

His diplomatic work was inspired by 
the principles of humanity ;ind justice 
which prevailed in · China. Vietnam and 
other Asian countries at the time. Ac· 
cording to this philosophy, men should 
be cultured and show it in the correct 
organization of the family and In able 
handling of state affairs - which would 
lead to universal peace and harmony. 

This was the ideal of Ta-Hsueh, the 
book . of great wisdom attributed to 
Kung Chi. the grandson of Confucius. Like· 
wise, Lhe ideal of "Ta-tung," or the great 
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community or great unity of nations 
which Confucius preached. left Its im· 
print on those peoples. The writings and 
actions of Nguyen Trai sum up all this 
philosophy, both as regards the organ14a
tion of society In his country and in its 
international projection, applied in a crea
tive way to the conditions in Vietnam, for 
their popular nature vastly improved on 
the thinking of Confucius and his dis
ciples. 

He stated, " Peace and happiness for the 
people - that Is the basis of the virtues 
of humanity and justice." In the historic 
context of a Vietnam occupied by the 
Ming dynasty, humanity and 1ustice 
meant national independence; peace and 
well-being for the people; and peaceful, 
friendly relations with their powerful, 
expansionist neighbor to the north. 

The Chinese began their aggression 
against Vietnam in 1406 under the pretext 
ot reestablishing the Tran dynasty, which 
had been overthrown by a coup. This 
was an internal affair of Vietnam's, but 
the Ming dynasty made use of that cir· 
cumstance to try to fulfill its territorial 
ambitions regarding that country and all 
of Southeast Asia. Nguyen Trat denounced 
this stratagem in a letter that he wrote 
to enemy General Phuong Chinh, in which 
he said, 

Nguyen Tral's Integrity brought hln fame. 

Ibid., p. 68. 

Making use of the errors of the Ho 
dynasty, your government, under the 
pretext of "saving the people and pun· 
ishing the guilty." has used violence, 
attacked and invaded our homeland. 
devastated our nation, imposed extor· 
tionate taxes and caused It great du
ress. The poor people In the most 
isolated hamlets do not know what 
peace Is. Is this humanity and jus
tice?:t 

During that war of independence, the 
main objectives of Vietnamese diplomacy 
were to end the war and to establish 
friendly re lations with China. 

As part of his diplomatic work, Nguyen 
Trai served as Ambassador to China, 
where he applied his abilities to defend 
his homeland's interests in the interna
tional arena. 

As a dignitary on a mission abroad, 
he knew just what plenipotentiary func
tions diplomats had and so unmasked the 
tricks of the Chinese representatives in 
Vietnam who prolonged the war even af
ter they had lost it. claiming that they 
couldn't sign a peace treaty without con· 
suiting Peiping. 

He also exhibi ted his rare diplomatic 
talent in the variety of means he used 
for negotiating with the enemy. In almost 
all his letters to the Ming generals, he 
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proposed the immediate withdrawal dl 
their troops from Vietnam and offered 
guarantees that they and their horses. 
Junks and supplies would not be harassed 
while they were withdrawing. Moreover, 
he ably engaged In proselytizing among 
the occupation soldiers. His famous of
fenslva of hearts consisted in winning 
over hearts and minds, so as to win the 
battle without fighting. In this, he used 
several methods. He referred to the Chin,· 
1-l!"l :md Tang dynasties in China, whose 
territorial ambitions regarding their 
neighbors always led them to disaster. 
He also spoke of the serious problems 
that faced the Mings inside China as 
additional reasons why they would inevi
tably be defeated in Vietnam. 

In his writings. the great humanist 
clearly explained why the Chinese had 
unleashed the war against his country. 
declaring that it was to plunder its 
wealth and seize adjoining territories . 
Replying to a message from General 
Vuong Truong in which the General had 
said that the people wouldn't be hurt by 
losing a little bit of land, Nguyen Trai 
said ironically, "What fair words ! If all the 
world were to be inspired by those noble 

sentiments. there would be peace."3 This 
penetrating analysis reminds us of the 
historic appeal by Comrade Fidel Castro 
for an end to imperialist plunder in or.der 
to end wars and establish a world of 
peace, when, in 1960, he told the Gen
eral Assembly of the United Nations. "Let 
the philosophy of plunder disappear, and 
the philosophy of war will have disap
peared along with it.''4. 

The military, political and diplomatic 
projection of Nguyen Trai was expressed 
in his philosophy of humanity and jus
tice - that. in the conditions of an 
invaded Vietnam, served the cause of na
tional liberation. peace and happiness for 
the people and helped to achieve peace· 
ful coexistence among nations. That is 
the legacy of Nguyen Trai. 

His wisdom of how to overcome many 
with few - large armies with small peo
ple's armies - constitutes a basic con
tribution to the military concepts of his 
time, enriched in more recent times by 
Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap and 
put Into practice by the armed propagan
da group of the '40s, which went on to 

Nguyen Tral witnessed the crimes committed by the Ming Invaders, which Influenced his wrltlngo of Strategy 
for Victory over the Wus. 

3 Ibid., p. 73. 

' Fidel Castro, speech 111 the 15th session of the 
United Nations. published Jn Bohemia magazine, 
no. 40, p. 69. 



le Loi won many viCIOfles foll owing the strategic principles of guen Illa warfare outlined by Nguyen Tral. 

become the powerful Vietnamese peo
ple's army. 

Nguyen Trai 's combination of guerri Ila 
struggle with conventional warfare and 
attacks on fortified positions was Ii ke 
the guerrilla struggle in South Vietnam· tn 
the '60s. with its progressive develop
.men! Into the battles of the Tet Offen: 
sive and. the great culmination of the Ho 
Chi Minh Operation in the spring of 1975. 

Nguyen Trai combined armed struggle 
with political action. We are reminded 
of the creation in our time of the NLF 
and the People's Rev!'lutionary Govern
ment of South Vietnam, the parallel 
struggles at the conference table in Par
is. the hard-fought battles in the South 
and the heroic resistance of the North. 

His love for the people and his deep 
appreciation of men who created mate
rial wealth with their hands are lmpres· 
sive. He was filled with the thought of 
how to be useful to the people and how 
to win their hearts and their support. In 
short. society is developed by those who 
create material goods; just wars are won 
with the participation of the people; gov· 
ernments may stay in power only if they 
have popular support. 

His concept of the people. which f l lls 
his works and struggles and Is a corner-

stone of his political thinking, was ahead 
of his time. 

In his international struggle against the 
policy of the Ming monarchs, Nguyen 
Tral applied the functions and methods 
of diplomacy with great Intelligence. He 
understood that territorial expansion and 
the plunder of other people's wealth 
were the root causes of all wars. This 
is why he was such an ardent champion 
of peace. Hts activities on this front con
stitute one of the most solid factors un
derlying the Vietnamese nation's tradition 
of diplomatic wisdom. 

The similarity between the Chinese rul
ers' policies then and now ls startling. 
Then, as now, they used lies as weapons 
In trying to implement their expansionist, 
chauvinistic, hegemonlstlc great-power 
foreign policies. Just as. In 1406, there 
was talk of " punishing the guilty" for an 
internal affair of Vietnam's that was com
pletely unrelated to China's sovereignty, 
so in 1979 Deng Xiaoping and other Bei
jing leaders twisted the facts concerning 
the fall of the genocidal government of 
Kampuchea and Vietnam's aid to the 
Khmer people in order to make a brutal 
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F "' undred end •·~enty yc1rs a h•r his b11th , a nonument to this nallonal hero was built In Vietnam. 

attack on Vietnam. later stating t·hat their 
criminal action had been carried out in 
order to "teach Vietnam a lesson" and 
"punish" It. In fact. China's Intentions 
haven't changed: it still seeks to annex 
Vietnam and rule all of Southeast Asia. 

An analysis of the thoughts and mlli· 
tary. political and diplomatic activities of 
Nguyen Tral reveals his tremendous con
tributions to the Vietnamese people's 
fighting tradition. One of President Ho 
Chi Minh s most outstanding merits was 
his use of the best fighting traditions 
from the past. enriched with a scientific 
understanding of the world and the best 
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of current political thought: Marxism-Le
ninism. Vietnam's history from Nguyen 
Trai to Ho Chi Minh gives us the key to 
the Vietnamese people's Infinite defense 
possibilities, as shown In their victories 
during the last 40 years over Japanese, 
French, US and Chinese aggressors. 

The example that Nguyen Trai set with 
his firm position against the aggressor's 
policy of plunder and destruction, neither 
vacil lating nor selling out, Is a true re
flection of what he was: a real Vietnam
ese who, like Vieinamese in other times. 
loved his people, fought for them and 
led them to victory. e 

-
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T is now completely clear, not only to revolutionaries 
but also to the progressive organizations and governments 
interested in national development, that imperialist 
capitalism is constantly trying to breathe life into the 
neocolonialist aspects of its relations with other coun

tries in the world capitalist system. 
There are b.,,,o reasons for this dominant trend; and, even 

though the two usually appear together, in differing degrees, 
depending on the specific case, it is useful to separate them 
for purposes of study. One involves the world revolutionary 
movement's harassment of the capitalist system; the other, im
perialism's own development and contradictions. 

Here we will attempt to analyze a specific case of neocolonicl 
relations, viewing them mainly in terms of their role in the 
economic structure of the neocolonialist powers. In so doing, 
we will consider the second reason mentioned above. Thus, the 
nature and aim of this work is to analyze imperialism's economic 
policy, with the understanding that it is inseparable from im
perialist political, ideological and military action - effective 
extraeconomic actions in its economic policy - in the countries 
it controls and inCTuences and that it is also inseparable from 
the level of the anti-imperialist national and international class 
struggles. 

Neocolonialism and imperialism 

Neocolonialism is generally accepted to mean the more or less 
total subjection of a formally independent state entity by one 
or several capitalist states whose economic forces are vastly 
superior to those of the neocolonized state and constitute the 
basic means for generalizing and continuing that subjection, 
though political, ideological and even military force may be used 
to bolster them. 

Neocolonialism is characteristic of the unequal development 
and worldwide expansion of the capitalist social formation and 
is conditioned by two basic factors: 

1. The level of the neoco1onizing power's capitalist development 
and power in the international correlation of forces among capi
talist nations allows it to subject another state to its interests 
and use its mechanisms of repression and domination as inte~
mediaries in so doing. Thus, the "free play" of its economic 
forces is more important than the permanent use of political
military force. 

2. The level of development of the neocolonized country's 
national social formation forces its state and institutions to 
represent the interests of its ruling (and ruled) class, including 
its desire for national self-determination. The fact that the 
neocolonial regime engages in "decolonization" or is installed in 
power following independence (which may be effected through 
a different power than the one that was the colonfalist metrop
olis) is an irl)portant differe nce, but it does not change the 



essential fact, which is the impossibility or extreme undesirability 
of using colonial methods to exploit this country - so neocolo
nization is used, instead. 

This·dividing line for neocolonialism is so generic that it must 
be adapted to each period in the capitalist history of neocolonial
ists and neocolonialized (which includes the characteristics and 
the means by which any previous colonial relations were ter
minated), while also establishing national and regional charac
teristics and the various powers· positions in the existing correla
tion of forces. 

Colonialism's very important ro}e in the primitive accumulation 
of capital is well known. In Capital, Marx described the basic 
implications of this, while Lenin provided us with a more detailed 
exposition of the fact that the expansion of European industrial 
capitalism and its transformation into imperialism marked a 
qualitatively new stage in the history of colonialism as part of 
the history of capitalism, one involving the division and colonial 
occupation of Africa and most of Asia in the struggle for a new 
world division as a basic aspect of interimperialist rivalries. The 
place and function of neocolonialism in the evolution of the 
capitalist social formation has not been as precise, nor bas its 
study been fully developed. 

In Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin says 
that 

finance capital and its corresponding fo reign policy ..... 
give rise to a number of transitional forms of state depen
dence. Ty pical of this epoch is not only the two main groups 
of countries: those owning colonies, and colonies, but also 
the diverse forms of dependent countries which, politically, 
are lormally independent, but in fact, are enmeshed in the 
net of financial and diplomatic dependence. We have already 
referred to one form of dependence - the semicolony. An 
example of another is provided by Argentina."1 

Lenin also discusses the matter of echelons among the imperial
ist powers, comparing France with Russia (two great powers) 
and Great Britain with Portugal. In the latter case, he points 
out that, while relations of subjection have always existed 

1 V. I. Lenin, Imperialism , the Highest Stage of Capitalism, Moscow, 
Foreign Languages Publishing House,· p. 144. With regard to Argentina, 
H. S. Ferns, in Gran Bretana y Argentina en el siglo XIX (Great Brit
ain a.pd Argentina in the 19th Century), Buenos Aires, Argentina, Solar 
Hachette, 1968, p. 11, says " ... About 1914, as a country of British trade 
and investments, Argentina could be compared to Australia and Canada 
in that only Britain's trade with- the United States and India was 
greater. Up to World War II, there were few communities more impor
tant to the British than I.he Argentine Republic, in terms of both in-
vestments and consumers." 59 



between big and little states, "in the epoch of capitalist imperial
ism they become a general system, they form part of the sum 
total of 'divide lhe \\lorld' relations, become links in the chain 
of operations of world finance capital."2 

Colonialism and neocolonialism coexist and are interrelated 
in the history of capitalism. The advances made in specific studies 
of economic history, country by country - plus those that must 
still be made, especially of the underdeveloped countries -
need to be more integrated in terms of specific general analyses 
of the role neocolonialism has played in the history and the bask 
social relations of the world capitalist system and its national 
expressions. 

Marx clearly showed how the bourgeoisie used the most savage 
methods and imposed the most archaic of the institutions that, 
in theory, matched its mode of production, if they could be used 
to obtain the capitalist profits that were its main motivating 
force. Imperialist colonialism, according to Marx's criticism, 
showed just what the bourgeoisie could become and what it 
made its workers become wherever it was able to mold the world 
at will in its image and likeness.3 It is essential, however, to 
keep in mind the nature of social processes and their trends, 
which is Marx's scientific contribution to guiding the revolu
tionary action of all who feel t he need to struggle against the 
inequities that he denounced. 

In this regard, we must ask: In view of the unequal develop
ment of societies, is colonialism the predominant form of inter
national integration in the imperialist phase? Isn't the colonialism 
of the imperialist era the usual barbaric use of the most archaic 
methods and institutions to attain capitalistic goals which, with 
the general development of imperialist productive and social 
forces, are necessarily replaced by neocolonialism? If this is the 
case - as is my contention - then neocolonialism is the basic 
form of world capitalist integration in the imperialist phase, 
the mode of general domination that corresponds to control by 
monopoly capitalism. 

Imperialism established its worldwide domination in many 
places using colonialism and open violence - the same open 
violence and cruelty Lhat led to the establishment of capitalism 
in Europe, forcing the exproprialed masses to sell their labor 
voluntarily - but its full-scale operation is also based on the 
"natural Jaws of production," meaning that capitalism prevails. 
From this we deduce that, the greater the capitalist productive 
forces in a developed country are, the greater and "more natural" 
are the possibili ties it has to establish neocolonialist relations. 

I would like to go back to somelhing I stated at the begin
ning of this essay: modern neocolonialism cannot be understood 
without taking into account its harassment by the world revo-

: Ibid., p. 146. 

60 a El Capital, vol. 1, p. 689. 



lutionary movement's advances. Any analysis that isolates one 
aspect of the operation of a social process in trying to under
stand it must necessarjly reesta1,11ish, at the end, the link between 
that aspect and others relevant to the process - with the addi
tional factor of having now obtained an overall grasp of the! 
process. If it fails to do so, the limited scope of the study must 
be stressed. If we probe deeper into the meaning of neocolonial
ism and its role in the internal structure and functioning of 
mddern imperialism, we will be identifying one of its vital points 
- which, after all, is something for those engaged in the modest 
task of studying the anti-imperialist struggle. 

The study of neocolonialism is, therefore, ever more closely 
related to the internationalization of capital; state monopoly 
capital; counterrevolutionary imperialist policies in ideology, 
in the state and the military; interimperialist coordination and 
rivalries; national revolutionary movements; the confrontation 
between the socialist and capitalist systems; matters of ·inter· 
national detente; and, in short, the general Marxist-Leninist 
theory of modern capitalism and bow to eliminate it by means 
of revolution and socialism. 

We don't pretend to contribute to this very necessary task, 
which is related to the crucial problems in the world today. 
Rather, we will simply deal with specific aspects of the theme 
we have selected. 

European colonialism and neocoloniallsm 

The metropolises that participated in the colonialist division 
of the world were in Europe. "Where the interests are is where 
the control should be" was their motto. There was a difference, 
however, between the expansionism of Great Britain - which 
built an empire based on the Industrial Revolution, the im
position of an unequal exchange of manufactured goods for 
raw materials, naval power, worldwide control of trade and 
vast financial power - and that of France - a great European 
power in which a thoroughgoing national bourgeois revolution 
took. place and where agriculture carried great weight in the 
economy and politics, whjle politics and the state played a major 
role in colonization, first in northern Africa and then in com
petition with England to occupy the African continent, bene
fiting from the unequal terms of trade that permitted it to 
become one of the chief European exporters of capital. These 
two countries were the main protagonists of imperialist co
lonialism. 

The population in the colonies, the volume of trade, the 
degree of efficiency in control and plunder and the integration 
of the parts of the empire aU form a denunciation of British 
colonial capitalism during the last quater of the 19th century. 
Britain's foreign investments in 1910 were double those of France; 
94 percent of them were outside Europe, stn1ctured in a way 
that clearly showed the universal strength of the empire. while 61 
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65.7 percent of FTance's investments were in Europe. In Impe
rialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin said, "Unlike 
British colonial imperialism, French imperialism might be 
termed usury imperialism." 

The list of colonialist countries also included Rus·sia. with its 
imperial expansion into the Caucasus, Central Asia and the 
Far East, though its bourgeoisie lost everything when the peo
ple made the October Revolution and took the road to socialism; 
Holland, a pioneer in colonial capitalism which was too small 
to compete with the big powers; Belgium, a small but highly 
industrialized country backed by Great Britain in the European 
"concert," whose seizure of the Congo as booty from the balance 
among the big powers ushered id one of the 20th century's 
dirtiest and bloodiest European colonial operations in Africa; 
Italy, a secondary imperialist and colonialist power; and Spain 
and Portugal, the first colonial powers and the poorest. Spain 
lost most of its empire early; Portugal was the last to lose its 
colonies (1975), but it had been subordinate to Great Britain 
for centuries and, during the final decades of its colonialism, 
was a small, underdeveloped, dependent "power" in the impe
rialist world. 

Germany is a special case. It and Italy were the last European 
countries to become states and go on to become imperialist 
powers, but Germany's rate of development was the highest 
of all the European powers, comparable only to that of the 
United States, and colonialism did not play a significant role 
in its development. Germany came late to the colonial division 
of the world, and this was one of the factors - along with its 
ambitions to acquire advantages and land in Europe; the arms 
race; and its violent rivalry with Great Britain and France in 
the area of large-scale production, competitive and efficient 
trade and the push for foreign investments - that led to World 
War I. At the end of that war, Germany was stripped of its 
colonial empire, which was relatively large but secondary in 
terms of population and wealth. 

The complexity of possible situations in the relationship be
tween colonid exploitation and the imperialist phase of develop
ment is evident in the case of Germany and especially in the 
case of the United States. Switzerland, Sweden and Czecho
slovakia also had h igh rates of development without any direct 
links to colonialism. 

The history of imperial ism shows three phases in the trend 
toward Lhe predominance of neocolonialism over colonialism: 

1. In the first phase, neocolonialism seemed to be denied by 
the spectacular colonialist orgy of nascent imperialism in Africa 
and its reaffirmation in Asia (1870-1914). Nevertheless, in Latin 
America, neocolonial ties with Great Britain were strengthened 
and developed - as were those with the United States, which 
was on ils way to becoming a neocolonial boss. At least two 
factors that characterized the colonial nature of this phase are 
worth noting: 



- Some 47.3 percent of Great Britain's foreign investments 
in 1913 were within the empire - 34.53 percent in Canada, Aus
tralia and South Africa; 9.93 percent in India and Ceylon; and 
a mere 2.84 percent in all its remaining possessions. Of the 
52.7 percent of its foreign investments that were outside the 
empire, 18.34 percent were in the United States, 7.55 percent 
in Argentina, 20.8 percent in other Latin-American• countries 
(even including a few colonies of other powers) and 6 percent 
in Europe. Only 9 percent of France's foreign investments were 
in its colonies, and less than 5 percent of Germany's. Mean
while, 46.92 percent of the United States' foreign investments 
in 1914 were in Latin America, 7 percent in Asia, 19.69 percent 
in Europe and 24.68 percent in Canada. 

-Imperialist colonialism protected markets against compe
tition Erom other big powers. Twenty-six percent of Britain's 
exports went to the empire in 1870, and 39.8 percent in 1914. 
From 21 to 27 percent of its imports crune from the empire in 
this period, those from British Africa rising from 222 to 5.02 
percent of the total between 1877 and 1913. 

France multiplied its exports to its colonies tenfold between 
1897 and 1913, passing protectionist laws that gave it a favor
able balance of trade at all times. Belgium succeeded in con
trolling half of the Congo's -trade. In 1913, 35-40 percen t of the 
Dutch East Indies' trade was w ith Britain - more than with 
its own metropolis. In 1912, only 1 percent of Germany's trade 
was with its colonies. 

2. The second phase contained the apparent affirmation of 
colonialism in Africa and Asia and of US neocolonialism in 
Latin America, the worldwide capitalist crisis and World War 
II. This phase first saw an increase in trade and general eco
nomic relations between the imperialist powers and the rest 
of the capitalist world, to meet the needs of the 1914-19 war 
and then because of imperialist economic strength - up until 
the great crisis, when there was a general contraction in cap
italist economic life. 

The League of Nations legalized colonialism by limiting the 
right of national self-determination to the peoples of Europe. 
The German and Turkish empires were divided up among the 
victors, and colonial administration was greatly strengthened. 
However, other events of tremendous importance were also tak
ing place. 

- The October Revolution and the creation of the USSR 
provid~d a model of national and social liberation that was 
radically opposed to capitalism, a material source of support 
for revoluLionaries and the ideological conditions for the lib
eration movements to become acquainted with Marxism-Leninism. 

- Fearing that they would lose Lheir colonies and needing 
to make them integrated economic units, in view of the obso
lescence of their own industries and the competition for mar
kets, the European metropolises strengthened their economic 
and administrative ties with their colonies. With its system of 63 
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colonial assimilation, France applied a strong policy of pro
tectionism, increasing the percentages of its ex-por1s - from 
16.4 percent in 1925 to 31.6 percent in 1935 - and impor ts -
from J 1.9 percent to 25.8 percen t during the same period - with 
its colonies. With a much higher level of integration and greater 
capitalis t development in its empire, Great Britain faced the 
situa tion by creating the Commonwealth and the trade prefer
ences within it, that signified the abandonment of [rce trade. 
Between 1925 and 1935, Brita in's imports from the empire rose 
from 27.6 percent to 36.2 percent of the total, and its exports 
to the empire, from 45.5 percent to 48.1 percent. 

- The European imperialis t s tates were weakened, the United 
States rose financially and economically in general and the 
world financial capi tal shifted from London to New York. Direct 
US wo rldwide inves tments rose from $3.5 billion in 1914 to 
(\ 17.9 b iJl ion in 1929. Yankee monopolies began to use their 
subsidiaries Lo break through trade barriers everywhere. The 
rise of Yankee neocolonialism in Latin America meant the 
gradual decline of British inElucnce there. The United States 
invested less than a fifth as much in its Filipino colony as in 
its Cuban neocolony. 

In 1940, around 37.35 pen;_ent of the United States' foreign 
investments were in Latin ~erica, 34.72 percent in Canada, 
18.62 percent in Europe, 7.92 percent in Asia and Oceania and 
1.1 percent in Africa. With its tremendous domestic market 
fo r goods and services, US dependency on the foreign market 
was felt only in a Eew raw materials and food supplies. Forty
one percent of its exports went to Europe, while 39 percent of 
its imports came from Asia and Oceania; 18 percent of its 
exports and 17 percent of its imports were with Canada, while 
the figures for its trade with Latin America were 19 and 24 
percent, respectively. 

- The world crisis deeply affected the entire capitalist system, 
as we all know. Then came the new challenge from German 
imperialism, the violent expansionism of Japan and Italy's 
junior partnership in a fascist bloc that also sought. to carry 
out the primary bourgeois task of destroying the Soviet Union. 
European capitalism was so hard hit during World War II that 
its world role was reduced for all time. 

3. "Decolonizat ion" became general after 1947, and neocolo
nialism appeared in almost all places where national libera
tion was not attained. 

We won't deal here with the impact that the formation of the 
socialist community and the tremendous upsurge in lhe national 
liberation movement had or with the control the United States 
exercised in the imperialist lineup and within the capitalist 
system as a whole. These phenomena substantially reduced the 
strength of European capitalism on a world scale and even 
within Europe. 

The reordering of the capitalist system also opened the way 
to national independence in many cases, while the enormous 



reactivation of trade and of the developed countries' economies 
from the '50s up to 1973 accelerated the national capitalist 
dependency of many "underdeveloped" (neocolonized) countries 
that specialized in certain phases of production complementary 
to the needs of the imperialist centers. Hence, the underdevel
oped countries engaged in more unequal trade in the new sys
tem of "liberalized" trade. Meanwhile, the imperialist centers 
began to trade among themselves on a hitherto unheard-of scale 
and to link up their economies with technological, financial, 
industrial and political-military ties, first under US aegis and 
more recently with varying degrees of rivalry and confrontation 
- depending on the specific problem involved - but also with 
a level of coordination never before achieved by the imperialist 
powers (recognizing the UnHed States as the major power), that 
has come about because of the chan~e in the correlation of world 
forces, that is beginning to favor the socialist community and 
other revolutionaries. 

The colonial empires disappeared. Great Britain withdrew in 
an orderly fashion from India (1947); from almost all of Asia 
and the Middle East; and then, between 1956 and 1968, from 
Africa. Although Britain became involved in the bloody repres
sion of a number of insurrections and did not give up certain 
strategic points, even in the earlier period, it was closer to neo
colonialism than the other metropolises were and often achieved 
it with greater facility. France fought two terrible wars to 
defend its right to retain its colonial regime in Indochina and 
in Algeria - and lost both of them to the peoples of those 
countries. In each war, it was. helped by US imperialism, and, 
while general counterrevolutionary imperialist interests carried 
more weight in the case of Indochina, the loss of Algeria meant 
the collapse of France's most developed system of colonial 
exploitation, that began with a huge massacre and the massive 
installation of French settlers and ended 125 years later with 
another bloodb~th, from which the Algerian people emerged 
victorious, leading to the massive exodus of the French settlers. 

France's African colonies south of the Sahara became inde
pendent in three years (1958-61). Later, we will refer in detail 
to the neocolonial relations that have been established in that 
region. As for the small European countries, Holland tried in 
vain to retain Indonesia, and all of Portugal's long-drawn-out 
colonial wars in Africa, backed by the other imperialist powers, 
couldn't prevent the national liberation of Angola, Mozambique, 
Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde and Sao Tome and Principe. 

Zaire is a terrible example of the specific limits of decoloni
zation. Because its enormous wealth is strategic to the impe
rialists and it may h old tl1e key to a revolutionary situation in 
southern Africa - where exploitation is the greatest - ever 
since it attained formal independence, all revolutionary· actions 
and even attempts to undermine the neocolonfal system have 
been brutally crushed with the direct use of European troops, 
mercenaries and reactionary African regimes. 65 
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Reviewing the century that bas passed since imperialism first 
made its appearance, we can conclude that its universalization 
di ffers from premonopoly capitalism in that it involves the 
establishment of an .organic system of relations with the coun
tries it dominates - a developed economic complement with 
specializations, func tions a nd interrelationships, combined with 
a complex of political and ideological relations; or, what amounts 
to the same thing, great violence followed by the restructuring 
of every national social form, whatever level of development it 
may have had and even t hough the results depended to a great 
extent on that level of development, in order to turn it into a 
capitalist structure fully integrated with the needs and interests 
of the world imperialist system on which it depends. 

The universalization of capitalism turned out to be .a pro
longed process. and one which will never be completed now, 
because of the emergence and development of world socialism. 
The monopolization and predominance of finance capital were 
used to multiply its strength and accelerate its expansion, wi th 
the result that there was an enormous leap in the socialization 
of production and the exacerbation of the main contradiction 
within capitalism . The struggle for "economic territory in gen
eral," as Lenin called it , necessar ily replaced the old colonial
ism and, in a relatively brief period of time, led to the rule 
of neocolonialism, not by choice but because it was the fo rm of 
international domination that corresponded to the needs of a 
parasitic monopoly capitalism in the existing world situation. 

Such ideas as neocolonialism's being the form used by the 
Yankee empire while colonialism is the European form are so 
superlicial as to cause confusion. At the same time, a study of 
imperialism's historic evolution in Europe, concerning the ques
tion of capitalist universalization, is most interesting, because 
you can see the whole range of situations pertaining to the 
many state imperialist powers of the time - Germany, whose 
development is comparable to that of the United States; Bel
gium, a small, indus trialized power dependent on its foreign 
trade; Great Britain, which has had the most complex and 
complete capitalist history; and France, one of the first great 
capitalist powers, that developed usury and protectionism to 
the hilt and is now a middle-level power - and present 
attempts to make collective neocolonialism a European force 
in interimperialist battles and a corollary of the European Eco
nomic Community (EEC). The countries involved were at every 
possible level of development during the 19th and 20th centu
ries, and the magnitude of the relations established in capital
ist Europe prior to the imperialist stage was impressive. 

Many aspects of European colonialism might be analyzed; 
we have chosen one to illustrate our thesis: Africa and its 
current relations with the EEC countries. 

A number of Western European spokesmen contend that the 
Lome Convention (1975-80) - signed by the EEC and 46 (now 
57) developing countries in Africa , the Caribbean and the Pa-



cific (the ACP states) - is the first in which neocolonialism has 
been excluded in an agreement among countries of clearly 
unequal levels of development. They argue that the Conven
tion recogilRes this inequality and mitigates it by giving the 
conLracting parties nonreciprocal obligations; that cooperation 
replac-cs Lhe "assocation" that governed most relations be
tween the ACP states and the EEC up to 1975. under the Yaounde 
and Arusha Conventions; that two supranational bodies, includ
ing a large number (more than 40 percent) of the states of 
the world, have collectively agreed to economic relations for 
aid to development; and that. in the specific case of Africa, 
the Lome Convention sets standards for a new economic legal
ity between these two capitalist regions. 

Unfortunately, except for the fact that the EEC is definitely 
the most effective example of capitalist economic integration, 
everything else in the preceding paragraph is false. Lome is a 
step toward perfecting the neocolonialist system by guaran
teeing capitalist Europe's access to essential raw materials, 
provid!ng it with an at·ca for investments protected from ex
cessive risks, acting to neutralize the proponents of national 
sovereignty over resources and domestic development, seeking 
to divide the world front of underdeveloped countries and guar
anteeing mar'cets and a means for subordinate industria1iza· 
tion . In short, the Lome Convention is an exercise in collective 
neocolonialism that does not exclude bilateral neocolonial ex
t0rtion: it is both a resour.ce in the interimperialist bat tle and 
an aspect of the imperialist international division of labor. 

Moreover, the Lome Convention is not the same as capitalist 
Europe's policy on Africa, because, although the Convention is 
certainly an important tool, the key relations in that policy 
lie outside its field of action. Moreover, the ACP states do not 
include a number of African countries with which capitalist 
Europe has extensive relations. 67 
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Europe's neoco!ontal relcrtfons In Africa 

Here I would like to present some figures and a few brief 
comments on Europe's neoc.olonial relations in Africa, in order 
to show how imperialism, by its very nature, tends to strength
en ties with the neocolonialized countries and integrate them in 
its ~vstem in an incre:isinglv complex way. 

TABLE I 

Sub.Saharan Africa: some indices of development 
(middle level) 

Intermediate-
Low-income income 
developing developing 
countries countries 

Africa Others Africa Others 

Income per inhabitant, 1976 145 155 390 990 

Agricultural portion of the 41 47 28 18 
GIP, 1976 {% of total GIP) 

Urban popuJation, 1975 11 18 24 47 
(% of total popuJation) 

Manufactured export products, 5 14 5 24 
1975 (% of total exports) 

Life eitpectancy at birth, 41 45 44 61 
1975 

Literate adults, 1974 23 22 15 72 
(% of totaJ adult population) 

Source: Indices of world development reproduced in Rapport sur 
le developpement dans le nzonde, 1978 (Report on World 
Development, 1978), W9rld Bank, Washington, D.C., August 
1978, p. 53. 



The underdeveloped world's index of food production per 
inhabitant (1961-6S= 100) is in itself modest , but Africa is in 
last place and falling farther and farther behind. 

TABLE 2 

Average Average 

1966-70 1971-76 

Africa 99 96 

North and Central Ame.rica 105 110 

South America 104 104 

Asia 104 107 

Source: PAO, reproduced in Rapport sur le developpem ent dans le 
monde, 1978, p. 59. 

The figures are provided bv an imperialist source. The sub
Saharan region is undoubtedly one of the areas of the world 
most severely plundered by capitalism and, as a whole, made 
very little progress in two decades of independence. Indeed, 
there are some examples of regression. 

Before going into the region's ties with imperialism, let us 
round out the basic figures for Africa. 

South Africa - that can't be considered a neocolony, strictly 
speaking - exerts various degrees of control over several under
developed countries that border on it and that were either British 
or its own colonies. With a little less than 7 percent of Africa's 
total population, it accounts for a third of the continent's 
Gross National Product, and its domestic GNP grew at an 
annual rate of 3 percent between 1960 and 1976. South Africa 
provides 40 percent of Africa's industrial production, . 50 per
cent of its rail and motor transit and 75 percent of its steel 
production. It has SS different minerals and produces 60 per
cent of the gold, 30 percent of the chrome, 2S percent of the 
manganese, 16 percent of the uranium and 14 percent of the 
diamonds mined in the world - 45 percent of all African mining. 
South Africa has 12 million head of cattle and a fifth of Africa's 
agricultural production. It is a strong and highly diversified 
industrial country. 

A bourgeois minority superexploits the nonwhite population 
on behalf of the whites (17 5 percent of the population). Most 
of the proletariat and the dispossessed masses of this developed 
country are legally oppressed by the apartheid system. The 
South African Armed Forces, the strongest south of the Sahara 69 
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since the withdrawal of the colonizers, have been a tool for 
dominating the peoples of Lhe Southern Cone: they illegally 
occupy Namibia, and, in 1975-76, they invaded Angola, where 
tbPy were defeated. South Africa's monopoly enterpr ises act in 
several African countries and control 70 percent of the economy 
of Mauritius. 

General s tatistics are few and far between for Zimbabwe 
(Rhodesia), but there arc good economic reasons to explai n im
perialim's support for ils barbarou~ while minority government. 
Zimbabwe is the fourth largest world producer of chrome (1974) 
and the ninth la rgest producer o( gol<l (1974) , and it a lso produces 
bauxite, tin, coal and tungsten. lls agriculture.! is product ive and 
divers ified, and it has 4.2 million head of cattle. The share of its 
Gross Internal P roduct derived from industry increased from 
35 to 40 percent between 1960 and 1975: il produces paper, 
electric power and even motor vehicles. In J 976, its foreign debt 
was only .2 percent of the GNP. . 

The northern African countries fa ll into the Western classifica
tion of middle-income countries - except for Libya, which is one 
of the small group of oil expo rters with surplus capital. French 
colonization of northwestern Africa (the Maghreb) and British 
colonization or Egyp1 readied this area for m:ocolonialism, but 
the Algerian Revolution and Libyan revolutionary process have 
pu t those two countries on the road to socioeconomic construction 
for the benefi t of 1heir peoples. 

Capita l:st Europe's chief economic relations in Africa are with 
South Africa. The uppc1· South African bourgeo isie shares profits 
with 630 British, 494 US, 132 West German and 85 French 
transnationals; 50 percent of a" inves lments in South Africa come 
from foreign sources, controlling 87 percent o( the productive 
capacity in the private l.eclor; and s tale monopoly capital is also 
extensive, effectively aided by foreign capital. Fo r example, the 
French Lyonnais Credit organized the banking group that made 
it possible for the s tate Lo acquire 85 percent of its financing 
fo r nuclear technology. The United States is said to have an 
investment of :2 billion in South Africa, and its Export-lmport 
Bank and International Monetary Fund have granted South 
Africa nearly $3 billion in credits and loans. 

Finance capital has two clear advantages in South Africa: a 
developed country, wilh a ll that means in terms o( making invest
ment profitable. and a cheap and abundan t work force - a happy 
and unusual coincidence. The highest profits in the world are 
made there. Moreover, s ince South Africa i s repudiated th rough
out thl! world, it is a safe associa te that won'1 prove fickle, a 
counterrevolutionary gendarm e wiLh guns pointed at the heart 
of Africa and at the Tnc.lian and South Allantic Oceans. Besides, 
il is loaded with mineral'i. The growing world collec tive Lcndency 
also guaran tees thaL imperialist antiaparthcid c'Cprcssions are 
pure hypocrisy : Grea t Britain, the United States, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Japan, France an<l fta ly hold 1.hc firs t six 
p laces in trade with South Africa. 



TABLE 3 

Foreign trade of EEC co1111tries with Sout/1 Africa 1973-77 
(in millions of EEUs) 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Imports 1684 2300 2697 3856 4669 

Exports 2030 3179 3296 3153 2809 

Balance 346 879 329 -703 -1860 

Note: One dollar equals 0.81 l EE Us (1973). 0.838 (1974), 0.805 (1975). 
0.894 (1976), 0.876 (1977). 

Source: Eurostat, Monthly Bullet in or Foreign Trade, special number 
1958-77, Brussels, June 1978, pp. 14-16. 

According to officia l figures, 64.86 percent of South Africa's 
world trade in 1975 was with the EEC. Progressive magazine for 
August 1979 reported that the United Slates had replaced Great 
Britain as South Africa's number-one trading partner. 

Arms exports are one of the main branches of Western Europe's 
trade. France, the scond largest world supplier of weapons (the 
United States, of course, is firs t), h:; the principa l source of South 
Africa's arms - and the relationship is not limited to the sale 
of products; for the past decade, it has also included technology 
and licenses for weapons production. South Africa turns out 
enough sophisticated weapons to supply its own forces and enter 
into an arms race that could involve it in dirty act ions where 
clean ones won't work - remember Israel's arms shipments 
to the tyran t Somoza. ~ranee has also transnationalized its arms 
industry and lias found, in South Africa, an area of expansion 
to replace the one it lost to the United States in Europe. 

fn short, even though South Africa withdrew from the colonial
neocoloninl Conunonweal th bloc in t96 l and it s regime is con
tinuously being contlcmnc<l by the international community, its 
role in the world imperialist system has actually gr own stronger, 
through the scope and significance of its commercial relations 
and the increased in ternationalization of the imperialist presence 
there. 

Europe's need lo meet ils tremendous demand for raw materials 
and energy sources is an obvious part of the relations between 
capital ist Europe and the underdeveloped countries - which, 
precisely because they arc underdeveloped, don't yet have these 
needs. Meanwhile, the r ew reserves o( these materials that ex ist 
arc being exhausted, making it more di[[icult Lo meet the demands 71 



of industrial advancement and satisfy consumer habits. The mem
bers of the EEC import 100 percent of their nickel, tungsten and 
phosphates; 98 percent of their chrome and copper: 95 percent 
of their tin; 75 percent of their aluminum; and 70 percent of their 
zinc (1976). In 1977, the EEC imported energy products valt..:ed 
al 42.191 billion European Exchange Units (EEU), 55.4 percent 
of Lhe energy it used - and 94.55 percent of this was in crud~ 
oil. Western Europe's position in terms of raw materials and 
energy is very weak, and Japan's is i:ven worse. in contrast to 
the United States and Canada. Some o[ the bas ic featu res of 
Western Europe's policy on Africa are to guarantee the uninter
rupted, increasing flow of raw materials and oil; plan future 
supplies; and, of course, reap profits. 

The ACP s tat es as a whole supply Lhc EEC with 40 percent of 
its copper, 20 percent of its iron and nearly 30 percent of its 
aluminum - the three minerals that weigh most heavily in the 
EEC's imports (its tin imports nearly tripled between 1973 and 
1977, yet the price dropped) . Other minerals - uranium. thorium 
and cobalt - are clearly strategic, and their importance cannot 
be measured. 

In the world interimperiaJist struggle for raw materials - as in 
so many other things - the bigges t tranc.;nat ionals call the shot-;. 
Today, there is very ex-tensive monopolization or prospccling an d 
mining, with the profits in the inte rnational marketing o[ min
e rals; a few trans nationals contro l more than half the world 
capitalist production, in spile of the many nationalizations that 
have taken place. For example, the United Stales' Alcoa and 
Re •nolds control aluminum, \\.ith Alcan (Canada), Alusuisse 
(Switzerland) and Penichey-Ugine-Kuhlmaon (PUK) of France 
fo llowing close behind. 

This is the picture for African mining and its protagonists: 
B ritish and US interests predominate south of the equator. The 
Anglo-American Corporation controls all the gold and diamonds 
in South Africa, Namibia, Zimbab,ve, Dotswana and Zaire; th<.: 
ui-aniurn of South Africa; and the chrome (with PUK of France) 
of Zimbabwe and South Afi:ica. 

North of the equator, France faces US competition from very 
strong positions, sometimes holding control outright, sometimes 
as majority stockholder and sometimes as a component in broadly 
based intci·national corporations - often with the participation 
of African stales and ahvavs with lame-scale backing from the 
French state. PUK controls J\lorc.:cco's cobalt and Gaboii's uranium 
(with direct aid from the Economic Community for Africa). 

Reynolds exploits Ghana's bauxite. Liberia's iron is a US-West 
German enterprise, while its diamonds are, inevitably, the prov
ince of De Beers. Miferma continues Lo control the marketing 
of Mauritania's iron for the benefit or France, the United 
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of G<!rmany and Italy, while the 
AAC (5 1 percent) and the French stale exploit Mauritanian copper. 

72 Sierra Leone shares the marketing ol 1Ls bau:dte with Akan, but 



its iron is controlled by the British; 49 percent of Gabon's man
ganese bdongs to US Steel and the rest to PUK and the French 
stale. 

Zaire deserves special mention. It is one of imperialism's most 
coveted holdings in Africa·, not on ly because of its m ineral wealth. 
lL produces 49.3 percent of the world's cobalt, 48 percent o( its 
diamonds and 6 percen t of its copper (it is the fifth largest 
producer), a~ well as zinc, tin , coal and oil. It also bas vast 
n:~c rvcs of uranium, manganese, gold, silver, germanium, colum
bium. tantalum, beriliurn . cadmium and monazite - and forejgn 
capital controls it all: Belgium ($800 million), the United States 
(~ 410 million), the Federal Republic of Germany ($80 million), 
England (S60 million) and France ($20 million), in association 
with the state company Gecamines, created by formal national
ization. Japanese capital is also present in Sodimico and other 
companies and in mixed corporations. The imperialis ts have 
already developed the industrial mining of copper, tin, zinc and 
sulphuric acid in Zaire. 

Algeria alone has managed to Rationalize all its resources and 
marketing. Libya, whose development has been more recent, 
controls 70 percent of its oil production (it is the eighth largest 
oil producer), with a national development plan. 

Some nationalizations include marketing contracts - Mada
gascar's manganese and Sierra Leone's bauxite, for example -
which allow them certain options. Others, such as Gecamines and 
Miferma, leave matters of production and prospecting to the 
state and reserve the big slice of the pie for imperialism, through 
manipulations of sales prices and control of marketing. e 
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UERTO Rico holds a key position in imperialism's worldwide 
and regional military strategy as a link in the Panama Canal 
defense system and its maritime approaches; as an o.perational 
base from which to threaten and possibly intervene in neigh
boring Caribbean countries; as a center for controlling naval 

activities and protecting the South Atlantic maritime routes; as a camp 
for all kinds of training and the testing of sophisticated weapons; and, 
finally, as an endless source of recruits for the imperial anny. Our 
country is the headquarters for a huge system of bases and military 
installations and the naval command center for the entire Caribbean 
and South Atlantic. Training and weapons testing in a vast area northeast 
and southeast of Puerto Rico (including Vieques Island and, until 
recently, Culebra, as well) are coordinated from Roosevelt Roads Naval 
Station. The struggle of the people of Vieques, now known throughout 
the world, has served to dramatize the negative impact this has had on 
the population. Large numbers of Puerto Ricans have been recruited 
to serve in all the wars in which the United States has been involved 
during the past century. Finally, Puerto Rico has been used as a 
springboard for military interventions in the Caribbean, such as the 
1965 invasion of the Dominican Republic. 

The constant militarization of the economy and society characteristic 
of postwar capitalism has been stepped up in Puerto Rico so much 
that it is a threat to world peace and the sovereignty of the peoples 
in the area. 

In addition to its functions abroad, the US military apparatus is also 
one of the main components of the colonial state, penetrating colonial 
society in many ways that affect the people's daily lives and providing 
stability for the colonial order. Puerto Rico cannot fully exercise its right 
to self-determination until US imperialism stops using it for military 
purposes outside the island and within the colonial society. 

This document summarizes the major changes in Puerto Rico's military 
functions since the war of '98, placing the present situation in its historic 
context and describing the various forms the imperialist military presence 
takes today. 

HISTORIC BACKGROUND 

Imperialist expansion and naval power 

Dwing the Spanish colonial period, when the Caribbean was the 
route through which gold and s ilver from Me;-dco and Peru were shipped 
to the m~ropolis, fierce battles erupted as the emerging European im
perialist powers soughL to establ ish operational bases from which they 
could plunder the wealth of the Spanish empire. Thus, the Caribbean 
became a mosaic of colonies belonging to the different European powers. 
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As a Mexican economist has noted, while religious architecture charac
terized the rest of the Spanish empire, military architecture was what 
dis tinguished Lhe Antilles. 

Even then, Puerto Rico was considered necessary to the defense of 
the Spanish routes , and ils government was subsidized witH funds from 
Mexico. \¥hen the Spanish colonies in America became independent, 
Puerto Rico was no longer needed for that purpose, but it con tinued 
to be an important m ilitary bastion because of its intrinsic economic 
importance - which increased during the 19th century - and its useful-

. ness in controlling Cuba. For most of the 19th century, the United States 
pref !rred to sec the Spanish remain in Cuba and Puerto Rico rather 
than allow those islands to fall into Lhe hands of a stronger power -
such as Grea t Britain - er become independent. 

While the Unitec.l States had important commercial interests in -
and was, lbererore, concerned about - the Caribbean, it did not·acquire 
colonies or involve itself in military conflicts in the area until the end 
of the 19th century. In the fi rst half of that century, the United States 
was busy expanding to the south and west in a process known as 
"agrar i11n expansionism." Unlike the situation in Europe, there was no 
major mili tary resis tance to this expansion - and, hence, no need to 
raise a powerful army. Later, dur ing the 1860s and '70s, the United 
States poured its energies into the Civil War and the reconstruction 
of the South, thus finally solving the problem of establishing a hetero
geneous economic base. 

Toward the end of the 19th century, US capitalism reached a clearly 
monopolist phase, posing new internal contradictions that could not be 
solved by westward expansion. The US bourgeoisie then began to move 
toward imperialist commercial e).."Pansion and a search for markets for 
its surplus capital, especially in Asia and the Caribbean. This automat· 
ically entailed US military expansion, with emphasis on ~ naval force 
that could compete with other imperialist powers in dividing up the 
world. 

Captain Alfred Thay~r Mahan, the theoretician of US naval power, 
provided Lhe US imperialist bourgeoisie with a consistent program of 
overseas mili tary expansion. As early as the 1880s, Mahan proposed 
building an imperial navy a long British lines. He considered naval power 
to be a necessary prerequisite for US economic expansion. Among other 
things, a powerful navy requir ed overseas bases, since "Warships are 
like land birds, incapable of s traying fa r from the coast." Mah.an also 
pointed out the military importance of building a canal through the 
J~thmus of Panama which would allow for speedy fleet movements 
between the Atlan tic and Pacific, but he stressed that it would be "a 
s trategic disaster" to build the canal before the United States had ac
quired clear naval hegemony around it - that is, in the Caribbean. The 
acquisition of Caribbean bases was necessary, not only to guarantee the 
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expansion of imperialist capital in the area but also to create secure 
military conditions for building the canal and continuing the United 
States' expansionist policy in .A...sia. 

Maban's ideas became a bible for such imperialist politicians as 
Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodge, who began to implement 
McKinley's policy. The acquisition of Hawaii (1897) and of Cuba, Puerto 
Rico, Guam and the Philippines (1898) gave the Unj.ted States the bases 
ir needed to pursue naval operations in Asia and, at the same time, defend 
the canal that was to be built in Panama. From a military point of 
view, the new colonies in Asia and the Pacific increased the need for 
the canal, while naval access to Cuba and Puerto Rico facilitated its 
defense. The United States decided to occupy Puerto Rico militarily 
before accepting Spain's surrender and then retained the island as a 
c.lassic colony because of its military importance - which i~ also wh:v 
the United States kept its troops in Cuba until it forced that country tc
cede the Guantanamo Base, in order to control the waters between Cuba 
and Haiti. 

In 1902, a disciple of Mahan's candidly explained the military reasons 
for keeping Pu~rto Rico under US control: 

, ' "~ ' , ' , . -· 
I ' ' 

... . . . 



111 1he Wes1 J11 dies, £11gla11cl holds Jamaica and St. Lucia, and 
Fra11ce holds Marti11ique. Cuba (for m111a/ purposes), Porto Rico 
and I believe we 111ay say S1. Thomas belong 10 rlie Uniled Szales. 
Sanzo Do111ingo, belonging to 110 great power, 111igltt be seized by 
cmy in case it came to lta11e a wartime i111portm1ce. There are no 
other islands o f any special present straiegic value . ... 
Culebra, a small island to the east o f tmd pertain ing to Pono Rico, 
possesses an excellent harbor, better probably for \Var purposes 
than any in Porco Rico . . . . 
Ill other things we're 11early equal; a 11aval sta1ion in Porco R ico 
might conceivably have gre(lf advantage over one tll St. Thomas. 
Porto Rico 111ight be made self-sustaining during blockade, which 
St. Thomas could never be, and if our awltorities determine to 
establish a naval station at San Juan, for example, it would be a 
military m easure of great importance to encourage the people of 
the island, by bounties or otherwise, to become a food exporting 
people. It would be a further exhibizion of 111ilirnry foresight it we 
endeared the po.putati01r 10 our institutions so that they would fight 
an invader in the way people fighc fo r lio111e and liberty . ... 
When art iszhm.ian canal shall have been constructed it will be 
approached from Europe most convenientty by rlze Anegada pas
sage, and from Atlamic ports of 1he United States by tlze Wind
ward pnd Mona passages. Each passage \Viii become a higl1way of 
great commerce. 
No mauer ho"' strongly 1/ze isthmian canal may be fortified i1 
would, in war, serve us no purpose - indeed, through war we 
might Lose it entirely - if our fleet could not control its ap
proaches.1 

Once the United Slates obtained these new military enclaves, it 
launched a policy of direc t military intervention, prolonged military 
occupation and the training of client armies in the countries it invaded. 
This policy was aimed both a t crushing lhe nationalist resistance to 
imperiali £l penetration and a t placing the United Stale s in a position 
of almost exclusive im perialis t domina tion of lhe region. Naval control 
of Puerto Rico facilitated the implementation of this aggressive inter
ventionist policy. 

Puerto Rico a nd intervention in the Cairibbean: 1898-1933 

The US invading army met with very lit tle resis tance in P uerto Rico and 
occupied the island after a brief campaign. Un like the Filipinos, the 
Puerto Ricans did not resist the new colonial power in armed struggle, 
for a number of historical reasons. Therefore, there was no need to 

1 W. V. Judson, "Strategic Value of Her West Indian Possessions to the United 
States," Tile Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 
pp. 58-61, May 1902. 
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mainlain :i major garrison in Puerto Rico. The main confrontation with 
Lhc US troop!> came from the armed "seditious parties" Lbat had appeared 
on the scene when Spanish colonial power crumbled but were quickly 
put down by the Americans. The new colonial power built no new major 
military instailation, having inherited the sizable Spanish-built military 
infrastructure. In 1923, hO\\·cv~r, the US Army Look over a 300-acre 
plot near San Juan lor Buchanan Military Camp, which became its main 
base on the island (s till in cxi:.tcncc, though now less important). 

Tht: influence of the imperial military apparatus was felt mainly 
through the colonial administration. Following a brief period of military 
government (1898-1900), a civilian colonial administration was established 
under tht: Foraker Act, but from 1909 to 1934 responsibility for colonial 
policy rc::.ted with the War D:.:partmcnl's Bureau of Insular Affairs, 
\\hich fought every effort to transfer administration of the colony 
to t.hc Department. of the Interior, indicating the military importance 
attributed to Puerto Rico and guaranteeing that military considerations 
were c\•cr present in fonnulat ing colonial policy. Thus, militarism has 
always been a key factor in the colonial stale. 

Puerto Rico's s trategic importance for the US Navy has already been 
noted. Like Guantanamo, it lies a long one of the accesses to the Isthmus 
of Panama, facilitating naval operations in the area. Although this naval 
function is not ~he only consideralion, it bas always b een a factor in 
US military policy on Puerto Rico. 

Du ting the first third of the century, the United States developed a 
policy of military intervention Lhal affected almost all the countries 
in the Caribbean. Between 1898 and 1914, its main purpose was to 
prepare the conditions for the opening of the Panama Canal. That 
opening, in 1914, coincided with the outbreak of World War I in Europe, 
creating a power ,·acuum in the Caribbean that the United States has
tened LO fill. From then on, a number of Caribbean countries (Haili, 
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the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, etc.) were kept under US military 
occupation for Jong }Jeriods, to incorporate them in the colonial system. 
Meanwhile, client armies were created, to be used later to bolster the 
structures of neocol~nial domination. Implementation of this interven
tionist policy was facilitated by the naval bases which the United States 
held in Panama, Cuba and Puerto Rico. 

TABLE I 

DIRECT MILITARY lNTERVENTIONS: 1890-1933 

1890 Argentina 

1891 Haiti 

1894 Brazil 

1895 Colombia 

1896 Nicaragua 

1898 Nicaragua 

Cuba 

Puerto Rico 

1899 Nicaragua 

1901 Colombia (Panama) 

1902 Colombia 

Colombia (Panama) 

1903 Honduras 

Panama 

1906 Dominican Republic 

1907 Honduras 

1909 Cuba 

1910 Nicaragua 

1911 Honduras 

19U Honduras 

Cuba 

1913 Mexico 

1914 Haiti 

Dominican Republic 

DoIDinican Republic 

1917 Mexico 

1919 Mexico 

Honduras 

1920 Panama 

Guatemala 

1921 Panama/Costa Rica 

1922 Cuba 

1924 Dominican Republic 

Honduras 

1925 Honduras/Panama 

Nicaragua 

1933 Nicaragua 

Cuba 

Source: U.S. Senate Congressional Record, U.S. Military Interventions: 1789-
1945; June 23, 1969. 



The Jcnes Act cr.d rr.c:ssive recruitment 

World War I brought still anothc1· way of using Puerto Rico for mili
tary purposes. When it looked as though the United States would become 
involved in the war in Europe, Puerto Rico became an important 
potential source of military recrnits. In order lo make it legal to draft 
Puerto Ricans under the National Defense Act of 1916, they were given 
US citizenship \\ith the passage of the Jones Act in 1917, just a month 
bcf ore formal US entry into the war. It is si!mificnnt that the essence 
of the first legal r\!fom1 in colonial relations involved pressing military 
considcrations.2 

Since 19 17, man.: than 200 000 Puerto Ricans have served in the US 
Army. Troop~ rei:ruitcd in Pueno Rico have fought in all the wars and 
in\'as1ons in which the L nitec.1 Stales has been involved, including those 
in Korea, Vietnam and the Dominican Republic. 

TABLE ll 

PUERTO RICANS RECRUITED AND DRAFTED: 1917-73 

Recruited Drafted Total Casualties 

World War l 5 733 13 733 19466 

World War II 65034 348 

Korea 11 517 37 654 49171 743 

August 1953 to • July 1964 41554 7 273 48 827 1300 

August 196-t to 
January 1973 5616 17734 23350 

Source: Peter Brov.'D, U.S. Alilitarv Presence m Puerto Rico, p. 12, Rio Pie-
dras, March 1975. 

3 The National Guard was also established in 1917. Since 1950, it has been repeat
edly used to repress the patrio tic workers' movement. 
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Puerto Rican casualties ha\·e been higher than US casualties, in 
proportion to the popuiatioa. In Korea, for example, US casualties were 
one for every 1125, while Puerto Rican casualties were one for every 
660. Thineen hundred Puerto Ricans died in Vietnam, and 56 percent 
of the island's veterans of that war arc mental cases. 

Although the draft was abolished because of widespread, militant 
opposition during the war in Vietnam, Puerto Rico is still targeted for 
a more subt le type of draft - the high rate of unemployment forces 
many young men to enlist in the Army. Between January and June 1975 
alone, 1133 Puerto Ricans "enlisted" in the US Armed Forces (917 in 
the Army, 120 in the Navy, 61 in the Air Force and 35 in the Marines). 
l n 1980, Robert Alfred McMillan, recruiting officer for the Armed 
Forces in Puerto Rico, stated that he had more than met his quota 
and bad a waiting list of 60 candidates. 

Massive recruitment of Puerto Ricans has bad a considerable impact 
on the social structure and internal policy of the country. After demo
bilization, the "veteraus"3 remain dependently linked to the US military 
apparatus through various aid programs (medical services, scholarships, 
low-interest Joans, e tc.) that allow them to move ahead. Many of them 
also join organizations such as the American Legion which represent 
their joint interests. These programs and organizations help build 
support for the colonial order by demanding stability in return for the 
few privileges that arc granLed. 

The bi9 depression and remiiitarizatjon of the colonial regime 

The economic crisis of the '30s forced the United States to withdraw 
~omcwhat, in line with Roose\·clt's ''good neighbor" pol:cy. The miliLary 
occupation of a number of Caribbean countries was ended, open inter
vention was abandoned and negotiations with the reformist national 
forces were undertaken in order to reduce local tensions and growing 
anti-imperialist feelings in the area, but the United States was not 
prepared to relinquish contro l over countries it considered to be of 
great strategic importance, such as Panama and Puerto Rico. In other 
Caribbean countries, the economic crisis brought a relaxation in imperial
ist power, buL just the opposite took place in Puerto Rico: repression 
was intensified. 

During the depression, the anti-imperialist movement (represented by 
the Nationalist Party) gained strength, and the workers' movement 
became more militanl, go ing beyond it s traditional leadership. In 1934, 
the sugarcane workers went on strike, and this led to a gradual conver· 

1 Puerto Rico bas 170 000 veterans; 12 000 of them are active in the American 
Legion. 
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gcnce b:: Lween the Nal ioiw!U.t Pnrty arfd the grass roots of the workers' 
movement. with persp~ctivcs for establishing a broad front of opposition 
Lo colonialism. Faced with this t11rcal, the US government decided to 
repress the Nationalist Party and the revolutionary working class 
demonstrntions 11w11u 111ilitari. 

General Blanton Winship. a military official of the Bureau of Insular 
Affairs, \\'as selected for this task and appointed Governor (1934-39),4 

while Colonel Francis Riggs, another Anny man, was appointed lo head 
the police.5 Jn other words, a harsh military regime was installed on 
the island while a reformist policy prevailed in the metropolis. 

Riggs made a number of changes in police organization, militarizing 
its structure, improving its weapons and setting up a special corps of 
policemen armed with Thompson machine guns. Clearly, the colonial 
r.cgimc did not not wish to use the National GuardG (of doubtful legality) 
or th:! regular Army troops (Infantry Regiment No. 65). Between 1935 
and 1937, the militarized police force brutally repressed the nationalist 
movement in such actions as the massacre of Rio Piedras (October 1935); 
the arrest and imprisonment of the Lop Nationalist Party leadership 
(March 1936); and Lbe massacre of Ponce (March 1937), where the police 
firsL used their machine guns: 21 people were killed and nearly 200 
were wounded. That operation, which Winship personally directed from 
the nearby town of Villalba. crushed the emerging anti-imperialist 
movement and left Lhe field open to the Popular Party's reformist 
populism. 

In 1939, after the Hayes Report had blamed Governor Winship for 
the massacre of Ponce, he was replaced by Admiral. Leahy, a high
ranking diplomat. Leahy's mission was to establish huge naval bases in 
Cciba and on Vieques and Culebra to provide sanctuary for the French 
and British fleets, should that prove necessary. After starting ·work 
on the bases, Leahy was appoin ted US Ambassador to the Vichy puppet 
government of occupied France in 1940. 

• Winship had not only participated in drawing up the colonial policy for Puerto 
Rico within the Bureau but had olso been a member of the colonial adminis
tration in the Philippines. 

$ Riggs was not lacking in counterrevolutionary experience. He is said to have 
helped Kerensky escape during the October Revolution. 

' The National Guard was mobilized in March 1936, following lhe arrest of the 
Nationalist Party leadership, but djd not panicipate directly in the repression 
at that time. During the nationalis t uprising of 1950, however, the National 
Guard played a major role and even bombed the town of Ja.yuya. In recent 
years, it has been used with ever greater frequency to repress the patriotic 
workers' movement. 
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Expansion during Wor:d War II 

World War II brought about unprecedented militarization of the US 
economy and society. In 1939 only 1.3 percent of the Gross National 
Product was used for military purposes, but by 1943-44 that figure had 
risen to 41.6 percent. This huge and rapid expansion was immediately 
reflected in the increased US military presence in the Caribbean and 
Puerto Rico. 

The United States obtained new Caribbean bases in the British 
colonies (Trinidad, the Bahamas, St. Lucia, British Guiana, etc.) through 
Lend-Lease agreements. It also expanded existing insta llations in Cuba 
(at Guantanamo); built new ones in Panama, Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands; and established bases in other countries, such as Nicaragua 
(Corinto). Although Lhe immediate p11..u-pose of this expansion was to 
uefend the area (and its major maritime routes) from attack by the 
fa~cist powers, it also helped the United States to emerge from the 
war as a strong military power. The original US request to Panama 
to 5et up 100 military bases in that territory (outside the Canal Zone) 
was for a period o[ 999 years - not just the duration of the war. 

The draft was reactivated in Puerto Rico, and more than 65 000 men 
were recruited. Moreover, a vast military construction program was 
launched: Borinquen Army Airfield was built near Aguadilla and was 
later transfc1Ted to the Air Force, which renamed it Ramey Base and 
used it for bombers equipped wilh nuclear warheads; Fort Buchanan was 
expanded to occupy 1514 acres of land; Roosevelt Roads Naval Station 
was built on an area of some 37 000 acres in Ceiba; land expropriation 
was begun on the nearby islands o[ Vieques and Culebra; and naval 
communicat ions insLallations were set up. On Vieques, 26 000 out of a 
total of 33 000 acres were expropriated and large numbers of people 
were permanently displaced. The miJitary construction program also 
had an imporLant economic influence, helping to accelerate the process 
of colonial industrialization that characterized the next two decades. 

Thus, World War TI justified the construction of a vast network of 
all kinds of military installations in Puerto Rico and the rest of the 
Caribbean - which were kept in operation, with certain adaptations, 
during the cold war. 

Puerto Rico's milit'C!ry rote in the cold war 

With the start of the cold war in 1947, all aspects of US foreign 
policy became secondary to the contradiction between capitalism and 
S(Jcinlism. On Lhe military level, plans for disarmament were forgotten, 
::md wartime military alliances with capitalist countries were maintained 
and strengthened " to contain communism." The US military machine 
emerged as the dominant component in an extensive system of regional 
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and bilateral agreemenls7 designed lo integrate aJI the military forces 
of the capitalist world in order to hem in the socialist countries. 

During the first period (1947-60), the imperialist military machine was 
geared chiefly for direct military conflict with the socialist countries. 
Thus, a nuclear capacity was quickly developed, and conventional forces 
were maintained at a high level, the idea being to establish a cordon 
sanilaire firound the socialist countries. In 1960, Kennedy began to 
reorient US military policy to counteract an alleged indirect strategy 
on the part of the Soviet Union, defining the national liberation move
ments as the immediate enemy. Without abandoning its aggressive 
posture .reflected in nuclear and conventional arms, the United States 
adopted counterinsurgency doctrines and stepped up military interven
tion in the Third World. During both periods, Puerto Rico was assigned 
additional military functions in terms of general and regional strategy. 

In 1947. the Army handed Borinquen Army Airfield over to the Air 
Force, which built a fairly large air base for the Strategic Air Com
mand. At the height of its acth·.ity, what then became Ramey Base 
was headquarters for more than 30 B-52 bombers equipped with Hound 
Dog nuclear warheads. The cxis Lenee of a nuclear air base in the Carib
bean was part of Eisenhower's policy of dispersing nuclear power. Not 
only the Air Force but also the Navy began to use Puerto Rico as a 
nuclear center. 

Once again, Puerto Rico was the victim of imperialism's strategic 
military requirements. The presence of nuclear weapons made the island 
a primary nuclear target, threatening its \'ery survival and that of 
neighboring peoples. The nuclear importance of the island was mad~ 
clear by the United Staces' refosal lo include Puerto Rico in the 1967 
Treaty of Tlatelolco. In December 1965, Ambassador William C. Foster 
wrote the Chairman of the Preparatory Commission, explaining that the 
United Stales did not wish to include the Virgin Islands in the proposed 
denuclearized zone, since they were US territory; nor did it wish Lo 
include the community of Puerto Rico, in view of its integral relationship 
with the United States. In the case of those area , he said, the United 
States would have to take into account disarmament policies that affected 
other nuclear powers.8 

Ramey Base was closed in 1973 for economic reasons and transferred 
to the US Coast Guard Service. Recently, the Carter administration 
decided to adhere to the Treaty of Tlatelolco and agreed to include 

1 Treaty of Rio, 1947; NATO, 1949; Austral in and New Zealand, 1951: the Philip
pines, 1951; South Korea, 1953; Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), 
1954; Baghdad Pact, 1955; Japan. 1960. 

a Alfonso Garcia Robles, El Tratado de Tlatelolco (The Treaty d Tlatelolco), 
p. 161 , Mexico, 1967. 
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Puerto Rico in it, but the Treaty still hasn't been ratified by the US 
Senate. Meanwhile, Navy ships and submarines that dock at bases on 
the island continue to be armed with nuclear warheads, in clear violation 
of Article 1 of the Treaty. As long as this continues and as long as a 
base the size and importance of Roosevelt Roads exists, the Puerto 
Rican people will continue to be exposed to nuclear destruction. In 
addition, there is reason to believe that nuclear weapons are still stock
piled at Roosevelt Roads. The international community should demand 
the total denuclearization of Puerto Rico and pressure the countries that 
have signed the Treaty to enforce Article 16, which provides for special 
inspections. 

Puerto Rico is also used mHitarily in imperialism's attempts to contain 
national. liberation struggles in Latin America and to freeze the neoco
lonial status quo in the Caribbean. In this new role, the colony is a 
coordinating center and a transit point for military intervention in the 
Caribbean, as well as a training base in counterinsurgency and landing 
tactics. Furthermore, as we have already pointed out, military person
nel recruited in Puerto Rico have been used in attacks in other Third 
World countries. 

In 1959, a military unit was airlifted to the island for the purpose 
of intervening in Venezuela during the protest demonstrations over 
Vice Presitlent Nixon's visit to that country. The naval blockade imposed 
on Cuba in 1962 was coordinated from Roosevelt Roads Naval Station, 
and all military forces were placed on a war footing. In 1965, Ramey 
Base was used to supply Elias Wessi11 y Wessin's reactionary Dominican 
forces when they were on the point of collapsing; later, civilian and 
military airports were used for the criminal invasion of the Dominican 
Republic. The naval forces that threatened Trinidad in 1970 were con
trolled by the naval command at Roosevelt Roads. Recently, President 
Carter sent Puerto Rican National Guard personnel and equipment 
instead of civilians to the Dominican Republic to provide assistance 
- a hidden form of miltary intervention which should be denounced. 

Although Panama has been the chief center for counterinsurgency 
training, Puerto Rico has also been used for that purpose. The Peace 
Corps had a training center there, and the tropical forest of Yunque 
was used for counterinsurgency training and experiments with defoliants 
similar to those used in Vietnam.9 Finally, Vieques Island is used for 
amphibious landing practice for rapid strike military interventions. 

t The full irrationality of the military machine's disregard for life and for the 
civilian population was shown when it was revealed that bacteriological tests 
had been made in 1950. One of these tesLs was made in the Virgin Islands, near 
Puerto Rico, using a bacteria (cereal rust epidemic) that damages Lhe harvests. 
(San Juan Star, p. 10, October 20, 1979.) 
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Until recently, these maneuvers were revealingly referred to as the 
Springboard Operations. 

The cold war also consolidated Puerto Rico's position as a naval 
command and training center of primary importance. As we will see in 
more detail later, Puerto Rico is the' headquarters for the naval com· 
m.and of the entire Caribbean (including Panama and Guantanamo) 
and the South Atlantic. This means that, if the United States had decided 
to invade Angola, the naval operations would have been directed from 
Roosevelt Roads. That base, Vieques and the waters around them are 
perhaps the main naval center at present for training and experiment· 
ing with new weapons. Puerto Rico has really been forced to become 
a fief of the US Navy. 

Recent changes 

In recent years, the United States has begun to make changes in 
its military policy on the Caribbean and Puerto Rico. These changes 
point to the gradual elimination of the old forms based on an imperialist 
military presence and to a search for new military approaches more in 
line with the changing political and economic situation in the area. 

The Panamanian people's continuing struggle has forced the United 
States to commit itself to reducing its military presence and completely 
abandoning its numerous military installations in the Canal Zone by 
1999. The Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua meant the final collapse of 
CONUECA, which had been set up for military intervention in Central 
America. The efforts to coordinate a multilateral invasion of Nicaragua 
- a la Dominican Republic - were a total failure. Cuba's leadership 
of the Third World countries will increase international pressure for 
the return of Guantanamo to Cuba. Moreover, this problem must be 
solved if relations between Cuba and the United States are to be 
normalized. From a political point of view, US possession of Guanta
namo will become increasingly indefensible. The United States has also 
abandoned other important facilities, such as Chaguaramas Base, in 
Trinidad. 
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Since the old military forms can no longer be used, the United 
States considers it necessary to redefine its strategy in order to be able 
to influence and control the changes that are taking place· in the Carib
bean. The Cuban Revolution's consolidation; the progressive regimes in 
Jamaica, Grenada and Guyana; the assumption of power by revolutionary 
forces in Nicaragua, the rise of a people's movement in El Sal
vador and Guatemala; and, of course, the growing pressure for 
Puerto Rican independence pose new dangers for imperialism, which 
therefore relies on its capacity for military blackmail in the region. This 
is how the recent creation of a naval command at Key West, the 
scheduled landing practice at Guantanamo and the joint naval maneuvers 
in Puerto Rico must be viewed. The presence of Soviet troops in Cuba 
was just an excuse. This time the main aim was to intimidate not just 
Cuba but all the peoples of the Caribbean. Ironically, on a short-term 
basis, the political and economic changes in the region have served 
to increase Puerto Rico's strategic value for imperialism and harden 
the Pentagon's attitude toward the island. 

A number of important trends can be identified in Puerto Rico: 
1. The presence of the Air Force has been practically eliminated since 

the deactivation of Ramey in 1973. 
2. The regular Army has been greatly reduced by closing down a 

number of facilities and concentracine: activities at Fort Buchanan, 
where the main functions are recruitmc"itt and support of the domestic 
repressive forces. 

3. The Navy has increased in importance and appears to be expanding 
its activities by taking over Ramey Base. 

4. The domestic agencies of repression - the Anny Reserves, the 
National Guard and the police - have been strengthened and used with 
greater frequency since the economic crisis of 1973-75. 

5. All forms of opposition to militarism, such as the recent actions 
on Vieques, have been met with heavy-handed intransigence, indicating 
that, within the process of revising its regional military policy, impe
rialism seeks to retain Puerto Rico at all costs, especially as a naval 
enclave from which operations against other countries in the area can 
be launched. 

THE PRESENT SITUATION 

Thus far, we have analyzed the most important changes in the US 
military presence in P.uerto Rico. Now we will try to describe the forms 
and the magnitude of its presence today. We would especially like to 
stress the impact that the imperialist military apparatus has on the 
domestic situation and how it helps provide stability for the colonial 
order. 
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Militcrry costs 

In spite of the number of military facilities that have been closed 
down, military costs increased during the '70s. In 1978, the cosi of 
operating the military bureaucracy amounted to $151.7 million, ·or 60.4 
pe1cent of the total operating costs of all US government agencies in 
Puerto Rico. In other' words, the military sector is clearly the most 
important component of the imperialist state in Puerto Rico. We should 
point out that this percentage is significantly higher than it is in the 
United States - which shows just how militarized the colony is. 

TABLE JI/ 

OPERATING COSTS FOR THE MILITARY APPARATUS 
AND PAYMENTS TO VETERANS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS: 

1975·78 

1975 19'18 
Operating costs Absolute % Absolute % 

All federal agencies 193.9 100.0 251.0 100.0 

Military agencies 112.0 57.8 251.0 60.4 

Defense Dept. (78.3) (69.9) (90.5) (59.7) 

Veterans' Administration (33.1) (29.5) (61.2) (40.7) 

Selective Service (05) (0.4) (0.0) (O.Q) 

Payments to Veterans 

Total payments to individuals 1113.3 100.0 2009.9 100.0 

Veterans 178.4 15.7 198.1 10.1 

Source: Puerto Rican Planning Board, Reports to tile Governor, 1975 and 
1978. 
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The Department of Defense uses 67.6 percent of its total operating 
costs to maintain its bases and to finance the Army Reserves and the 
National Guard. The remaining 32.4 percent is absorbed by the Veterans' 
Administration, which provides services for former military personnel. 
In both cases, the costs have important political and economic reper
cussions. A large share of these funds goes directly into the colonial 
economy, helping to keep it afloat by creat ing hundreds of civilian jobs. 
The sector of the population directly linked to the military bureaucracy 
is a source of support for the colonial order. 

Even more important arc the payments made to veterans, which 
totaled SL98.1 million in 1978, or 10.1 percent of all individual payments 
from the federal government. Veterans' benefits fulfill the political 
function of integrating a considerable sector of the population in the 
colonial order through the military apparatus. Adding up the operating 
costs and payments to veterans, we find that, in 1978, the United States 
spent $349.8 million for military purposes in Puerto Rico - more than 
it spent on military assistance for all the rest of Latin America. 

lnstarlations and bases 

Since the mid-'SOs, the US Armed Forces have transferred seven 
military installations to the Puerto R ican government (Camp O'Reilly, 
Fort Mascaro, Fort Amezqui ta, Fort B rooke, Fort San Cristobal, Henry 
Barracks and Miramar Naval Station). 

At present, the main instaUations and bases of the regular Armed 
Forces are 1) Roosevelt Roads, in Ceiba, in eastern Puerto Rico; 2) Camp 
Garcia, on Vieques; 3) Fort Buchanan, in metropolitan San Juan; 4) 
Sabana Seca, a communications and tracking center west of Sao Juan; 
5) Camp Tortuguero, a center for localized training on the northern 
coast, between San Juan and Arecibo; 6) Salinas Training Area, a very 
large training center now used by the National Guard; and 7) Ramey 
Base, a vast air base on the northwest coast, which is now being reac
tivated by the Navy. These installations and bases cover a total area of 
62 000 acres. 

In addition, the Anny Reserves (2000 meh) have nine installations, four 
in San Juan and five .in other parts of the island: Bayam6n, Fort 
Buchanan, Puerto Nuevo, San Juan, Aguadilla, Yauco, Ponce, Salinas 
and Caguas. 

The National Guard (9000 men) has an air base (Muiiiz Air Base) at 
the Isla Verde international airport and radar centers in Punta Salinas. 
In 1976, it had 20 garrisons in the most importan t cities; recently, seven 
more garrisons have been programmed or finished in Coamo, Arecibo, 
Aguadilla, Salinas, San Juan, Juana Diaz and Utuado. The National 
Guard can also use the Fort Buchanan installations during mobilizations. 
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The two main bases of the regular Armed Forces (Roosevelt Roads 
for the Navy and Fort Buchanan for the Army) deserve special discussion. 

A. Roosevelt Roads Naval Station <RRNS> 

The Navy is the majn military force on active service in Puerto Rico, 
and its main base is the 37 000-acre RRNS, one of the largest installa
tions in the world. 

RRNS has three harbors, one of which is large enough to accommodate 
dozens of warships, including the Enterprise. the biggest ship in the 
US Navy. The port facilities at RRNS handle an average of 1200 ships 
and 5400 smaller vesse ls a year. The RRNS airport bas landing strips 
around three miles long, so any type of military plane can put down 
there. Thus, it can replace the airport al Ramey. Some 45 000 takeoffs 
and landings are made at the RRNS airport every year. The station also 
includes a major communications center, in a building with five under
ground levels. RRNS also controls other communications facilities on 
the island, such as Sabana Seca Communications r::enter (also used 
by the National Guard) and Fort Allen, near Ponce. 

TABLE IV 

PERTINENT ·DAIA ON ROOSEVELT ROADS 

Area 

Value of buildings 

Roads 

Capacity 

Military visitors 

Air traffic 

Maritime acLiviLy 

Active military personnel 

Civilian employees 

Estimated replacement 
value in 1972 

37 000 acres, plus 22 000 on Vieques 

$100 million 

JOO miles 

6000 military personnel 

200 000 per year 

45 000 landings and takcol fs per year 

1200 ships and 5400 small vessels per year 

2575 

794 

S287 million (apparently not including the 
submarine practice a rea} 

Source: John Enders, United States Milita ry and Puerto Rico, p. 23, No
vember 1977. 



The islands o( Vieques, Santa Cruz, Santo Tomas and (un til recently) 
Culebra, plus Pico de) Este in Puerto Rico, are also part of the RRNS 
military complex. Pico del Este, Santa Cruz and Santo Tomas have 
communicaLions and base tracking installations. RRNS, the islands just 
listed and their surrounding waters make up Lhe inside area of the 
Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training FaciliLy. These installations were set 
up in 1963 to provide training in the use of weapons; support services 
for fleet training; and the development, testing and evaluation of new 
weapons systems. In addition to Lhe inside area, there are two outside 
areas (Alfa and Bravo) chat cover a vast expanse of the sea north- and 
southeast of Puerto Rico (see maps 1 and 2). The amount of testing 
done in these areas is shown in the following annual averages: 250 
Jand.to·air and a1r-lo·air missiles, 800 drones, 500 torpedos and an ti
submarine weapons, 8000 shooting practices on the coast and in the 
sea around Vieques, 350 planes involved. 4 major sa iling and landing 
maneuvers and 12 aircraft carriers tested. 

The struggle the people o( Culebra waged to dislodge the Navy forced 
the US Congress to vote unanimously to deny any funds for operations 
on that island after fiscal year 1974. Since then, operaLions and shooting 
practices on Vieques have been stepped up. There, the Navy controls 
79 percent of the land. It uses one end of the island as an ammunition 
dump and the rest of the land for shooting and landing practice. This 
is a constant threat to the people of Vieques and is destroying their 
rich marine resources. 

RRNS is the base for the fo llowing: 
1. Commander of the Caribbean Naval Forces (COMNAVFORCARIB). 

The Admiral who headed this command until recently was the 
l"'ecipient of many decorations, including one for what was described 
as exceptionally meritorious services during combat operations 
against North Victnamest:! and Viet Cong communist aggressive 
forces. This command coasbts o( 
a) Sea Frontier, organized in 1941 for submarine protection of 

the maritime routes of Central and South America; 
b) Panama Sector, which includes all the naval installations in 

the Canal Zone; 
c) Guantanamo Sector, which includes the Guantanamo air and 

naval base; and 
d) Puerto Rico and Trinidad Sector, which includes the maritime 

areas of the Atlantic and th~ Caribbean, mos t of the land mass 
of Hispaniola, Puerto Rico .and all the Lesser Antilles; 

2. Commander of the Naval Base (COMNA VBASE), the Roosevelt 
Roads admini:.trativc and logistics command; 
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3. Commander of the Ant illes Defense Command (COMANDEFCOM), 
a branch of the US Joint Command whose [unction is to coordinate 
military actions in the Caribbean that require the participation 
of the other hvo branches o[ the services. In case of a federal 
mobilization of the Rcsen•es and National Guard, these two forces 
fall under thfa command, indicating how important a role the 
Navy plays; and 
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4. Commander of the South Atlantic Forces (COMSOLANT). This 
command is subordinate to the Commander in Chief of the Atlantic 
Fleet and apparently rests with a different officer from those who 
hold the previously listed commands. It also includes areas of the 
Pacific and Indian Oceans. It sponsors the Amity naval visits to 
Africa and the UnHas maneuvers along the coast of South America. 

Because of its extraordinary naval installations, Roosevelt Roads.. 
sponsors joint maneuvers wilh the naval forces of NATO: Caribops 
(Caribbean Operations, formerly Springboard) - in which, in 1977, 
three British ships, four from the Netherlands, one from Canada, two 
from the Federal Republic of Germany, five from Portugal and six from 
the United States participated - and Unitas, using Latin-American 
naval and air forces. There have been 18 Unitas maneuvers. A recent one 
included the participation of five ships from Ecuador, four from 
Colombia, s ix from Peru, three from Chile, one from Argentina, two 
from Brazil, eight from Venezuela and seven from Uruguay. This 
maneuver has a particularly painful meaning for the Chilean people, 
for it was being held off the coast of Chile at the time the Popular 
Unity government was overthrown in 1973. The international movement 
of solidarity with Puerto Rico should denounce the use of Puerto Rico 
for maneuvers in which European and Latin-American naval vessels 
participate and the use of Vieques as a shooting range. 
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8. Fort Buchanan 

There are 211 active military personnel and 498 civilian employees 
on this Army base, which contrasts with RRNS in that its functions 
are mainly of a domestic nature: 1) support for Lbe Reserves and the 
National Guard of Puerto Rico; 2) operations center for the National 
Guard in metropolitan San Juan in case of mobilization; 3) coordination 
of reserve officer training programs in schools and universities; 4) 
Army internal intelligence activities; 5) commissary services and other 
·,ttterans' benefi ts; 6) public relations work in the metropolitan area; 
and 7) coordination of recruiting for the regular Army. 

The Pentagon has considered shutting down Buchanan because it is 
too big and costly for the work it does, but a recent report indicates 
how important this installation is in maintaining colonial order: 

Although all the units could be 111obi/ized i11 a " tell/ cily" in Camp 
Salin.as, the co111.mander of tlze mobiliz.ed units \Vould be far from 
the offices of the Puerto Rican government. This could complicate 
and delay the coordination of defense plans and activit"ies. More
over, all the mobilized forces would be around 42 miles (at least 
an. hour in convoy) from San Juan .... 
It is necessary LO keep in mind the probability of sabotage, sub
versive actions and open aggression by antigovernment groups 
around San Juan. Any break in communications would delay or 
cancel defensive measures. The presence of at least a small force 
at Fort Buchanan would be an effective obstacle to aggressive or 
subversive actions by antigovernmental enemy groups .. . . Closing 
down Fort Buchanan would eliminate the operations in the San 
Juan area . 
. . . This installation is a visible link bettveen the government of 
Puerto Rico and the American federal system. The presence of the 
Army in Buchanan is part of this symbolic link .... The base has 
been a "good neighbor" 10 the commurricy, 111ainly by providing 
play areas for children's spores acrivities. Its deactivation would 
remove this opponunity to nwin.tain positive community rela
tions.ir1 

Thus, except for recruiting for service abroad, Buchanan's function 
is to control the colonial population; maintain a symbolic presence 
of the US Anny as a warning to the people's movement; guarantee a 
high level of preparation for the domestic repressive forces and serve 
as a base for "antisubversive actions" in San Juan; maintain a direct 
link with demobilized men, veterans and the families of deceased ser
vioemen (a total of 94 000 civilians directly or indirectly affected); 

i o John Enders, United Stales Military and Puerto Rico, pp. t'r8, November 1977. 
(Retranslated from the Spanish.) 
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and build support for the military machine through public relations 
activities in the communily and ideological penetration in schools and 
universities through ROTC. 

The following table sums up the impact Buchanan has on the people: 
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TABLE V 

MILITARY OR CIVILIAN POPULATIGN DIRECTLY 
OR INDIRECTLY LINKED TO BUCHANAN IN 1975 

Active Army 

Reserve Anny 

National Guard 

Regular Air Force 

Marine Corps 

Coast Guard Service 

Navy 

Civilians 

Dependents of those. missing, etc. 

Retired 

Totally incapacitated veterans 

Dependents of deceased military 

Army ROTC (students) 

Air Force ROTC (students) 

Puerto Rican regular Army 

Serving abroad 

TOTAL 

Source: Enders, op. cit .. p. 96. 

Persons directly 
linked 

384 

2200 

7500 

63 

10 

178 

216 

1204 

6742 

7 540 

1750 

450 

10000 

38 237 

Dependents 

1171 

6820 

23250 

195 

31 

283 

453 

I 395 

24 894 

11 310 

15 590 

85 392 



The National Guard: the main repressive force 

The National Guard has an organic relationship with the US Army 
and Air Force. Since the economic crisis of 1973-75, it has been ex
panded considerably - from 7500 troops and 51 units to 9000 troops 
and 54 units in 1977. It now lhas some 10 000 members and 1074 em
ployees. Significantly, it is the biggest force of its kind - even larger 
in proportion to the population than any in the United States. 

This force has weekend and summer training and practice and can 
be totally or partially mobilized for any eventuality. Many of its officers, 
who come from the professional sectors directly linked to the state 
bu11eaucracy (both local and federal), are pro-American and virulently 
anticommunist. The high-ranking cadres are a source of recruits for 
key posts in the civilian btmeaucracy. For example, the superinten
dency of the polioe h as twice gone to a National Guard officer. The 
current Secretary of Housing is also a high-ranking officer of the 
force. General Carlos Llenza, Commander of the National Guard, gave 
a speech not long ago that showed the ideological orientation of the 
officers. Llenza urged that· the draft be reinstituted and that problems 
in Iran be quickly and effectively resolved, denounced the Puerto Rican 
Lawyers' Guild for having praised Juan Mari Bras and said that the 
Communists were the nwnber-one enemy of the National Guard. 

The National Guard has two main functions: it is a domestic coun
terinsurgency force and a mediating tool for militaristic and colonialist 
values in Puerto Rican society. It also serves as a reserve force in case 
of international conflict. We have already noted that units of the 
National Guard were sent to the Dominican Republic, which indicates 
that they may be used in the future as a regional gendarme. 

Although the National Guard is formally under the authority of the 
colonial government, it is clearly an appendage of the imperialist state, 
directly protecting its interests in Puerto Rico. This force gets its 
funds from the US Department of Defense. In 1977, it received $21 
million in federal funds - and $1.7 million from the Puerto Rican 
government. Commander in Chief Llenza has an Army adviser and an 
Air Force adviser assigned to him who are directly responsible to the 
US military machine. In addition, the US President can "federalize" 
the National Guard whenever he chooses, placing it under his direct 
command in such cases. The order to send National Guard troops to 
the Dominican Republic, for instance, came directly from the US Presi
dent. 

Since 1972, the National Guard has had a military academy where 
i t trains cadres up to the level of Second Lieutenant, but most of the 
officers still receive their training -in the United States and Panama. 

All units receive training in such repressive techniques as "antimutiny" 
tactics, which are clearly directed against the workers' and student 
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movements aad other patriotic forces. Other specialists in repression 
include the Unit of Military Support for the Civilian Authorities, which, 
among other things, is responsible for plam1ing militant actions in case 
of "civilian disturbancLs." The G-2 Special Assistance Unit invest i
gates civilians who are considered "subversive" and the atfiliations 
of all members and employees of the National Guard. These investi
gations are made through the Puerto Rican police. In 1976, there were 
1147 such investigations for recruitment and employment and 260 for 
the "federal level." This guarantees that personnel with progressive 
or independent leanings will not be admitted to tbe National Guard. 

The National Guard ha" been used successfully to repress students 
at the University of Puerto Rico and 10 break workers' strikes in 
public services (i973 and 1974). The National Guard's role in national 
and class oppression becomes clear when we recall its bloody re
pression of the 1950 nationalist uprising. Since then, as the crisis in 
the colonial model has deepened, the National Guard has been strength
ened and used for these ends with ever greater frequency. The 
Puerto Rican police haYe played a similar role and have also been 
expanded and "modernized,'' but il is lhe Natfonal Guard that provides 
imperialism with the infrastructure of a regular "national" army -
and the imperialists will lry to make it just that if forced to grant 
Puerto Rico its independence. Any real decolonization process will be 
impossible as long as this force remains intact. 

Other forms of militarization of colonial society 

When we speak of the militarization of colonial society, we refer 
not only Lo the use of vast areas for bases and installations, the 
channeling of large numbers of people into military institutions and 
the development of relations of economic dependency on the military 
apparatus among a broad sector of the population but also to the 
ideological penetration of colonial society through an endless number 
of military, paramilitary and "civic action" organizations in com
munities and the constant propaganda fed through the mass media. In 
this regard, ideological ·penetration by the military machine is an 
aspect of cultural and ideological aggression by imperialism. In Puerto 
Rico, miHtarism is a key component of colonialist ideology. 

The spreading of values of order, discipline, obedience and sacrifice 
for US interests and the presentation of the imperialist military ma
chine as the essence of scientific-technical progress contribute to pas
sive acceptance of the present colonial situation and to the hope that 
Puerto Rico will become a real part of the United States, as another 
state. This is clearly the ideological content of militarism in Puerto 
Rico. 
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U.S. Army promotion 

Ideological penetration of Puerto Rican society by US militarism takes 
so many forms that it is impossible to describe them all in detail 
here. We would simply like to give examples of some of the mecha
nisms that are used. 

Not only does the National Guard influence the community through 
the individual activities of its members, but it also has "community 
relations squads" that specialize in such operations. These units support 
many of the paramilitary youth organizations, such as the Boy and 
Girls Scouts, the Civil Air Patrol, the Crusaders of America, and the 
Police Athletic League. The Army and Navy also actively support these 
groups. For some years now, though, their support has gone beyond these 
groups to the establishment of private military schools - the Lincoln 
Military Academy, the Puerto Rican Military Academy and the Antilles 
Military Academy, where the students are taught military values from 
a very early age. In these schools, the US Armed Forces have set up 
Junior ROTC programs to prepare the students ideologically to become 
future ROTC cadets in the universities. Students from other private 
schools also take part in these programs. 

The Air ·Force and the Army run ROTC programs in both public 
and private universities. Even though the program had to be removed 
from the Rio Piedras campus of the University of Puerto Rico because 
of militant opposition from the student movement, it continues to 
operate with a sizable enrollment. In 1975, the Army ROTC had 1750 
cadets and the Air Force, 450. ROTC students have been noted for their 
reactionary positions in the university. 
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Because of their key position in the family. women also play an 
important role as tools of ideological penetration. One of the expres
sions of feminism in Puerto Rico has been increasing incorporation 
of women in the Armed Forces. 

All branches of the Armed. Forces have public relations officers, 
whose role is to provide the mass media with news favorable to the 
interests of the military machine. Such news abounds in the San Juan 
Star, an English-language newspaper : The public relations officers 
also maintain contact with many civic associations and military sup
port groups, such as the Navy League. Finally, the American Legion, 
the veterans' organization, also plays an important role of ideological 
penetration in colonial society by promoting the commemoration of 
"patriotic" occasions, such as Veterans' Day. 

IN CONCLUSION 

The struggle for the denuclearization and demilitarization of Puerto 
Rico is an important part of the movement of international solidarity 
with the independence of Puerto Rico. As an immediate, urgent t.ask, 
support for the struggle of the people of Vieques should be a main 
concern of anti-imperialist forces throughout the world. The military 
use of Puerto Rico constitutes a constant threat to all the peoples of 
the Caribbean and Latin America and to world peace. Moreover, the 
militarization of the island's society is an obstacle to real decoloniza
tion. The international movement should demand an immediate halt to 
all direct or indirect forms of intervention by the imperialist military 
machine in the daily lives of the Puerto Rican people. e 
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Tricontinemal presents the final section of Ethiopian President Mengistu 
Haile Mariam's rcporl to the !st Congress of the Commission for Organizing 
the Party of Lhe Working People of Ethiopia. The first part appeared in 
Ihc last issue of our magazine. 

Slavery existed in Ethiopia for a long time, but the feudal order was mainly 
responsible for the centuries-long exploitation of the Elhiopian people. The feudal 
system of land ownershjp was extremely cruel. keeping the peasants in abject 
poverty and encouraging divisions based on religious, tribal and regional differ
ences thal led to internecine wars and massacres. 

The feudal landowners permitted a gradual rise of capitalism in Ethlopia, but 
this only aggravated the direct and indirect oppression of the masses. 

For 100 years before the Revolution, the Ethiopian masses were attacked not 
only by their internal enemies but also by foreign invaders and imperialist forces. 

Both Egypt and Italy invaded Ethiopin more than once out of colonial expan
sionist greed, and Great Britain later established its neocolonialist power there. 

After World War II, the United States took over from England and held neo
colonialist power in Ethiopia for the next 30 years. Its close links with the feudal 
regime allowed it to establish a military base, promote capitalist ideology a11d 
relentlessly push its cheap culture. 

When the Ethiopian Revolution erupted, imperialism undertook the direct and 
indirect coordination of the counterrevolutionary forces to protect its interests, 
seriously injuring the people's moverncnl. 

In the period just before Lhe revolutionary triumph, the peasants, workers, 
soldiers, students and other brutally exploited sectors became the real force 
behind Lhe Revolution. 

The drought in Wollo, unemployment and other hardships also triggered the 
mass uprising. 

Although the Revolution lacked a n organized leadership a t rirsl, it soon adopt
ed a radical line and initiated basic changes. Rather than acting mechanically 
or spontaneously, the Provisional Milil::iry Administrative Council implemented 
various strategies that benefited the masses and rooted out the traitors from its 
ranks. 

The December 19, 1974, proclamation of Ethiopian socialism based on the Pro. 
gram of· National Democratic Revolution was a great ideological advance. Its 
slogan was "Ethiopia first," and it launched a campaign or "development through 
cooperation," designed to raise the consciousness of the peasants, abolish reli
gious division and commemorate May Day and March 8. 

Marxist-Leninist theory states that the basic factor in any revolu tion is polit
ical power, with the progressive sectors tnking over the government from the 
reactionary ruling class. 

Following the people's uprising of February 1974, Lhe ruling class tried to retain 
power, but the people's movement stood firmly by its goal of removing the gov
ernmen t that protected Lhe interests of the ruling class and replacing it with a 
progressive group. 

The fall of the monarchy and the r!sc to power of the PMAC was the first 
confirmation of the speed-up in revolutionary change. Then the mass organiza
tions emerged in all sectors, contributing significantly to the progress of the 
Revolution. 
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Tiie fall of the monarchy 

EFEREKCE has already been made to the fact that the demise 
of the monarchic rule and the establishment of the Provisional 
Mi1itarv Government during the early stage of our Revolution 
were the first steps in the long journey for effecting fundamen
tal change. Since any class holding political power controls 

the economy, as well, to remove that class from power, it is not suf
ficient that iL be dckated on the political stage only. Its domination 
can be effectively terminated only when its control over the economy 
also ceases. 

It was, th~rcfore, necessary that the political victory scored by 
controlling the notorious operatives of the reactionary government and 
deposing the king be reinforced by measures in the economic sphere. 
Thus. the nationalization of the mo.jor financial institutions and the 
means of production for the benefit of the people, the restitution of 
land to the people, the nationalization of urban land and extra houses 
and similar other major steps have denied economic bases to those 
reactionaries who were O\·erthrown from their positions of political 
supremacy. 

While the placing of the means of production under public control 
makes it possible to demolish the bases of power of the exploiters and 
to terminate their domination, it also ensures the eradication of the 
exploitation of the working people. Just as the reactionary ruling 
class could not enjoy political domination without economic bases, 
so also the working class must ensure its economic control as a guar
antee for its political \ ictory. This is an important matter to which 
au revolutions attach particular significance. 

The wrenching of economic power from the hands of the reactionaries 
and its utilization for the common benefit of the working people not 
only ensures the predominance of the workers by eradicating the 
domination of reactionaries but also creates favorable conditions for 
impro\'ing the standard of living of the working people through planned 
economic activiLy. 

Inasmuch as the working class had risen in a revolution to rid 
itself of exploitation and oppression and to bring about a life in which 
genuine equality and prosperity prevail, it would have liked to realize 
its aspirations at the very momcnt that it overtht l!W the archrcaclion
arics, but that did not come Lo pa-.s. The 1 uling class did not concede 
defeat. Indeed, relying on its worldwide links with imperialism and 
financial power and intent on regaining the power it had lost, it es
calated its reactionaI) struggle 10 all spheres. 

Much earlier, \\hen the proclamation that decreed rural land to be 
public prope1 ty \\as issued, Lhc most stubborn of the feudal barons 
resorted to banditry. They recruited peasants who were then at the 
lowest level of political consciousness, took them along and retreated 
to the forests, from \\hid\ they launched hit-and-run campaigns, robbed, 
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burned harvests and engaged in other similar outrages against the 
people, thereby challenging the Revolution. 

Some of those elements who had amassed limitless benefits through 
modem farming and were in the process of transition to the status 
of comprador bourgeois also joined them. SubsequenLly, as the mem-
bershiP. of disenchanted cotJeric swelled following the proclamation I 

1
J 

nationalizing urban land and extra houses for the benefit of the people, 
more and more reactionaries ganged up together. In general, the \ 1 

collection of feudal landlords, calling itself "Ethiopian Democratic f 
Union" (EDU), embarked on its manifold counte rrevolutionary activities. 

The secessionists, who had created a problem in the Administrative 
Region of Eritrea and who, unwilling to invite mutual destruction, ~ 
were more or less tolerant toward the rulers with whom they previ- , 
ously shared certain benefits, despite their contradiction, stepped up 
their reactionary struggle. 

Interpreting our numerous efforts to solve the problem peacefully 
and our desire for peace as a sign of weakness, the secessionists in
flicted great damage on the people, especially during their futile attempt 
to occupy Asmara in January 1975, which cannot be easily forgotten. 
The gross injustice they perpetrated soon after that by coordinating 
their activities with the arrogant aggression launched by the reactionary 
regime in Somalia will be only too sadly remembered by succeeding 
generations as well. 

In that life-and-death struggle between revolution and counterrevo
lution, the forces which lined up in the counterrevolutionary camp 
were not only landlords and other lackeys of imperialism. These and 
the secessionists, which were making futile attempts to separate the 
Administrative Region of Eritrea from Revolutionary Ethiopia, were 
not the only emissaries of imperialism. The right wing of the petite 
bourgeoisie and the radicals of the same class. bent on assuming an 
initial revolutionary appearance and ganging up within their organi
zation which they had dubbed "EPRP," s trengthened the counterrev
olutionary camp. With a view to frustraung the struggle of the masses 
and bending it for their own objectives, they assassinated militants 
- an act of injustice that bas scarcely any parallel. 

As the Revolution gained strength, its adversaries' hatred intensified. 
The reactionaries, who were systematically defeated at all levels, en
G.-t>avored to have the struggle assume its final characteristics - i.e., de
velop into armed struggle. By taking up arms, they forced the masses 
to resist them by the same means. Nor were they limited to that. At 
the international level, reactionaries publicly demonstra ted their mu
tual support by their coordinated opposition to Revolu tionary Ethiopia. 
It is not easy to estimate the damage and destruction they have in
flicted on us through Somalia's Armed Forces, in the vain hope of 
fulfilling their reactionary objectives. 

It is well known that, during the second half of 1977 and the first 
half of 1978, internal and external counterrevolutionary forces, having 
coordinated their military hardware, their resources and all their abil-
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1L1es, arrogantly tun1ed our revo lutionary homeland into a veri table 
battlefield . There was hardly a s ingle citizen of this country who was 
not compelled to identify his role during that dark period. While the 
majority of the masses of workers and patriotic ind ividua ls were ar
rayed on one side to defend their national unity and their Revolution, 
outright reactionaries and traitors gathered in the antipeople camp, 
supporting the objectives of imperialism. 

It is impossible to recite the details of the events of that period 
with all their ramifications, on this occasion; it is also difficult to 
describe even some aspects of those events. 

While the effort required to resist the violation of our homeland 
in the eastern and sou thern regions was in itself quite considerable, 
the conspiracies of the fifth columnists that had infiltrated our forces 
to weaken their fighting ability posed another challenge. 

That the reactionary secessionis ts in the north had taken advantage 
of our preoccupation with the situation on the eastern and southern 
fronts and had temporarily gained cont rol of the Eritrean Adminis
trative Region, with the exception of a few towns, was a matter of 
great concern. As if all this were not enough, the daily destruction 
wrought by the adversaries of the Revolution in the heartland was 
beyond calculation. 

At one period, the counterrevolutionary forces thought that their 
objectives were near altainment and indulged in all sorts of licentiou~ 
actions. They seized every opportunity to show their contempt for the 
people. They <;ould not, however, indefinitely continue in their indul
gence. 

The masses could not remain s ilent spectators when their militan t 
sons were being cut down; the blood of their sons, who ha·a beer. 
languishing under the yoke of exploitation and oppression, was being 
shed by paid assassins; the children of militants became orphans; and, 
in general , the life of the citizens who hoped for a bright fu ture lacked 
any security. Having exhausted their patience, the masses were com
pelled to rise up in arms against their enemies and wage th~ struggle 
with determination. 
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R'evolutionary homeland or deoth 

In this connection, the prompt response of tlie masses to the call 
of the homeland that was made on April 12, 1977, leaving aside concern 
fo r home or property, and offering their children to line up as van
guard f ighters under the motto of " Revolutionary homeland or deaLh" 
wiJI have a prominent place in the history of our Revolution. 

Over and above the fac t that the entire world was surprised by the 
efficiency with which some 300 000 militiamen wene trained to combat 
readiness within a shor t space of time, that achievement will also 
have its proper place in the history of the struggle of oppressed peoples 
as our proud historic legacy. 

Li kewise, the masses, who had taken µp their positfon as a rearguard , 
spared no effor t to safeguard Lbeir homeland and Revolution. In re
sponse Lo the call of the homeland, heroes came from every part of 
ELhfopia, ready to defend its unity and independence with their pre
cious military t raining at bases lacking the usual amenities, such as 
beds and mattresses. On the contrary they were lodged in tents donated 
by the masses and used kitchenware similarly obtained. Branches and 
leaves had to be thrown down to cover the muddy ground in winter. 
Nor was the support oE the masses limited to this. Those nearer the 
Militia Training Center cooked fresh food, while others furtJ1er away 
prepar.cd special food and delivered it lo Lhe Center. These tireless pa
triotic contributions are indelibly engraved in our minds and we feel 
great pride when we speak about them. 

We will always remember the assistance extended to us, on che basis 
of proleLarian internationalism, by the Soviet Union, Cuba, other gen
uinely socialist countries and all other peace-loving peoples. On this 
occasion , we wish to express, once again, our sincere gratitude - es
pecially to the Communist Party, government and people of the 
Sovicl Union - for Lhe timely supporl afforded us during thal challeng· 
ing period for our Revolution and homeland. It js gratifying to note 
that lhe support we received was commensurate with the w·gency of 
the situation and the requirements of our struggle. We are strongly 
convinced that, in our peaceful constructive endeavors to achieve so
da.list objectives, they will con tinue t.o stand on our side. For ow· part, 
we wish to reaffirm our solemn pledge on this historic day to workers, 
revolutionaries and peace-loving peoples of all countries that we will 
do everything in our power to faithfully discharge our interaolionalist 
obligations. 

Through their Revolutionary Army, which is Lheir strong arm, the 
masses have ejected the reactionary forces of Somalia from our coun
try. Part of the invading forces were completely destroyed, while the 
remainder retreated in panic and Lota! disarray, as if the invader had 
not arrogantly violated the sanclily o( our boundaries. 

In the north , by teaching proper lessons to the secessionists who were 
wildly dreaming of Lhe imminent realization of their tutilc ambition, our 
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ReYolutionary Second Liberation Army has relieved the broad masses 
in Lhe area from a situation of anxious concern. 

Our detractors were decladng that E thiopia was finished and that 
she would be compelled to make territorial concessions to the expan
sionist regime of Somalia. Moreover, they asserted that it would be to 
her advamage to conclude a cease-fire agreement to avoid fur ther 
penetrntion by Somalia's f orccs. They were also saying that Ethiopia 
was being compelled co accept the secessionist demands of the Eritrean 
traitorous bandits and that she had to choose either socialism or Eri
trea. On the other hand, our Revolutionary People's Army had vowed 
that the soil of our revolutionary homeland would be a graveyard for 
Siad Barre's troops and the traitorous bandits - never their seat. 

Declaring that socialism will flourish in Ethiopia with the blood of 
heroes of Revolutionary Ethiopia, the Revolutionary Army, after a short 
period of preparation and a quick campaign, inflicted a crushing defeat 
upon that vociferous, atTogant and reactionary stronghold. 

Today, when we observe the level of political consciousness and qual
ity attained by our Revolutionary Army, there is no doubt that it 
will be one of the few People's Armed Forces which, without pay, will be 
recorded in the history of the world as having stood for a just cause and 
the rights of the people, as having voluntarily fought , struggled and made 
sacrifices. 

We should, therefore, not only be proud of and rely upon this Army 
but also care for it, just as we do for the pupil of our eye. 

In this process of defensive str.uggle, the Revolution was victorious 
not only over invaders and reactionary secessionis ts but also over fifth 
columnists in the interior who were creating conditions favorable for 
the reversal of the Revolution . 

When the masses finally ran out of patience, they took up the chal
lenge of the paid assassins with a declaration of resolve and deter
mination that not even death would keep them from their goal. 

The masses of Ethiopia have added a glor ious chapter to the history 
of the struggle of the people of the world by demonstrating that nothing 
can obstruct a people that has risen up with a clear goal to bring 
about justice and genuine freedom. 

The Revolution's construc:ti'le work 

Even though resuscitating reactionaries opened wars on various 
fronts to snatch away the victories already scored , the masses of Ethio
pia, just as they bad done earlier in other fields of struggle, have 
brought them to their knees. This was only an effort designed to re
move the obstacles set in the way of the masses by the reactionaries; 
it was neither the basic goal nor the ultimate objective of the masses. 

Since their final goal is the building of a prosperous new socialist 
order wherein genuine equality prevails, the people of Ethiopia did 
not complacenlly relax in the belief that they had attained ultimate 
victory. Consequently, we embarked upon the long s truggle by imme
diately launching the emergency program of the economic and cultural 
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develop~nt campaign. This became the major and timely focus of 
the Revolution. The objective of this campaign is to alleviate the tem
porary hardships of the masses and to create the requisite conditions 
for long-term constructive efforts. Not only are we speedily imple
menting the second round of the development campaign, but, broadly 
speaking, our Revolution has also attained a stage of all-round develop
ment. 

The task of our Revolution is to develop the productive forces on 
the basis of coordination, modernization and efficient production and 
thereby liberate the masses from their basic burdens and build a 
society wherein genuine equality and prosperity will prevail. 

The attainment of this lofty objective depends upon the active par
ticipation of the working people. This, in turn, embraces wide respon
sibilities ranging from fully grasping the objectives to implementing 
them. This is only a starting point to obtain maximum results. 

Today, in the first stage of our construction, we are exerting every 
effort to manage our economy by means of a centrally planned develop
ment program and to devise a system of production which will meet 
the needs of the people. A number of preconditions have to be met at 
every stage in the process before we can attain this initial objective. 

We seek to coordinate the needs of the people with production by 
means of a centrally planned distribution and by meeting shortages 
where they occur. This requires a high stage of development. An ad
vanced stage of development can occur after the elimination of the 
relatiQns between the exploiter and the exploited and with the insti
tution of modem production. This, in turn, requires an advanced stage 
of industrial development based on social needs. It is, therefoJ;"e, imper
ative to concentrate on the accumulation of capital which is indispens
able for such development. This pillar of our national economy is the 
accumulation of capital publicly owned and managed by the govern
ment. 

Another problem which has to be considered in conjunction with 
capital accumulation is the development of the infrastructure of the 
country. This includes transport, communications, education, health 
and various other social services. Our economy should not promote 
uneven development. There should be coordination in such a way that, 
based on central planning, one locality can contribute to the develop
ment of another. 

Although the application of these general theories of economic re
construction is vital for development, it is not easily attainable. As I 
have indicated earlier, the most serious problem confronting us is the 
shortage of capital. Since we largely depend on coffee to alleviate our 
problem in this regard, we have to do more to improve the quality and 
quantity of this source of foreign exchange. Furthermore, we have to 
make every effort to increase our foreign exchange earning capacity 
by diversifying our export commodities. In view of the price fluctuation 
on the world market caused by capitalism, a single foreign exchange 
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earning commodity is not dependable. The situation, therefore, does not 
permit any complacency. 

It bas been repeatedly said that agriculture is the mainstay of our 
national economy and that it is our main-hope for getting ourselves 
out of backwardness. This is correct. However, its veracity should be 
viewed not from the vantage point of capitalist agriculture or a cap
i talist line of development but from the perspective of its highly or
ganized and social characteristics. Our agriculture can contribute its 
share to the attainment of our objectives only if it is built along 
socialist lines of development. 

During the present period of transition, our course of action and 
performance should not rely on the transient and ephemeral but rather 
develop ·the viable. We must, therefore, give particular emphasis to 
those activities which have a socialist content. In this connection, 
while agriculture as a whole deserves due attention, evidently we must 
t;ive special consideration to the development of farmers' cooperatives and 
state farms. This policy should also encompass, in its application, other 
branches of the economy. 

Although we realize that private enterprise has a role during this 
transitional phase, it must be recognized that the emerging social sec
tor should assume the leading role in our economic efforts. Otherwise, 
while different modes of production are simultaneously operating, it 
will be unrealistic to say that we are building socialism. 

Satfafaction with a mixed economic system can only be a result of 
analysis and assumptions devoid of class perspective. As has been 
clearly enunciated in the basic objectives of our economic and cultural 
campaign, our policy of reconstruction is firmly based on the funda
mental principles of socialist development. 

It is evident that our economy is linked to the international economic 
system in many respects. Paying bottom prices for our exports while 
charging ever rising prices for their products, the imperialist countries 
are adversely affecting our development. Consequently, the necessary 
capital accumulation cannot occur in the developing countries while 
imbalances characterize international economic relations and the ever 
widening income gap continues unabated. 

Our stand regarding our international economic relations must be 
very clear indeed. As we forge ahead in the task of reconstructing our 
national •economy, we must increase our contribution to the strength
ening of trade and other relations within the socialist camp, with 
a view to redressing the existing imbalance. Economic independence 
and the establishment of an equitable and just international economic 
order based on mutual benefit are the objectives of our Revolution. 
This is the direction of our struggle, because these basic ideas of 
economic development will guide us in our efforts to lay the material 
foundations of the new socialist society. While we endeavor to effect 
social transformations in accordance with these ideas, however, the 
question relating to the culture of the new society cannot be overlooked. 
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Embracing, as it does, the totality of man's ideas and experiences, 
culture cannot be viewed in isolation from the social order in which 
it is found. In societies which are divided along class lines, culture 
reflects the values of the ruling class. The cultural ethos which pre
vailed in our country and which, because of its internal nature, is 
not easily amenable to change reflected preponderantly feudalist -
and, to a lesser degree, capitalist - characteristics. 

The culture we would like to foster is the opposite of this. The new 
culture, which is national in form, roust be international in content. 
As heir to the rich treasures of knowledge which mankind has accu
mulated throughout the ages, it must adopt them as and when appro
priate. 

Although cultural development has the tendency to lag behind in 
situations of revolutionary process, it cannot and must not be over
looked in the acceleration of overall development. Cultural revolution 
being a major aspect of our s truggle, it is imperative that we have a 
correct perspective in order to be successful in our efforts. 

We are duty-bound to foster. develop and pass on to the next genera
tion all those positive elements which our forefathers have bequeathed 
to us. This heritage is necessary as long as it contributes to the pro
motion of the new. It is, however, wrong to be chained to everything 
ancient that is ''ours." without discrimina ting between the hannful and 
the beneficial. True, one aspect of culture is to hold dear the positive 
elements inherited from the past and transmit them to succeeding 
generations, but it would be fallacious to assume that it is limited 
only to such an exercise. The thru~t for change which our Revolution 
has undertaken in this sphere must be given further impetus. 

The effort that is being deployed to bring education, scientific ideol
ogy and political knowJedgc to the masses should be seen within the 
context of the cultural revoJution. In this regard, the campaign to 
eradicate illiteracy - to which we are giving particular emphasis -
is a significant tool essential for the acceleration of our cultural develop 
ment in the future and therefore deserves special consideration vis-a
vis the totality of our development. 

Since the struggle in the cultural field is a major aspect of the Rev
olution, its content must be well understood and its development 
accelerated. The development of our economy along socialist lines 
will contribute to our cultural development. Similarly, the new culture 
of the working people will contribute to our economic growth . 

Like our perspectives for economic development, our efforts in the 
field of culture should be forward-looking. Our overall development 
would seriously suffer if we were to be forward-looking and think in 
broad terms in economic matters but continue to look bacbvards and 
remain confined to narrower thinking in the cultural sphere. 

Party fOfTniition 

The science of social development teaches us that, although the 
transition to socialism is inevitable. such a historical outcome is not 
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~n automalic phenomenon but one requiring leadership, clarity of 
objective and conscious struggle. 

The situation associated with the transitional period and the social
ist path of development to which I have referred require a high quality 
of leadership which can only emerge from a vanguard revolutionary or
ganization and, as such, deserves special attention. 

It is a scientific truth which has been tested in action that, in its 
struggle for genuine freedom, the working class needs its own party 
with which it can accomplish its organizational and leadership tasks. 
Without such a revolutionary party, based on class consciousness, the 
working people cannot reliably establish their political power. 

The revolutionary party cannot discharge this high responsibility 
only through the aggregation of its members; it also requires the ideo
logical and organizational unity of the aware members. The strength 
resulting from the unity of militants is equal only to the total strength 
of the assembly of individuals. Revolutionary experience teaches us, 
however, that the strength emanating from the ideological and orga
nizational unity of militants is manifold. 

It is evident, therefore, that more agreement among members on 
basic ideas is no substitute for the invincible strength of an organiza
tion. Only central leadership and strong discipline among members 
can guarantee the attainment of the necessary revolutionary outcome. 
This can be realized through not only the ideological but also the 
organi.tationa) unity of the members. In other words, the working 
people can guarantee Lhe achievement of their ultimate objective only 
when they are led by a parly with theoretical and organizational 
strength. 

In this regard, we have derived a considerable lesson from our 
struggles in th~ past, and there is no doubt that, as we forge ahead 
in our reconstruction efforts, the decisive leadership role of a van
guard party wi ll become even more obvious. Furthermore, in a situa
tion where reactionaries have been removed from political power and 
responsibility for all matters pertaining to the society has been entrust
ed to rcvolulionade~. the need for an efficacious organization becomes 
particularly important and does not lend itself to ready solutions. 

Despite the relentless efforts we have made to make such a historic 
leadership a reality, the difficulties which confronted us were so 
complex Lhat our objectives were not easily achieved. The struggles 
waged in this regard within our society in general and within the 
PMAC in particular will have a sign ificant place in the history of our 
Revolution. 

The PMAC - which, aligning itself with the masses, became the 
vanguard in effecting far-reaching changes to restructure society -
also had Lo address itself to several profound questions, the most 
crucial of which was the creation of a vanguard revolutionary party. 

Since we are waging a revolutionary struggle and since the PMAC, 
which is giving it direction, is also a revolutionary body, the position 
had been Lakcn that ultimate leadership of the Revolution must rest 
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with the party of the working people. However. agents provocateurs 
had made frantic efforts to have the PMAC disbanded by raising ques
tions as to how, from where and for whom the party was to be created. 

On the other band, there were those who believed that politics was 
their private domain and felt that, once the workers had obtained 
the right to bargain with their employers, land was distributed among 
the peasants and the members of the Armed Forces received an in
crease in salary, there would be no impediment to .the perpetuation 
of their position within the capitalist system. Nonetheless, as those 
who recognized that betrayal of the popular cause would be contrary 
to the march of his tory were stronger, the PMAC continued to adhere 
to its correct stand. 

It was against this background that the PMAC set up a team charged 
with the task of preparing a comprehensiv.e study taking into account 
the national and general world situation, to find an answer to the 
question of organization. Further, to translate the study into action, a 
set of criteria by which all revolutionaries were to measured was 
prepared and steps were taken to rally all Ethiopian militants in the 
country and those Living abroad. 

After exhaustively discussing the process leading to the establish
ment of popular power, the question of democracy, the right of na
tionalities, the question relating to the defense forces, the international 
communist movement and other issues, the majority accepted our 
basic stand with admiration. On the issue of party formation, however, 
some insisted that it was the right of the people and should be left 
aside. Others explicitly took the position that all classes in the society 
should organize themselves as they pleased and compete. Still others 
argued at length for the establishment of different political organi
zations - which, after resolving their differences through ideological 
struggle, would either be transformed into a party or unite as a front 
from which the party could emerge. 

We, on the other hand, gave priority to raising the level of con
sciousness of the working people a nd were steadfast in our resolve 
that, since genuine revolutionaries have an identity of objectives, they 
should have one program and one organization; that the right to 
organize must be the right of those who support the Revolution; and 
that such an exercise cannot be open to reactionaries. 

While agreement on this basic issue was pending, it was nonetheless 
possible to start work by agreeing to establisH a political school and 
train cadres with support to be provided by the government. 

The Provisional Office for Mass Organizational Affairs (POMOA) was 
established.The Program of the National Democratic Revolution which 
was drafted earlier was discussed and issued. It was at this period that 
the so-called EPRP, which had no confidence in the Revolution from 
the outset, came out in its true colors. Having by its pretentious form 
confused the youth, whose zeal for s truggle was high and whose nu
merical strength cannot be underestimated, it finally joined the counter
revolutionary camp. 
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While the so-called EPRP chose to join the counterrevolutionary 
camp, the progressive groups stood by the Revolution and intensified 
their struggle, partially utilizing the open platform and the support 
provided by the government. 

In the process of the struggle a few months later, a serious counter
revolutionary conspiracy was engineered by supporters of the "EPRP" 
within the PMAC to bring the Revolution under imperialist control. 
This conspiracy, however, was foiled on February 3, 1977, with great 
sacrifice, and the Revolution went from the defensive to the offensive. 

The right to be armed, from which the masses bad been barred, 
was fully implemented. Then a situation conducive to rallying progres
sives was created and a call was made to progressive organizations. 
Although the call did not elicit a total response, it was possible to 
rally around the newly-<!stablished Union of Ethiopian Marxist-Leninist 
Organizations (EMALEDH). 

The struggle intensified. As indicated earlier, the assassination of 
the struggling sons of the masfes was stepped up in the heartland. 
In the east and south, the reactionary regime of Somalia pressed its 
invasion. In the northwest, remnants of the nobility and landlords 
intensified their banditry. In the north, secessionist groups intensified 
their reactionary activities more than ever before. The Revolution and 
our homeland faced a very grave danger. A call for stronger unity 
was made during those dark days to member organizations of EMA
LEDH in order to coordinate the masses for the defense of the country. 
Nevertheless, the call did not elicit an adequate response. On the 
contrary, the leaders of the so-called MEISON openly rejected cooper
ation in the belief that a situation had been created that would enable 
their organization to rule. 

Just as the imperialists keep on telling the socialist countries to be 
"moderate" and "democratic" in order to create counterrevolutionary 
parties with a view to finding them a shortcut to political power, 
MEISON advocated instant and "unconditional democracy" in the 
name of the oppressed. 

Although it was not certain that they had planned to return "tr;um
phanlly" together with those reactionary forces which were fighting 
against the Revolution at the time, as of August 1977, they finally went 
underground. They preferred counterrevolution to revolution. The re
maining progressive organizations were seriously concerned by the 
event because it could lead to a lack of confidence by the masses in 
progressive organizations. In fact, the consequences of that event as 
far as progressives are concerned should not be underestimated. 

The other member organizations of EMALEDH, having thoroughly 
condemned the counterrevolutionary actions of MEISON, stabilized 
the situation and continued to push on with the struggle, but they 
proceeded no farther before a new situation developed. Instead of 
struggling for the unity and the common freedom of the masses, the 
so-called ECHAT group embarked upon dividing the working people 
along ethnic Lines. Some members of that organization openly joined 
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forces with the reactionary regime of Somalia and began to fight 
against the Revolution. Because of this fifth columnist stand, the or
ganization was expelled from EMALEDH. 

After all these obstacles, those member organizations of EMALEDH 
which remained firm in cheir stand resumed their struggle with a 
stronger sense of unity. At the same time, an agreement was reached 
lo create a party organizing committee with a view to analyzing the 
situation and facilitating union. 

However, the effort failed because some members, particularly a few 
individuals among the leadership of Woz Ader and the Marxist-Leninist 
Revolutionary Organization, two of the three remaining organizations 
which were saying one thing while doing something else, were caught 
red-handed, thus creating further difficulties among revolutionaries. 

It is to be recalled that, not long aften.vards, a new phenomenon 
appeared within EMALEDH. It was discovered during the second half 
of 1978 that the Woz Ader League, one of the three member organiza
tions of EMALEDH, had infiltrated a limited number of its members 
in the ranks of Abiyotawi Seded. 

Consequently, a dangerous situation was again created. However, 
as you know, the danger was averted and normality reestablished as 
a result of the stand taken by Abiyotawi Seded and the corrective 
measures taken by the Woz Ader League as regards its leadership. 

Later on, a few individuals, members of Abiyolawi Seded, pretending 
lo be overcome by desperation and masquerading as if they embodied 
more organization.al interests than anybody, tried to promote their own 
interests from the vantage point of narrow factionalism. 

The struggle waged to secure the leadership of a party which our 
Revolution lacked cannot be viewed in isolation from the general 
progress of our Revolution, and the sacrifices made for the cause of 
this fundamental question are high. Nor should we forget the fact 
that, each time we were confronted with difficulties and dangerous 
situations, the reactionaries were on their toes to benefit from our 
shortcomings. By using every opportunity and heavily infiltrating the 
organizations, they exerted every effort to 5ow discord among genuine 
progressives. 

Since continuing in that manner would have meant eroding the 
unity of revolutionaries and destroying organizational integrity, a reas
sessment of the objective situation became imperative. It became 
clear that it was ·impossible lo form a party of the working people 
through the merger of organizations, as had previously been envisaged. 
The three member organizations of EMALEDH therefore agreed in Feb
ruary 1979 that, considering the realities of our time, it was necessary 
for the establishment of the party to rally around a central leader
ship composed of individual militants chosen on the basis of their 
revolutionary stand, ability and contribution. 

On the basis of this, the PMAC, which has always supported without 
reservation the rallying of revolutionaries and the creation of the 
party of the working people, proclaimed on December 18, 1979, the 
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establishment of the Commission for Organizing the Party of the 
Working People of Ethiopia (COPWE). Recognizing that a strong foun· 
dation was laid for the creation of the long-awaited vanguard of the 
Revolution, for the cause of which enormous sacrifices bad been made, 
the masses declared their full support for tbe action taken. 

It has repeatedly been stated that the leadership of a revolut ionary 
party is essential for the Revolution to achieve its objectives. We also 
know full well from our O\a.tD experience .i.vhat it means to lack such 
a leadership. Moreover, we also learn from history that . the Paris 
Commune, where the first dictatorship of the proletariat was estab
lished, was extinguished in 72 days because of the absence of party 
leadership. 

In contrast, the great October Revolution, which heralded the new 
era, the era of socialism, emerged victorious through the instrumen· 
tality of the Bolshevik Party, which was led by the great Lenin . This 
is an added, living testimony to the decisive role of a revolutionary 
party. 

The measure of the nature of a revolutionary party is the content 
and depth of its mission. It is essentiaJ to understand that the mission 
itself must, in turn, be measured not only against situations prevailing 
within national confines but also against the international situation. 
Imperialism today 

Today, the peace of the world is more seriously disturbed than at 
any other time since World War II. Instead of the advancement of human 
welfare and civilization, we observe heavy war clouds on the horizon. 
Detente, which has been in existence for some time now, appears to 
be on the verge of being extinguished under the notorious leadership 
and coordination of American imperialism. In its place, the arms race, 
the violation of sovereignty of other countries and provoking conflicts 
have become standard practice for American imperialism. 

As we look at the armed aggressions and political and ideological 
campaigns being conducted against the socialist countries; against 
countries carrying out revolutionary transformations to eliminate 
exploitation and oppression; and against all anti-imperialist, peace
Joving and democratic forces in general, we are reminded of the period 
known as the col'1 war era. 

It is to be remembered that, in the 1940s, American imperialism 
used different subterfuges simultaneously with a view to arresting tbe 
march of Communism and stifling national liberation struggles. Armed 
intervention, various conspiracies lo overthrow progressive govern
ments, economic blockades and intensive anticommunist and antipeaoe 
propaganda were aU launched at the same time in a coordinated 
manner. 

This, however, did not bring about the desired resul t. Consequently, 
the policy of detente, which is an aspect of the principle of peaceful 
coexistence that had long been advocated by socialist and other pro
gressive forces, gained acceptance at the time. This situation allowed 
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the peoples of the world to enjoy peace and enabled them to concen
trate on and make strides in the sphere of development, yet it cannot 
be asserted thaL peace prevailed even during that period. 

While, on the one hand, the progressive forces withstood imperialist 
onslaughts and were able to liberate themselves from its oppression, 
on the other band, imperialist conspiracies were sometimes successful. 
On the whole, however, there is no denying the fact that detente bas 
made an enormous contribution to the peace of mankind. 

Since the basic aim of imperialism is the obstruction of human 
development, it manifests itself glaringly in the wars it unleashes from 
time to time. It is the standard tactic of imperialism to create confus
ing situations in order to give these wars a semblance of legallity. 

Not only has imperialism, through manifest interference and in
trigues, opposed the measures undertaken by the government of Af
ghanistan to consolidate its revolution , but it has also unabashedly gone 
beyond that. In order to fulfi ll its selfish strategic interests, imperial
ism has given top priority to its campaign against the Soviet Union, 
alleging that it has threatened international peace. Is it really the 
question of Afghanistan which has led American imperialism to revert 
to its cold war policies? Of course, only the gullible accept such r ea
soning. Those who can assess situations objectively look at the issue 
differently. 

Ever since the victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution of 
1917, the world has been in transition from capitalism to socialism. 
The net effect of this process has been the shrinkage of the domain of 
imperialism and the expansion of the frontiers of socialism in the 
world. In contrast to the decline of imperialism, one can proudly 
point to the ever increasing victories that the struggle for socialism 
bas achieved in the world. 

Indeed, the determined struggle that peoples in Eastern Europe and 
Asia have waged since World War lI to build socialism has immeasur
ably consolidated the international socialist movement. In addition, 
many developing countries formerly in the clutches of imperialist 
colonial domination have achieved political independence. During the 
same era, we have also witnessed American imperialism, as leader of 
the camp, exerting serious efforts to contain - and, if possible, de
stroy - Communism in order to avert defeat. To this day, we find 
imperalism following the same course but with refined tactics in the t "". 
pursuit of its strategic objectives. • 

If we pause and consider, we find that the destructive tendencies 
of imperialism have not arisen from sheer coincidence. They are a 
result of its worldwide setbacks. In several regions, it has suffered 
ignominious defeat. Here in Ethiopia and in Vietnam, Lao, Kampuchea, 
Mozambique, Angola, Afghanistan and Nicaragua, imperialism has lost 
ground to the forces of peace and socialism, at iL also did recently 
in Iran and Zimbabwe. The process continues. All these defeats, cou
pled with the crisis arising out of skyrocketing oil prices, financial 
instability, inflation and unemployment - in short, the precipitous 
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decline in the living standards of peoples - have thrown the imperialist 
camp into complete disarray. These are the basic causes for the frantic 
conduct of American imperialism. 

The intensifiqition of the peoples' struggle for freedom, the acceler
ation in the rate of raw material depletion and s tiff competition for 
markets are all elements which cause anxiety in the imperialist camp. 
American imperialism, having declared Lhe Persian Gulf area to be in 
its strategic sphere of influence, has openly threatened to take every 
measure to protect its alleged interests. 

Denying that the triumphs scored by peoples in their determined 
struggles for freedom are the result of objective processes in the 
historical development of mankind, imperialism bas chosen to ascribe 
them to what it alleges to be the conspiracy of Communism. This false 
premise explains the campaign being waged by imperialism against 
socialist countries and those which pursue the path of socialist 
devdopment. 

The anti-Soviet campaign currently being waged by American im
perialism under the pretext of Afghanistan must be seen for what it 
is - a campaign against peace and development. 

It is not difficulc to imagine its objectives in imposing an embargo 
on trade, the exchange of science and technology and cultural rela
tions and boycotting the Olympic Games - an important sports forum 
for contact among the peoples of the world. 

At their recent meeting in Poland, recognizing the dangers that. could 
result from the aggressive policy of confrontation, the Heads of State 
of the Warsaw Pact countries called on the peoples of the world to 
wage a resolute campaign for peace and stability. 

In this precarious situation in which the world now finds itself, 
Revolutionary Ethiopia will continue its solidarity with the peace
loving forces of the world, pursue its policy of peaceful coexistence 
and work to strengthen the process of detente. Revolutionary Ethiopia 
rejects all imperialist maneuvers that threaten to disrupt the peaceful 
development of the peoples. Our unflinching position is to promote the 
common aspirations •of mankind, and we are committed to make our 
due contribution toward its realization. Likewise, it must be abundantly 



clear that we will not tolerate any threat by those who may choose 
to serve the interests of imperialism by hindering the historic march 
of our Revolution or by conspiring against the unity of our homeland. 

Consistent with our firm stand of cooperation for t he prosperity 
and development of the peoples, while we intensify our strnggle to 
bring about economic justice here at home, we will also work for an 
international economic order free from exploitation and based on 
mutual benefits. 

I have already attempted to discuss the stage we have reached in 
our efforts in the field of national development. I have also touched 
upon the complexity of the international situation as it prevails today. 
I have done so not only to explain our views on various situations 
but also to underscore the need for a revolutionary political organiza
tion - for the r.ealization of which so much has been sacrificed -
and to be prepared for the challenges that lie ahead, in view of the 
objective conditions facing us. 

A genuine party 

The task of a revolutionary party is to unite the struggle of the 
workers against the exploiting and oppressing classes in a society, 
thereby enabling them to remove the latter and assume power them
selves in order to fulfill the mission of creating a just and prosperous 
society free from exploitation of man by man. The party can fulfill 
this high mission only if it is composed of those who are prepared 
to make the necessary sacrifices and are resolutely committed not just 
ro the transient benefits of the workers but to the lasting victories 
and broader objectives of the Revolution. The party can realize this 
high mission only if it is armed with a scientific ideology which will 
enable it to achieve concrete results of social development through 
resolute class struggle. 

The party's leadership can be made manifest by its ability to evolve 
popularly supported policies and tactics related to the objective real
ities of the society which enable the masses to advance from one 
victory to another. The effectiveness of the party in carrying out its 
numerous responsibilities hinges on the unity of purpose and action 
of genuine revolutionaries. 

Practical experience proves that a healthy revolutionary party can 
emerge only if it is guided by the cardinal principle of democratic 
centralism. A Marxist-Leninist party is the form for the practical expres
sion of genuine democracy. 

As the party has the responsibility for buliding a new society, its 
effectiveness demands total respect for the principles of democratic 
centralism. It is therefore obvious that, for COPWE, ':Vhich itself is 
the outcome of many challenges and bitter struggles entailing enor
mous sacrifices, to make practical progress toward establishing the 
Ethiopian Workers' Party which will at last provide proper leadership 
for our Revolution, strict discipline must be among the distinguishing 
features of its members. 
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Although the yoke of oppression imposed on the masses for many 
centuries by the reactionary system has been removed by the Revolu
tion, the desperate struggle of die-hard reactionaries refusing to .admit 
defeat has, in some cases, aggravated the difficulties in the lives of 
the masses. As this internal situation is linked with the dangerous 
antipeace activities being conducted by international imperialism, it 
has had the effect of keeping the masses from reaping the full ben
efits of the Revolution. The masses await effective leadership which will 
en:ible th.em to overcome these difficulties and attain a better life in the 
shortest possible time. 

Even in the situation in which we find ourselves today, the masses 
continue to reiterate that it is through COPWE that the Revolution 
will find correct leadership. The masses have continuously expressed 
their support for COPWE in a practical manner; it now remains for 
COPWE fo live up to their expectatiops. 

For COPWE, its share of the struggle ahead is, in large measure, 
the construction of the new society. This responsibility is complex 
and difficult, and its own preparedness will have Lo be commensurate 
with the challenge. This, of course, will not be achieved overnight; it 
requires considerable effort and experience. 

The task requires outstanding leadership, and the organizational 
experience we have so far does not warrant a slackening of effort. As 
such, the situation must not be viewed lightly. To close this gap must 
be among the foremost tasks of the present period. 

To resolve this crucial question· satisfactorily, much is expected 
from each COPWE member. Practical implementation of revolutionary 
decisions, with complete dedication to the objectives of the Revolu
tion, giving precedence and primacy to the needs of the working 
people over those of individuals, is one of the basic features of the 
discipline we must honor. Negligence in its observance is a character
istic tenet of petil bourgeois indecisiveness, whose inevitable outcome 
is a weakening of unity and organizational cohesion - which would 
erode the Revolution and band it over to the reactionaries. We will 
overcome these tendencies only through iron discipline. 

Strict organizational discipline can prevail and gain respect, not by 
the imposition o( higher organs of leadership on lower ones but by the 
ready and wi lling acceptance of the program and regulations by revolu
tionary individuals when they become members of the organization. 

Our revolutionary zeal will be judged not so much by our agitational 
capabilities as by the degree of economic and social emancipation of 
the working people. As we have a lready tried to explain, a revolution
ary vanguard political organization should be able to understand 
phenomena correctly as they actually exist in the process of change 
and development and provide appropriate solutions to the problems 
tha l arise. 

For COPWE to successfully discharge its responsibilities, the disci
pline of its members is of paramount importance. Good personal con
duct alone, commendable as it may be, is not enough. Iron discipline, 
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coupled with revolutionary theory in the performance of revolutionary 
action, is absolutely essential for the accomplishment of our objectives. 

Revolutionary feodership and the masses 

When, today, we stress the responsibilities of revolutionary individ
uals and of COPWE in general and when we speak of the party of 
Ethiopia to be established in the future, we should concentrate our 
attention upon the revolutionary vanguard organization. never forget
ting the historical role of the masses. 

At the same time, our experience of revolutionary struggle of the 
past years is sufficient proof of the fact that, decisive as the role of 
leadership may be from the point of view of our objectives, it is 
nevertheless not capable of conducting the struggle single-handedly 
throughout its progress. As we have repeatedly stated on various occa
sions, the strivings of any revolutionary individual or vanguard orga
nization can therefore have meaningful results only through the work 
done among the masses. 

To ensure the attainment of final victory, there must be· an organic 
link and cohesion between the efforts of the revolutionary leadership 
and the masses. Our unshakable faith in the people and the strength 
we derive from their revolutionary reserves has been the guarantee 
of our revolutionary victories so far. 

For the success( ul accomplishment of the arduous tasks ahead, it is 
essential that the solid foundations of our fa ith in the people be 
further reinforced. From the viewpoint of an organization which has 
an enduring mission, this is indeed a matter of paramount importance. 

The great task of a revolutionary organization having leadership 
responsibilities requires the exertion of every effort by making the 
necessary sacrifices. The guarantee for the attainment of this objective 
is the ability to utilize the experiences of the millions upon millions 
of working people. This can only be achieved through close links with 
the people and by working among them. 

In this context, the mass organizations are the bridges linking 
COPWE today and the Workers' Party of Ethiopia tomorrow with the 
working people. The ability to successfully maintain the close links 
that ought to exist between the mass organizations and the vanguard 
organization is one of the primary tasks of revolutionaries. 

This will help us not only in applying the experiences of the work
ing people to the present tasks of development but also in guaran
teeing tbe successful conduct of our correct political line and achieving 
results commensurate wifh the needs of the entire people. 

Mass organizations are forums in which tbe citizens of the country 
conduct the affairs of the society. Generally speaking, one can say 
that, at present, almost all citizens are within the reach of one or 
another of these organizations. 

On the one hand, the AETU and the AEPA - which, between them, 
embrace those classes and sections of society that are in the vanguard 
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come of our" struggle; on the other, their contribution to our struggle 
is exemplary. 

Above and beyond the contributions both these organizations make 
to the Revolution, they bavc been a great factor in strengthening the 
alliance between the workers and the peasants, thus assisting the 
latter to discharge their responsibilities in building socialism. The 
means for raising the living standards of the people lie in developing 
the workers' and peasants' creativity to increase production. 

The place in the Revolution of the women and youth of Revolu
tionary Ethiopia, whose nationwide organjzatlons are expected to be 
formed soon, is becoming increasingly clear. While it is undeniable that, 
in many respects, women are lagging behind, it is encouraging to see 
their progress and perfonnance through their numerous regional or· 
ganizations. We trust that tomorrow they will do still better through 
their nationwide organization. 

The youth, whose organizational activities are similar to those of 
the women, are the hope of the new Ethiopia. This is a fact which 
one can hardly fail to recognize. Over and above exerting maximum 
efforts to reaff inn this hope by· speedily forming their nationwide 
organization, our youth must never relax from redoubling their efforts in 
Hne with the teachings of the great Lenin. A quest for the knowledge 
needed for the building of the new society and readiness for tireless 
work must be their guiding principles. Only thus can the youth con
sti tute the strong arm of COPWE today and an inexhaustible reservoir 
of strength for the future party. 

In the context of the place that the mass organizations occupy in 
the process of the struggle, the role played by the urban dwellers' 
associations is quite significant. Their accomplishments testify to this, 
yel it is imperative that they prepare and strengthen themselves so 
as to increase their due contcibution to the accomplishment of the 
complex tasks that still lie ahead. 

The professional associations - of teachers, doctors, nurses, writers, 
journalists, artists, musicians, etc. - which were either established or 
~trengthened as a result of the revolutionary process are a further 
source of strength and creativity. The struggle waged by these asso
ciations in contributing their due share is not to be estimated lightly. 
However, measured in terms of the tasks of the new social order we 
wish to establish, it cannot be denied that they have not yet attained 
the desired level Ln either quantity or quality. While their actual 
development will depend upon the overall struggle, we expect them 
to play a vanguard role in th eir respective fields. So long as they 
make conscious efforts, they will not find it difficult to attain the 
desired results. 

Only when our defense capabilities are adequately strengthened can 
we protecl the gains we have achieved through immense sacrifices 
and ensure success in the builrung of the new social order. 
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H our very existence as a nation is not guaranteed, not only will 
we fail in our future objectives, but our past sacrifices will also have 
been in vain. 

In this context, in response to the challenge posed to the Revolution, 
a new defense structure was set up recently along .the lines of socialist 
principles. This is a matter deserving special attention in our overall 
development efforts, for it is inseparably linked with our deep concern 
for the security of our homeland and Revolution. It is our firm 
belief that our efforts in this field will not only ensure our own 
s~curity but also contribute to the peace and stability of the world. 
While COPWE gives great importance and pays due attention to its 
links with the mass organizations, it also provides guidelines regarding 
the relationship between itself and government institutions. In practice, 
it also determines the relationship that should exist between govern
ment organs, mass organizations and itself. It coordinates govern
mental and organizational efforts toward a single objective: the build
ing of the new social order of equality and prosperity. This is only 
a schematic outline; we still have to learn more from practical ex
perience. 

I hope that the foregoing analysis will give a general ide.a of what 
the 1st Congress of COPWE - which enjoys the full support of the 
masses, occupies a unique place in the history of Ethiopia and consti
tutes a very advanced stage in our struggle of party formation - is 
all about. 

It will be recalled that the PMAC announced the formation of this 
sole vanguard political organization, COPWE, on December 17, 1979. 
Six full months have elapsed from the day of that proclamation to 
this 1st Congress. A period of six months in a revolutionary situation 
is a long time; this is obvious, especially to revolutionaries who have 
gone through similar experiences of intense struggle. 

At this point, there is no doubt that the question "Why was it 
delayed for so long?" may be legitimately posed. 

Nevertheless, Ethiopian revolutionaries and the masses have reposed 
in me the highest responsibility that could ever be given to an indi
vidual citi.zen. The complex and difficult situation which confronted 
us has also necessitated immense sacrifices that defy description. 
This is why six months of efforts were required by the situation, 
because of the limits of our resources, to re.a.ch the day of this historic 
congress. 

Future practice will show whether or not what has been done during 
this time is worth the efforts made. 

The party of the working people will be established through the united 
struggle of Communists! 

The world will belong to the working peoples! • 
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HE World Parliament of Peo
ples for Peace .met in Sofia, 
Bulgaria, September 23-27, 
1980, under the auspices of 
the World Peace Council, with 

delegates from 137 countries, guests 
from 109 international organizations 
and hundreds of private individuals -
all of whom came prepared to work 
for peace and peaceful coexistence and 
again!>t the arms race. 

The main purpose of the event was 
to promote peace, which is particularly 
important now because of imperialism's 
arms cscalation. The conference took 
the form of meetings, commissions, 
hearings, workshops, round-table discus. 
sions and complementary activities -
such as meetings wilh children, intel
lectuals and scientists and the com
memoration of such dates as Lhe 90th 
anniversary of Ho Chi Minh's and the 
250th anniversary of Simon Bolivar's 
birth - whirh lent variety to the Parlia
ment. 

The arms race, the danger of war 
and the impact these factors have on 
the struggle for national independence 
were discussed in terms of present-day 
realities, with emphasis on·imperialism's 
stepped-up warmongering activities and 
the danger posed by its political goals. 
Many of the delegates mentioned the 
significance of limited nuclear warfare, 
which the imperialists have projected 
as an alternative to all-out war - an 
alternative that would be extremely 
costly for the entire world. 

lt was pointed out that the astronom
ical sums spent on military hardware 
impose great sacrifices on the masses, 
undermining the bases for socioeconom
ic development, blocking the progress 
of Third World countries and threaten· 
ing the world with a holocaust. In gen
eral. imperialism was denounced as 
the prime mover of the arms escala
tion, and the need for unity in the s trug
gle lo eliminate the threat of nuclear 
warfare was stressed. 
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The 2300 delegates to the Parliament 
also discussed lhe world economic situa. 
tion, the chaos the Third World coun
tries face as a result of the pr~ent 
crisis in the capitalist world and the 
impact that the struggle for the New 
International Economic Order has in 
terms of general social progress. On 
this question. OSPAAAL urged Com
mission 1 of the Parliament to back 
the proposal that Comrade Fidel Cas
tro, Chairman of the Movement of Non
Aligned Countries, made in the United 
Nations concerning the need for a mas
sive transfer of resources to launch an 
international development strategy, set
ting a minim um figure of $300 billion 
for the coming decade. The proposal 
was approved. 

During the discussion of the general 
economic situation in the underdevel
oped countries, some delegations rep
resenting public opinion in the devel
oped capitalist countries also raised the 
difficulties they faced and asked for 
solidar.ity. An important point o f unity 
was found regarding lhe problems faced 
by the underdeveloped countries and 
those faced by wor kers in the imperial
ist metropolises, and it was agreed that 
both sets of problems m erited inter
national solidarity. 

Other mauers discussed included 
those related to solidar ity with the 
Palestinian and other Arab peoples; the 
contribution of the Movement of Non. 
Aligned Countries to peace and national 
independence; che struggle for national 
liberation and economic independence 
in Africa, Latin America and the Carib
bean; peace and security in Asia; rac
ism and other kinds of d iscrimina tion; 
U1e new international information 
order; the role and responsibility of 
organized religion in promoting peace; 
and cooperation with nongovernmental 
organizations. 

The hearings dealt with violations of 
human rights and other crimes against 
manb.ind, especially those committed 
by the Chlnese aggressors in Vietnam 
and by the former Po l Pot-Ieng Sary 
regime in Kampuchea, and the situa
tion of the peoples of El Salvador, 



Haiti, Guatemala, Chile, Uruguay, 
Northern Ireland and the Arab ter
ritories occupied by Israel. 

The delegation from the Organization 
of Solidarity of the Peoples of Africa, 
Asia and Latin America (OSPAAAL) 
was headed by Miriam Almanza, Tep
r esentiog Cuba, and a lso included 
Doang Dinh Ca, member of lhe 
OSPAAAL Secretariat a nd representative 
of Vietnam; Imad Jadao, representing 
the PLO; Aida Caiias, representing El 
Salvador; Erick Bland6n, of the Sandi
nista National Liberation Front of Nic
aragua; Helmut Angula, representing 
Namibia; and Abelardo Curbelo, Eduar
do Rodriguez and Virgilio Calvo, of 
Cuba. 

The delegation participated in all the 
activities; many of its members were 
among the presiding officers of the 
Parliament's commissions, round-table 
discussions and other events. 

OSPAAAL's goals meshed perfectly 
with the meaning and essence of the 
event, which, in spite of its size and 
heterogeneity, proved to be a real ex
pression of solidarity. 

This solidarity was particularly evi
dent in the hearings, attended by almost 
a ll the delegations, which presented a 
clear picture of the problems certa in 
countries are facing. The solidarity with 
El Salvador was especially impressive. 

OSPAAAL had the honor of being 
represented on the World Peace Council 
by Comrade Melba Hernandez, its Gen
eral Secretary, who was reelected to 
one of the WPC's top leadership posts. 

The World Parliament of Peoples for 
Peace. which was brilliantly chaired by 
Romesh Chandra, head of the World 
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Peace Council, was undoubtedly one of 
the most important meetings of non
governmental organizations in 1980 to 
promote independence and national 
sovereignty; defend national resources; 
and oppose imperialist exploitation, 
neocolonialism, colonialism, racis m, 
Zionism and apartheid. 

The participants in this international 
mee ting gave their backing a nd solidar
ity to every just cause. The resolutions 
and decisions l11al were adopted favored 
the revolulionary movement and such 
progressive causes as peace, develop
ment and social progress, for they were 
based on the real assumption that the 
ques tion of peace is critical and that 
its defense implies an active struggle 
against imperialism. I t was clear that 
the Parliament correctly related the 
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struggle for peace to our peoples' strug
gle for progress and social development. 

The Parliament was a success because 
it showed, above all.. that mankind 
wants peace as an indispensable require
ment for the economic, poli tical and 
social developmem of all the peoples 
of the world; because it recognized the 
forces Lhat threaten peace; and because 
it expressed increased readiness to 
fight to preserve the peoples' right to 
life. 

In o rder to provide its readers with 
further information on the Parliament, 
Tricontinental presents excerpts from 
the most important resolutions that 
were adopted and the full text of the 
appeal to the peoples of the world iS
sued by the World Parliament of Peo
ples for Peace. 



CALL 
FROM THE WORLD PARLIAMENT OF PEOPLES FOR PEACE 

The peoples of the world are alarmed. Never before has the danger of a world 
nuclear holocaust been so great. 

The escalation of the nuclear arms race and the stockpiling of deadly weapons 
have reached a critical point. The new intensification of the arms race could 
create an extremely dangerous s.ituation, subjecting mankind to the threat of 
annihilation. 

The "new nuclear strategy" is a deception put forth to convince the peoples 
that limited nuclear warfare can be waged without involving a world nuclear 
holocaust. We categorically r eject tllis dangerous and inhuman concept. 

For more than thiCe decades now, people everywhere have managed to prevent 
the unleashing of a world war and have fought with great devotion for disarma
ment and detente. They refuse to participate in these new maneuvers. Their 
demand is: Halt the arms race, stop the sword rattling, halt the aggression or 
threats of aggression and remove the danger of nuclear warfare. 

We appeal to the reason and sense of responsibility of all politicians and 
statesmen; we appeal to all governments: 

Give up your arms programs. 
Stop manufacturing new weapons of mass destruction - missiles and neutron, 

chemical and other types of weapons. 
Reduce the stockpiles. 
Ban nuclear weapons. 
We appeal to all who support the concept of peace. 
It is not enough to be concerned. 
It is not enough to be alarmed. 
The peoples have the power to maintain peace, their basic right. 
Act now! 
Let our voices b"e heard louder than ever before. 
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Resolution on Vietnam 

Basing itself on lhc peoples' deep concern over the danger of Southeast 
Asia's being turned into a baLlleficld because of lhe expansionist and he
gemonistic policy followed by the Chinese leaders in connivance with the 
bellicose forces of imperialism and Lhe internalional reaclion, the World 
Parliament of Peoples for Peace denounced the fact that Chinese troops 
massacred civilians and desLroyed many cultural, educational and health 
center~ during their altack on the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in 1979. 

It alsu denounced the incessant, daily armed attacks that China has been 
making on the borders of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the Beijing 
authorities' policy of force, which is a flagrant violation of international 
law. 

This policy of force is in defiance of all the national democratic and 
peace-loving forces that are struggling to consolidate detente and to fulfill 
the aspirations of all peoples regarding the achievement of peace and inter
national friendship and cooperation. 

The p reparations (or a new war have given rise to tensions in Southeast 
Asia. The Congress blamed China for pushing the region to the brink of 
war. 
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The Parliament fully supported the Vietnamese people's struggle to rebuild 
and defend their homeland, and it saluted the government of the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam for having given constant proof of its good will and 
for having made constructive suggestions and initiatives in searching for a 
peaceful solution to the border conflicts and the normalization of relations. 

Resolution on the military escalation i11 tl!e Arab G11/f and Pe11i11suta 

The World Parliamenl of Peoples for Peace expressed its solidarity with all 
the liberation movements and democratic and patriotic forces in this re
gion - which, in extremely difficult conditions, are waging a strugg)c to 
achieve independence, freedom, human rights and independent socioeconomic 
development. 

The Parliament firmly supported the efforts that are being made to unite 
the Yemeni homclaml on the basis of peace and democracy and Democratic 
Yemen's struggle to frustrate the reactionaries' and imperialists' plots. 

I 
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It emphasized that the military conrlict bdwcen Iran and Iraq can only 
serve the interests ol imperialism and called for a1 immediate end to these 
clashes and respect for the territorial integrity or the two counlries. 

It called for the abolition of the US bases and other military installa. 
tions in Bahrain, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Somalia. 

It denounced Lhe imperialists' attempts to creale a reactionary military 
alliance - supposedly to protect Lhe security of the Gulf. 

It denounced the repressive actions thal have taken place in Saudi Ara· 
bia, Oman, Bahrain and other countries in Lhe Gulf area. 

It recommended engaging in national and international activities that 
focus on the danger of military escalation and support the struggle for 
peace, security, dcvelopmcnl and liberation. 

Resolution on El Salvador 

The Parliament called attention Lo the fact thal the US government is 
threatening to step up its military intervention in El Salvador, in connivance 
with the Venezuelan government, by arming and mobilizing the armies of 
Honduras and Guatemala, which oppose their people, and even using its 
own forces to invade Salvadoran territory if necessary. 

It energetically and indignantly denounced this US intervention in El 
Salvador and the genocide committed by the Christian Democratic military 
junta. 

IL expressed its complete solidarity with the legitimate struggle being 
waged by the Salvadoran people, led by the Unified Revolutionary Leader· 
ship (DRU) , their political-military \•anguard. 

It denounced tfie systematic violation of human rights in El Salvador, 
calling attention to the thousands of refugees who arc s ubsisting in a per
manent state of anguish and uncertainty in churches and other institutions 
in the country and to the thousands of others who are being persecuted in 
Honduras and other neighboring countries. 

I t recognized the Unified Revolutionary Leadership and Lhe Revolutionary 
Democratic Front (FDR) as the sole lcgitimatl! representatives of the Sal
vadoran people and their government platform as the only possibility for 
solving the deep socioeconomic crisis and achieving a strong and lasting 
peace in El Salvador. 

It called on the international community - and especially the United 
Nations - to r ecognize the legit.:imacy of the Salvadoran people's struggl.! 
against the fascist, imperialist aggres~ors. 

It further caUed on all progressive, democratic and revolutionary forces 
in the world Lo denounce the US intervention in El Salvador as a serious 
threat to world peace. 
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Resolution of solidarity with the Bolivian people 

lo its resolution of solidarity with the Bolivian people, the World Parlia· 
ment of Peoples for Peace energetically denounced the coup military men 
and their international accomplices, who forcibly broke off the democratiz. 
ing p.roc.ess, subjecting the country to the barbarousness of a fascist dicta· 
torship. 

It indignantly denounced the genocide, torture, terrorism and other crimes 
committed by the junta headed by General Luis Garcia Meza. 

I t expressed its complete solidarity with the people's resistance to the 
usurping regime and called on the democratic forces and champions of 
peace throughout the world to engage in emergency actions to support the 
Bolivian patriots' antifascist struggle. 

It called for respect for the lives and security of political and trade union 
leaders and all other prisoners held by the dictatorship, and it urged inter
national agencies to redouble their efforts to defend human rights and 
obtain immediate freedom for prisoners. 

It recognized the underground government of National Unity beaded by 
Dr. Hernan Siles Suazo as the legitimate representative of the Bolivian peo
ple, elected by the sovereign will of the citizens. 
It called on the international community and world governments to refuse 

to establish relations with the usurping junta or grant it any economic, 
financial or military aid - for, by refraining from giving this aid, they 
will help to restore democracy in Bolivia. e 

I 
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Visits to OSPAAAL 

The members of the Executive Secretariat welcomed several fraternal 
delegations, with which they discussed various aspects of the problems 
facing the peoples of the "Third World '' in their struggle against 
imperialism, colonialism, neocolonialism, racism and the reaction. 

The visiting delegations included one from Kampuchea headed by 
Pen Sovan, President of the People's Revolutionary Council of 
Kampuchea and Minister of Defense of thfit country; one from the 
Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine headed by Taysir 
Khaled, member of the Political Bureau and head of the Department 
of International Relations of the Central Committee of the DFLP; one 
from the African National Congress headed by Alfred Nzo, General 
Secretary of the ANC; and one from the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity 
Organization headed by Vasos Lissarides, its Vice President. 

Comrade Melba Hernandez, General Secretary of OSPAAAL. also met 
with outstanding political leaders from the three continents, including 
Nguyen Thi Dinh, heroine of Ben Tre and Deputy Commander in Chief 
of the People's Liberation Armed Forces during the anti-Yankee war 
for national salvation and now President of the Union of Vietnamese 
Women and member of the Cent ral Committee of the Communist Party 
of Vietnam; Rodney Arismendi, General Secretary of the Uruguayan 
Communist Party; and Carlos Gallisa, President of the Puerto Rican 
Socialist Party, who also held a press conference at OSPAAAL's 
headquarters. 

Solidarity with the La.o peopfe 

A political-cultural meeting was held in militant solidarity with the 
just cause of the Lao people on the 5th anniversary of the proclamation 
of the Lao People's Democratic Republic. 

The meeting was chaired by Comrade Melba Hernandez and H. E. 
Somvath Choulamany, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 
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the Lao People's Democratic Republic in Cuba, who gave a detailed 
summary of the Lao people's victorious anti-Yankee struggle that led 
to the proclamat ion of the Republic on December 2, 1975; the attacks to 
which his country has been subjected by the react ion. both inside and 
outside the country; and the work done to rebuild the country and create 
the technical and material base for development. 

15th anniversary of OSPAAAL 

OSPAAAL's 15th anniversary was celebrated during the week of January 
5-12 with a reaffirmation of the principles that have guided the organ
ization ever since its creation in the historic Tricontinental Conference. 
The anniversary activities' theme was developed along three lines: the 
peoples' struggle, international solidarity and the denunciation of impe
r ialist aggression. 

An exhibit of photos, posters and publications was held in Havana, 
where the Executive Secretariat of OSPAAAL has its headquarters. 
Sculptress Rita Longa provided an impressive work for the occasion; 
painters, caricatu rists, young artjgts and singers from the New Trova 
Movement also contributed their talents; end Doan Dinh Ca, Vietna
mese representative on the OSPAAAL Secretariat, gave the main ad
dress. 

A particularly moving meeting was held with OSPAAAL's contribu
tors, who have promoted international solidarity throughout the years. 

In a solemn ceremony, the Ambassador of the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam to Cuba presented OSPAAAL with his government's Order of 
Friendship, which Comrade Melba Hernandez accepted on behalf of 
the organization. Jesils Montane Oropesa, alternate member of the 
Political Bureau of the Communist Party of Cuba, and Manuel Pineiro, 
member of the Central Committee, attended the ceremony. 
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The anniversary was also celebrated with press conferences and 
various activities in other countries. Congratulatory greetings poured 
in from all over the world. 

The final event was a public meeting in th~ Mella Theater. Those 
present included Osmany Cienfuegos Gorriaran, the organization's first 
Executive Secretary and a member of the Poli tical Bureau of the Com
munist Party; Armando Hart Davalos, Minister of Culture and member 
of the Political Bureau; Jesus Montane Oropesa, alternate member of 
the Political Bureau, who gave the main speech; Socorro Galan, repre
senting the leadership of the Nicaraguan Committee of Solidarity with 
the Peoples; Dr. Mohsen Bilal, Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Com
mittee of the Syrian Parliament; and membe1·s of the diplomatic corps. 

In her opening remarks, Comrade Melba Hernandez paip special tri
bute to those who had fought and died for their peoples' independence 
and freedom during the last 15 years. 

The week's anniversary activities provided ample evidence of the 
value of our organization's work and served as a stimulus for continu
ing to promote the independence, unity and dignity of the peoples. In 
its next issue, Tricontinental magazine will publish two of the an
niversary speeches. 

Declaration of soRdarity with the Salvadoran people 

The Executive Secretariat of OSPAAAL was perttlrbed to learn that 
the Christian Democratic fascist Military Junta of El Salvador had 
murdered six of the main leaders of the Revolutionary Democratic Front 
of that country. 

Everyone knows that Yankee imperialism was behind the murders, 
for, in complicity with the genocidal r egime of El Salvador, it has tried 
to drown the Salvadoran people's freedom drive in a blood bath. 
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The names of Enrique C6rdoba. Juan Chac6n, Humberto Mendoza, 
Enrique Barrera, Doroteo Hernandez and Manuel Franco are added to 
the long list of martyred heroes cravenly murdered by the despotic 
regime that now lllisrul~s their country. Their exemplary lives and 
deaths will lead their people to step up the struggle, writing new pages 
of heroism and victories. 

On reviewing the multifaceted Jives of those fighters, we recall the 
firm stand taken by Comrade Manuel Franco as a delegate from 
OSPAAAL to the recent International Conference of Solidarity with the 
Libyan People - showing that, for revolutionaries, all battle fronts are 
valid in defending the just cause of the peoples. 

The courageous Salvadoran fighters fell heroically while engaged in 
their sacred revolutionary mission of organizing the people and leading 
them in a geperal insurrection to end the Salvadoran fascist dictatorship 
once and for all. 

The Executive Secretariat of OSPAAAL strongly denounces this crime, 
which is yet another of the murders committed daily by the Salvadoran 
Christian Democratic Military Junta. OSPAAAL calls on all democratic, 
progressive, anti-iinperialist and revolutionary forces to denounce this 
criminal action and the genocidal fascist dictatorship in El Salvador. 

At this difficult time, when the fraternal people of El Salvador have 
again lost some of their finest sons, OSPAAAL expre$Ses its unlimited 
solidarity with their struggle for freedom, convinced that this struggle 
will tale on even larger dimensions and attain final victory. 

Long live the people of El Salvador! 
Long live the peoples ' struggles for liberation! • 

Executive Secretariat of OSPAAAL 

Havana, December 1980 
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